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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the task of fine-grained action understanding in videos,
specifically on the tasks of action recognition and action retrieval, with the
aim of bridging the gap between language and vision. Typically, action seg-
ments were labelled with a (small) chosen set of verbs and/or nouns which
are semantically unambiguous. This approach, called a closed vocabulary,
doesn’t allow for interesting relationships between the verbs to be discovered
or utilised, as well as being unnatural when compared to that of a human’s.
This thesis explores the issues with expanding the vocabulary of verbs used
for action understanding, including using an unbounded set.

For the action recognition task, videos are commonly given ground truth in
the form of a verb and a noun. Semantic knowledge from external sources
have successfully related nouns when the vocabulary size is increased from
a closed vocabulary, but has been largely under-explored for verbs. This
thesis aims to delve into this area in three ways: Firstly, open vocabulary
annotations are collected from multiple annotators and related through the
use of WordNet’s verb hierarchy. Secondly, multi-verb, verb-only annotations
are evaluated for the tasks of action recognition and action retrieval. Finally,
this thesis presents the fine-grained action retrieval task which aims to relate
videos and captions when they are semantically similar.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Language and vision represent two very different modalities of information. Yet, humans

are able to transfer between them with little effort. Video understanding within action

recognition is focussed almost entirely on non-overlapping class labels through the use

of classification [9, 33, 133]. This is aided by the annotations collected for these datasets

which come from a closed vocabulary [22, 60, 65, 124, 130]. Even when open vocabulary

labels are collected, these are often converted to closed vocabulary labels via cluster-

ing [23] or majority voting [91]. Understanding the complex, overlapping space of open

vocabulary actions, and specifically verbs, has not been attempted.

Information retrieval represents a form of video understanding more focussed on lan-

guage. Instead of classes, videos are labelled with unique captions which use open

natural language descriptions [144]. Powerful visual-language embeddings are learnt al-

lowing for both within-modal and cross-modal retrieval to be performed. However, the

importance of data for this task cannot be underestimated. In order to successfully per-

form cross-modal retrieval a large number of examples are required with the most recent

datasets including over 100 million videos [84]. Problematically, the notion of relevance

between two items of differing modalities is not semantic, but rather instance based.

That is, captions are only deemed relevant to videos that they were collected with and

vice-versa — regardless if similar videos/captions exist in the dataset.

This thesis explores the nature of video understanding for object interactions using

open vocabulary labels. The thesis begins with closed-vocabulary action recognition

that starts upon the path of expanding the vocabulary size, building upon ideas from

1



1.1 Challenges and Contributions

information retrieval. The thesis then explores the fine-grained action retrieval task,

as defined in chapter 5, which differs from both action recognition and general video

retrieval.

1.1 Challenges and Contributions

In this thesis, four main challenges will be explored. These challenges will be briefly

discussed here followed by the contributions of this thesis.

Challenge 1: Expanding the Vocabulary

Action recognition, being a classification problem, has seen datasets labelled with a

closed vocabulary of both verbs and nouns to reduce the overlap between classes. For

example, verbs such as “put” or “place” are semantically similar and therefore only

one would be present in the annotations. Comparatively, spoken language — especially

English — doesn’t have this limitation, with different people offering different words

when asked.

Collecting annotations with an expanded vocabulary can lead to issues, such as long-

tailed distributions of classes, spelling errors or, ultimately, how to deal with the sig-

nificant number of semantic overlaps. In the case of a model predicting “put” instead

of “place” it shouldn’t be penalised. This requires some external knowledge of how to

relate the annotations in order for classification to be performed.

Challenge 2: Contextual Relationships

Previously, semantic relationships between verbs are the most common type of relation-

ship that has been explored. Whether this is explicit semantic relationships, such as

those found within WordNet [87], or those using co-occurrences as a measure of seman-

tic similarity, as in Word2Vec [86] or GloVe [94], contextual relationships between verbs

represent an under-explored area.

In certain contexts, two verbs can be interchangeable to describe an action, yet, for other

contexts, they can be completely unrelated. For example, some doors are “open[ed]” by

“push[ing]” whereas others are “pull[ed]”. “Push” and “pull” themselves are antonyms,

and only contextually relevant with the verb “open” depending on the type of door being
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acted upon1. In this thesis, the term contextual relationships is defined to refer to these

relationships between verbs which are only applicable in certain contexts.

Challenge 3: Scaling Relevance for an Open Vocabulary

Where action recognition datasets exclusively use closed vocabulary video labels, datasets

used for video retrieval are all collected with natural language annotations, thus using

an open vocabulary. However, in all video-retrieval works, videos are only relevant with

the caption(s) associated with it, and vice-versa. If a caption of a different video is

semantically valid, it is still considered irrelevant during both training and evaluation.

For example, a video of someone folding origami in MSR-VTT ([144]) might have the

caption “a man doing an origami tutorial”, a different origami video with the caption “a

man folds a piece of paper into origami” would be considered as irrelevant as “dancers

are cheered on at a wedding” as they are both captions for different videos.

Challenge 4: Training For the Unknown

When using an expanded vocabulary of verbs and nouns to describe videos, it can be

impossible to have training examples for this expanded vocabulary, as well as all com-

binations of verbs and nouns, during training. For example, to include all of the ways

that one can “cut” every type of vegetable in a dataset (e.g. chop, dice, julienne etc.)

would require a huge number of training examples, contributing significantly to create

a long-tailed distribution of actions. Because of this, it is likely that unseen classes will

be present during testing. Known as Zero-Shot, this problem can be very challenging

due to the difficulty of: Firstly, determining whether the test instance comes from a seen

or unseen class and, secondly, being able to reason about unseen classes. The zero-shot

task has not been explored for the task of fine-grained action retrieval or for video action

recognition using verb-only representations.

1.1.1 Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions:

• The notion of an expanded vocabulary of verbs for video action recognition is given

1As a more niche example, a video in the BEOID dataset ([22]) includes someone “stepping on a
treadmill pedal” which also has the annotation “place foot on pedal” relating “step on” and “place” in
(only) that context.
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in chapter 3. An exploration into the usefulness of semantic knowledge bases (e.g.

WordNet) for action recognition is also undertaken.

• Multiple-verb, verb-only labelling representations are introduced in chapter 4, pre-

senting types of verbs, first introduced in linguistics, and analysing the contextual

relationships between them for the tasks of action recognition and action retrieval.

• The problem of fine-grained action retrieval is proposed in chapter 5, where the

aim is to retrieve semantically related items, be it visual or textual.

• A method for cross-modal embedding via disentanglement of different parts-of-

speech is presented in chapter 5, showing its usefulness on both the fine-grained

action retrieval task and the general video retrieval task.

• Chapter 6 includes experiments on both the multi-verb, verb-only representations

(from chapter 4) and the cross-modal embedding method (from chapter 5) for

zero-shot tasks.

1.2 Thesis Structure

This thesis has the following outline: Chapter 2 presents relevant background work to

the tasks of both action recognition and information retrieval.

Chapter 3 first explores expansion of vocabulary sizes, purely for verbs, and presents a

graph embedding method. In this chapter issues with using an expanded vocabulary of

verbs are found.

Following this, contextual relationships between verbs are explored within chapter 4,

via the collection of annotations. This results in experiments conducted for both action

recognition and action retrieval, evaluated on the collected annotations. A downside to

this verb-only approach exists though as, for large-scale datasets, this annotation process

is expensive.

Chapter 5 focuses purely on the action retrieval task using the contextual clusterings of

EPIC-Kitchens in order to bridge the gap between action recognition and video retrieval.

A method is presented which creates separate embeddings for verbs and nouns, allowing

for each to be independently modelled, before being combined later.
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1.2 Thesis Structure

Next, Zero-shot applications of using an open vocabulary are presented in chapter 6 for

the methods within chapters 4 and 5.

Finally, a conclusion of the work presented within this thesis will be given in chapter 7

as well as directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background

This thesis attempts to discover how open vocabulary labels can be used for the tasks

of video understanding, namely action recognition and action retrieval. This chapter

provides a background to the related works upon which this thesis builds and is split

accordingly:

Firstly, an introduction into the relevant Natural Language Processing and Linguistics

techniques are given in section 2.1. Secondly, related works within the field of action

recognition (including approaches used in later chapters of this thesis) are given in sec-

tion 2.2. Finally, related works on the topic of information retrieval (covering methods

employed for both retrieval in images and in videos) will be presented in section 2.3 and

section 2.4 concludes the relevant works.

2.1 Natural Language Linguistics

This section will list different background techniques from natural language processing

and/or linguistics which are relevant to this thesis. Specifically, WordNet [87] will be

detailed in section 2.1.1, Word2Vec [86] in section 2.1.2, GloVe [94] in section 2.1.3

with the differences between the word encodings discussed in section 2.1.4. Finally,

Manner verbs and Result verbs, being used in chapter 4, will also be introduced in

section 2.1.5.
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2.1 Natural Language Linguistics

2.1.1 WordNet

WordNet [87] is an English Lexical database, created by lexicographers to include a

number of semantic relationships between words. It is built up of many synsets which

represent singular meanings. Each synset is assigned one or more lemmas, or words.

For example, the synset which is defined by “Cause to move by pulling” has the lemmas

of “pull” and “draw” associated with it, which can be thought of as synonyms to one

another. WordNet includes 4 different types of synsets: Nouns, verbs, adjectives and

adverbs. Synsets are normally labelled as 〈word〉.〈type〉.〈num〉. For example, “put.v.2”

represents the second verb synset of “put”. The database includes different relationships

defined between synsets with the relevant relationships being highlighted below:

• Antonymy: Whether two synsets have the opposite meaning to each other. For

example, “push.v.1” is an antonym of “pull.v.1”.

• Hyponymy: Whether one synset is more general in meaning than the other,

also called the IS-A relationship. For example, “move” is a hyponym of “pull”.

Hypernymy is the reverse relationship, denoting a more specific meaning, where

“pull” is a hypernym of “move”.

• Troponymy: Whether one synset is a more specific manner than the other. For

example, “tug” is a troponym of “pull”.

The different synsets can be organised into hierarchies via hyponymy relations which is

commonly used in computer vision to relate synsets together. ImageNet [25] is one such

use case which groups noun synsets together. Nodes at the top of the hierarchy include

those such as “animal”, “instrument”, “plant” etc. In this way, distances between synsets

can be found using edge or node based similarity measures along the hierarchy of nouns.

Similarly, a verb hierarchy can be constructed and used in the same way from the verb

synsets.

The hierarchy, either verb or noun, can be used to determine a measure of similarity

between two synsets, or nodes within the tree. A number of different approaches have

been proposed to measure the semantic similarity between two synsets, largely falling

into one of two categories: path-based methods [70, 143] or corpus-based methods [57,

73, 105].

Path-based methods, such as WuP presented by Wu and Palmer [143], generally involve
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finding the depth of the two synsets along with their least common subsumer (LCS).

For example, the WuP distance between two synsets (represented by S1 and S2) can be

found using the following formula:

WuP (S1, S2) =
2 ∗ depth(LCS(S1, S2))

depth(S1) + depth(S2)
(2.1)

where depth(S) returns the height of the synset within the hierarchy and LCS(S1, S2)

returns the synset which is the least common subsumer (i.e. the lowest parent of both

synsets related via the hyponymy relationship). This similarity measure returns a score

between 0 and 1 with a high score representing that the two synsets are highly re-

lated.

Corpus-based methods instead use a corpus to relate two synsets. An example is the

method proposed by Lin [73]. It uses the information content of two synsets to work out

the similarity as below:

Lin(S1, S2, C) =
2 ∗ IC(LCS(S1, S2), C)

IC(S1, C) + IC(S2, C)
(2.2)

where C is the corpus being used and IC(S,C) returns the information content of S

using the following formula:

IC(S,C) = − log(P (S|C)) (2.3)

where P (S|C) is the probability of finding the synset S in a given corpus C. Note that

this can represent an expensive process in terms of annotation of senses for the chosen

corpus.

It can be noted that both similarity measures presented here follow a similar structure,

with WuP using the depth function and Lin using the IC function. Because of this,

WuP can be useful if a corpus isn’t available and/or only a hierarchy is present, whereas
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the Skip-Gram model first presented in [85]. For a
given word at step t (represented by w(t)), the aim of the skip-gram model is
to predict words around it in a sentence up until a set distance C, in this case
C = 2 (figure from [85]).

Lin can give more specific/contextual knowlege over the similarities between words but

is dependent on the corpus.

2.1.2 Word2Vec

Word2Vec [86] is an unsupervised method for creating an embedding space of words.

The authors build upon their previous work [85] which used a skip-gram model to learn

vector representations of words from a corpus in an unsupervised manner.

Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the skip-gram model presented in [85]. A word in a

sentence for a given time step t is projected using a log-linear classifier to predict words

within a context window of a certain distance around the chosen word (denoted by C).

For example, in the sentence “put meat on ball of dough” with t = 4 (w(4)=“ball”) and

C = 2, the model will try to predict {“meat”, “on”, “of”, “dough”} for {w(t− 2), w(t−
1), w(t+ 1), w(t+ 2)} respectively.

The skip-gram model was found to be more effective than the continuous bag-of-words
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model, also presented in [85], which can be thought of as the reverse of the skip-gram

model (given a group of words around a missing word, can the missing word be pre-

dicted?). Regardless, both methods transform inputs via a projection matrix which is

used to create the final embedding of each word.

The learned space provides a number of benefits: Words are represented as vectors in

which their similarity1 can be calculated using the cosine similarity. The space also allows

for analogy tests to be performed using simple addition and subtraction of vectors. For

example, “King” - “man” + “woman” gives “queen” as an output (word with highest

similarity to the resulting vector). Finally, the choice of corpus allows for interesting

zero-shot capabilities for visual tasks. As the learning is unsupervised and text corpora

are a lot easier to collect than videos or images, it is likely that the vocabulary of words

is much larger than present in vision datasets. With this (weak) knowledge of how

words are related within the embedding reasoning can be performed on unseen visual

classes.

2.1.3 GloVe

Global Vectors (GloVe) [94], is another unsupervised approach for learning an em-

bedding for vectorised word representation, similar to Word2Vec (section 2.1.2). How-

ever, Word2Vec learns an embedding based on local co-occurrences using the context

window, whereas GloVe instead uses global co-occurrences to construct the learnt em-

bedding space.

In order to do this, given that the co-occurrences of words can be discovered within

a corpus, probabilities of co-occurrences are first found, i.e. P (“ice”|“water”). Then,

Pennington et al. present a method for using probability ratios to guide training. This

can be seen in table 2.1 (reproduced from [94]). In this example, the co-occurrence

probabilities of “ice” and “steam” can be seen with four other words: “solid”, “gas”,

“water” and “fashion”. Note: “water” has the highest co-occurrence probability for

both “ice” and “steam” with regards to the other words. As expected, the next highest

co-occurrence probability for “ice” is “solid” and “steam” is “gas”. It should be noted

though, that both P (“fashion”|“ice”) and P (“gas”|“ice”) have similar probabilities (same

orders of magnitude) which is the same also for “steam” with “solid”.

1Whilst not strictly representing semantic similarity, this measure can still encode some semantic
information.
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Probability and Ratio k =“solid” k =“gas” k =“water” k =“fashion”

P (k|“ice”) 1.9× 10−4 6.6× 10−5 3.0× 10−3 1.7× 10−5

P (k|“steam”) 2.2× 10−5 7.8× 10−4 2.2× 10−3 1.8× 10−5

P (k|“ice”)/P (k|“steam”) 8.9 8.5× 10−2 1.36 0.96

Table 2.1: Co-occurrence probabilities (first two rows) and ratio (bottom row)
of “ice” and “steam” to four other words within a large corpus. Reproduced
from [94].

When the ratio between co-occurrences is investigated, a number of useful observations

can be made. Firstly, if a word strongly co-occurs with either “ice” or “steam”, then the

resulting ratio will be (respectively) very large/very small (“ice” is highly co-occurrent

with “solid” giving a large value for the ratio whereas “gas” is highly co-occurrent with

“steam” resulting in a very small value for the ratio). Secondly, if the word is equally

relevant to the pair then a ratio of around 1 will be seen. Because of this, the ratio is

better at determining the relevancy between words than looking at the base probabilities

alone and, accordingly, Pennington et al. train a model of the following form:

F (wi, wj, w̃k) =
P (i|k)

P (j|k)
(2.4)

where wi and wj are word vectors of the ith and jth words in the corpus and w̃k is

a separate context word vector. In this case, the right hand side of the expression

represents the “weakly supervised” knowledge from the underlying corpus and F the

generator which generates the vectors2. In their work, F is represented by a weighted

least-squares regression model.

2.1.4 Word2Vec vs. GloVe

Both Word2Vec and GloVe represent unsupervised word embedding methods and are

often compared. From the results within [94], Pennington et al. show that GloVe

2Note that the generated set of vectors, W , and the generated set of context vectors, W̃ , are different,
though the authors note that each set performs similarly. Indeed, for their experiments the final vector
representation for the ith word is given by wi + w̃i which they find to slightly outperform either wi or
w̃i alone.
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performs better than the skip-gram model of Word2Vec on the word analogy task (“a

is to b as c is to ?”). However, they note the difference in code setup between the two

methods and state: “We set any unspecified parameters to their default values, assuming

that they are close to optimal, though we acknowledge that this simplification should be

relaxed in a more thorough analysis.”

Regardless, this thesis focuses on the tasks of video understanding and, as such, perfor-

mance in the word analogy task isn’t necessarily a good indication, or even recommen-

dation, for using one method over the other. In chapter 5, in which the word vectors are

used as initial values to be transformed into a new visual-text embedding, the vectors

are used only as input values (where discrimination between words is arguably the most

important property). Because of this, the difference in performance between Word2Vec

and GloVe was found to be marginal in chapter 5 and, due to simplicity and availability,

Word2Vec was used.

2.1.5 Manner and Result Verbs

Verbs of Manner and Verbs of Result have been proposed by linguists in many previous

works [6, 12, 35, 37, 45]. Specifically, the two definitions below summarise the different

explanations of the related work above:

• Verb of Manner: A verb of manner will describe how an action is to be performed

and won’t include information about the final state. For example pour tells the

actor to remove some substance from the object.

• Verb of Result: A verb of result will describe the end state of the object that

the action will be applied to. E.g. empty tells the actor to empty the object of all

substance3.

Interestingly, Gropen et. al. [45] go even further by linking the verbs of manner to

objects:

“... the meaning of the verb pour specifies the particular manner in which

a substance changes location — roughly, in a downward stream. For now it

does not matter exactly how we characterize the manner in which a poured

substance moves; what is crucial is that some particular manner of motion is

specified in the meaning of the verb ...

3There are also different result verbs which could be used depending on the focal object. For example,
an action could cause one object to be emptied to fill another.
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In contrast, the meaning of the verb fill specifies the particular way in which

the ground is affected: a container must undergo a change of state from being

not full to being full. Yet fill does not specify anything about the manner in

which a substance is transferred ...”

This shows well the relationship between the two different sets of verbs and can be used

as a good method to discriminate into which set a certain verb lies. Importantly, by

explaining to an actor the action with only the verb of manner will leave them no goal

or finish point, how long do I need to keep pouring? whereas supplying only the verb

of result will leave the actor no tangible way of completing the goal, How do I fill a

container?

Although not mentioning verbs of manner or result, Clark and Clark [20] go into detail

about how nouns can be used as verbs which is applicable to this thesis through the use of

tools as verbs — such as scoop, spoon or spray. Clark and Clark use the term instrumental

verbs to describe these types of verbs. These are manner verbs in the contexts of action

recognition dataset(s), which is expected to also be the case in other contexts as well.

This is due to the nature of certain motions being tied to the instruments in their nominal

role (for example, it would be odd to describe someone breaking an object with a spoon

as “to spoon the object”, whereas for its main use case, “to scoop an object”, it is quite

natural).

This thesis offers the first insight into how these complex linguistic meanings of verbs re-

late to the computer vision tasks of action recognition and action retrieval. However, the

work presented in this thesis is only an initial investigation into how action verbs relate

within the boundary of vision and language, leaving large scope for future work.

2.2 Action Recognition of Videos

Action Recognition of videos is a classification task, and can be thought of as analogous

to object recognition for images. The aim is: For a video segment predict the class in

which the video segment belongs to (the temporal extent of the action to be recognised

is assumed to have been found or given by some oracle). Whilst action recognition can

indeed be performed for images, certain actions, such as “put down” or “pick up”, can

appear indistinguishable from one another due to the lack of temporal information.

With wearable devices becoming more common, a new perspective has been introduced,
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that of the egocentric perspective. Instead of a fixed camera which surveys a scene, as

would be common for films or television, egocentric videos are recorded from the view of

the participant performing the actions, giving a first-person view of the world. Camera’s

are generally mounted on the recorder’s body, usually the head or chest.

More recently, the nature of granularity within action recognition has also been explored

with several new datasets [23, 44, 46, 108, 116] being created with finer-grained action

labels. Compared to older datasets in which the actions could describe multiple different

events, these ensure that only a single action takes place in the video clip. For example,

in CMU-MMAC [24, 130], the action “put baking-pan [in oven]” includes the actions of

“opening” and “closing” the oven whereas in a dataset such as EPIC-Kitchens [23] the

action would instead be labelled as three separate fine-grain actions.

Due to the shift in domain, approaches which tackle egocentric, third-person or fine-

grained action recognition often use a differing set of low-level cues to recognise the

action currently occurring. Accordingly, related works and datasets in third person action

recognition will be presented in section 2.2.1 whereas section 2.2.2 will contain relevant

works and datasets for those tackling the egocentric domain and, finally, section 2.2.3

introduces related works and datasets for fine-grained action recognition.

2.2.1 Third Person Action Recognition in Videos

After the success of image recognition, recognising actions in videos became an obvious

extension, especially given the huge volume of videos being uploaded to sites such as

YouTube [4] every day. The addition of the temporal dimension can help discrimination

between actions, but it also represents a veritable challenge in how to perform video

understanding.

Before the advent of deep learning, hand-crafted features were the supreme rulers. An

early work [68] used Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [77] to track interest

points throughout the video where local features are extracted around the interest points.

The local features are then pooled with Bag-of-Words (BoW) [21] and an SVM is used

for classification of actions. This, for many years, represented the standard pipeline to

perform action recognition: Features or encoding methods changed and/or improved as

well as different classifiers or optimisations were proposed.

Improving the action recognition Pipeline
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2.2 Action Recognition of Videos

Figure 2.2: For each spatial scale, multiple trajectories are sampled and tracked
separately throughout the video. For each frame in the video, knowledge such as
relative position as well as hand-crafted features (e.g. HoG, HoF or MBH) are
extracted. Figure from [134].

Notably, Wang et al. [134] were inspired by previous success of dense sampling in im-

ages and proposed a dense feature trajectory tracker, called dense trajectories. Feature

trajectories combine the use of an interest-point tracker with a set of feature extrac-

tors such as Histogram of Gradients (HoG), Histogram of Flow (HoF) and/or Motion

Boundary Histograms (MBH). An overview of the approach can be seen in figure 2.2

(from [134]). Compared to the previous approach of feature trajectories, which used

Lucas and Kanade [78, 132] (KLT) or SIFT, they find their approach produces more

trajectories with a higher overall quality. In this paper, the authors additionally propose

using a motion flow field to track trajectories at multiple different scales to further the

robustness of the tracker.

To perform experiments, the dense trajectory features are first encoded into a BoW rep-

resentation [21] and then classified with a χ2 SVM. As a baseline, the tracker from [132]

is used with the same extracted features from each of the points as the dense trajecto-

ries features. On a variety of video classification datasets, including UCF Sports [106],

dense trajectories were able to beat the baseline as well as give comparable or better

performance than previous state-of-the-art performance showing the power of a dense

representation.

An extension to dense trajectories, labelled as Improved Dense Trajectories (IDT), was

proposed in [133]. In order to improve performance, camera motion is estimated and

removed using a combination of SURF features [11] and optical flow to match keypoints

across frames. A further addition, in the form of a human detector, is used to remove

matches between keypoints within regions classified as a human body when considering

global camera motion removal. The improved dense trajectories became the de-facto

standard as baseline features to beat.
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Focussed instead on the encoding stage of the pipeline, Perronnin et al. [97] improve on

using the fisher kernel to encode visual features, originally proposed in [95]. Introduced

as a counterpart to using BoW [21], the use of Fisher vectors allows for encoding of

second order statistics within the encoding representation via a Guassian Mixture Model.

However, when using Fisher vectors as presented in the seminal work, it had “led to

somewhat disappointing results — no better than [BoW]4”.

In order to improve the fisher vector encoding method, the authors propose 3 extensions.

Firstly, by L2 normalising the feature descriptors, the fisher representation is able to

reduce the background information of the scene allowing for more discriminative features

for small objects. Secondly, a power normalisation is suggested to ensure that, in the

case of a large dimensionality fisher vector encoding, the representation becomes less

sparse. Finally, fisher vectors were sampled in a spatial pyramid to better “take into

account the rough geometry of a scene” [69].

With the success of deep learning for image classification, Simonyan et al. [122] create

a fisher layer as a general version of the standard fisher vector. The proposed layer can

be added to and stacked within a CNN. The layer takes as input PCA-de-correlated

features and learns a mixture of gaussians, similar to above. However, due to the large

size required for the vectors, a linear transformation is learnt to reduce dimensionality

of the fisher vectors5. A spatial pyramid is also used to learn the fisher vectors, so that

each fisher vector only represents a portion of the image, and these are spatially stacked

to get the final representation which is L2 normalised and de-correlated, using PCA once

again, to allow for stacking of fisher layers. When compared to the improved fisher vector

implementation [97], even a single fisher layer can lead to an increase in performance

(∼ 1%), whereas stacking the layers gives a large boost in performance (∼ 5%) for object

recognition.

Large-Scale Datasets

Early datasets for video action recognition, such as [56, 68, 75, 81, 106, 112], were small

with only a handful of classes. With the IDT/FV/SVM pipeline providing a large jump

in performance compared to other state-of-the-art approaches, the need for larger, more

challenging datasets became clear. Two such datasets, HMDB-51 [65] and UCF101 [124]

became the common test beds for this era, though others such as UCF50 [103] were also

4The paper used the term BOV in order to distinguish bag-of-visual-words from bag-of-words.
5With a Gaussian Mixture Model of size K and a feature size of d the resulting fisher vectors have

a size of 2Kd. This is (generally) projected down into the number of classes for their experiments.
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introduced.

HMDB-51 [65] The Human Motion Database (HMDB) is a third person video dataset

including 51 action classes with a minimum of 101 examples per class. At the time of

its release, with 6,766 videos, HMDB represented the largest dataset for video action

recognition. The dataset was collected manually, with students watching videos from

various internet sources, such as YouTube [4]. The students then chose action clips where

a single non-ambiguous action was present from the 51 chosen classes6. Additionally,

videos were picked specifically to ensure a certain level of quality.

The 51 action classes can be grouped hierarchically, with the authors proposing 5, man-

ually chosen, higher level categories consisting of: facial actions (4 classes); facial actions

with object manipulation (3 classes); body movements (19 classes); body movements

with object interaction (18 actions) and body movements for human interactions (7

actions).

They present a number of baselines for the dataset, showing the challenge of the dataset

for hand-crafted features. Particularly, they note how removal of camera motion only

leads to a small increase in performance for HoG/HoF features and, interestingly, a

decrease in accuracy for C2 features [115]. They concluded that HMDB-51 represented

“a good place to start” for furthering action recognition, highlighting that because state-

of-the-art features (of the time) were unaffected by changes in camera position, camera

motion or even object occlusion, it is likely that there was a large gap between recognising

the low level and high level features required for successful action recognition.

UCF101 [124] Released the following year after HMDB-51, UCF101 pushed the size

of action recognition datasets further, consisting of 27 hours of data made up of 13,320

videos grouped into 101 action classes. The dataset represented an extension of a previous

dataset, UCF50 [103], adding 51 new action classes7. The videos are similar to HMDB-51

consisting solely of downloaded YouTube videos from the web.

Action classes are also grouped into 5 coarser grained action categories including: Human-

object interaction (20 classes); Body-motion only (16 classes); Human-human interaction

5 classes); Playing musical instruments(10 classes) and Sports (50 classes). They note

6Example actions include “diving”, “climb stairs”, “fencing”, “running” or “golf”.
7Example new classes include “Archery”, “Knitting”, “Long Jump” “Playing Flute”.
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in their baseline experiments that actions within the sports category achieve the highest

accuracy which they posit as due to the distinctive actions and less-cluttered background

scenes. In comparison, human-object interaction classes, with scenes in varied and clut-

tered living areas rife with object occlusion, scored noticeably lower.

The Deep Learning Takeover

The combination of larger, more challenging datasets and deep learning’s continual suc-

cess on image tasks, gave rise to deep learning approaches for action recognition. Initially,

frame level features were extracted from CNNs trained on images and used in lieu of the

(IDT) features in the action recognition pipeline. This naive approach has a drawback

in that it doesn’t allow for explicit temporal modelling between frames. Later, works

developed to use CNNs in an end-to-end manner, completely replacing the standardised

pipeline.

Karpathy et al. [59] focus on developing CNN approaches for video action recognition,

inspired by the previous advances of using CNNs for image recognition. Additionally,

they released the large-scale Sports-1M dataset which included 1 million YouTube videos

weakly annotated with 487 different sports classes to train and test their model.

They note that “Unlike images which can be cropped and re-scaled to a fixed size, videos

vary widely in temporal extent and cannot be easily processed with a fixed-sized architec-

ture”. Therefore, to learn spatio-temporal features, their method takes as input stacks of

the frames of the video. Furthermore, to improve the efficiency of their model, without

a loss in accuracy, they propose two streams: Fovea and Context. The former uses a

cropped high-resolution image as input whereas the latter uses a low-resolution image of

the entire frame. In this way, their network can encode features from the entire frame of

the video whilst using the bias of actions occurring in the centre of the frame to preserve

high resolution details, which they note as necessary for action recognition. To train the

CNN for videos, and to increase the robustness of the predictions, the authors sample 20

clips from each video which is propagated through each network with multiple crops and

flips. The final predictions scores for each class are then averaged. This pre-processing

step can be seen in many video action recognition methods which utilise CNNs.

Their experiments show the power of CNNs which, even with only having seen 20 clips

as well as “significant label noise”, their method is able to beat the baseline feature

histogram-based approach. They also find that a slow-fusion approach, which extends

the base CNN to add temporal connections throughout the network, achieves best per-
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formance on the action recognition task.

In a similar fashion to above, Simonyan and Zisserman [120] propose the extension of

deep convolutional neural networks from image representations towards video action

recognition. Previous attempts had focused on stacks of RGB frames to learn both

appearance and motion features, whereas this work proposed a two-stream network for

both RGB and flow. The first stream takes in singular RGB images from a video and

attempts to learn spatial features from the video. The second stream has stacks of flow

frames for its input, allowing for the discovery of motion to be used for prediction of

action classes. The two streams are fused via late-fusion (averaging the scores) or the

use of a linear SVM on top of the features. In their experiments, using a fully connected

layer to fuse scores resulted in networks overfitting.

They perform experiments on two datasets, HMDB-51 and UCF101, including a variety

of different evaluations of both the spatial and temporal streams separately. Firstly,

they note that by training on either dataset alone, both streams tend to overfit on the

datasets — even though they were the largest available at the time of publication. To

more effectively train their model, they perform multi-task learning across both datasets

due to the difficulty in matching classes across the two datasets. Furthermore, the

temporal stream was found to achieve best performance when using mean subtraction

in addition to using bi-directional flow: including forward flow after the start frame and

backwards flow before the start frame.

In regards to the fusion performance, the SVM performed moderately better over the

averaged probability scores across both datasets. However, importantly, the different

visual modalities were seen as complementary leading to the fusion model having an

increase in accuracy over both spatial and temporal separately.

As a follow-up from the previous work, Feichtenhofer et al. [33] investigate different

techniques of fusing information from the spatial and temporal streams, including via

the use of three-dimensional convolution and pooling operations allowing for end-to-end

training. Their base architecture follows that of [120], with a proposed set of fusion

functions. Simple functions such as sum, max and concatenate are used as well as

convolution and bi-linear fusion. Additionally, to fuse 3D information, two new methods

are proposed along with standard 2D pooling8: 3D pooling as well as 3D convolution

followed by 3D pooling. The other question the authors attempt to solve is that of

8In this case 2D pooling doesn’t attempt to fuse temporal information at all and is a baseline.
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Figure 2.3: Different architectures for performing two-stream fusion, based on
the VGG-M [17] architecture. Left: both the spatial and temporal streams are
fused resulting in a spatio-temporal stream. Right: One stream is fused into the
other leaving a (in this example) spatial stream and a spatio-temporal stream
which are later fused together. Note that the placement of the fusion layers isn’t
fixed in either case and can be done earlier or later within the networks. Figure
from [33].

“Where to fuse the networks?”, and proposed two types of two-stream fusion network

which can be seen in figure 2.3 (figure from [33]).

Again evaluated on both HMDB-51 and UCF101, the authors first test the method of

fusion the networks finding that out of the three non-learned functions, sum achieves

the highest recognition rate. Convolutional performs marginally better, however it is

found to be comparable to the late fusion approach tested previously, but with almost

50% of the parameters. For “where to fuse?”, results show that earlier than the fifth

convolutional layer results in detrimental performance. Additionally, when using two

fusion layers (as in figure 2.3 right) a very small increase in accuracy can be seen, but

at the cost of increasing the number of parameters by a factor or 2. When evaluating

the temporal fusion method, they found that the combination of 3D convolution and

3D pooling boosts accuracy further than using 3D pooling alone. Finally, whilst they

outperform conventional hand-crafted features (by around 1%) they find that the com-
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bination of their two-stream fusion model and IDT allows for a further 1% boost in

performance.

Even Larger Large-Scale Datasets

3D convolution and end-to-end training of CNNs allowed for near saturated performance

on both HMDB51 and UCF101 (though the former remains more difficult than the lat-

ter) through the use of pre-training. Additionally, CNNs were found to overfit on both

datasets if used solely for training ([120]). As was the case when the two datasets

were proposed, in order for video understanding and action recognition to be pushed

further, the ever data-hungry CNNs would require much larger amount of training ex-

amples.

Kinetics [13, 14, 60] Kinetics was the answer to how can CNNs be trained for action

recognition with more data and, on its release, was the largest action recognition dataset.

The videos were collected from YouTube, but clips were collected from different YouTube

videos to ensure more variation: UCF101, for example, includes multiple clips from the

same video. Initially released with 400 action classes, the dataset was later extended to

600 [13] and, much more recently, to 700 [14] action classes.

The collection process for the dataset began with YouTube searches finding candidate

videos for each of the chosen classes of which clips were extracted automatically using

image classifiers. Amazon Mechanical Turk [1] (AMT) workers validate the presence of

the action within the clip. Once each clip was ensured to contain the action, they were

cleaned by removing duplicates (both automatically and manually) as well as removing

videos which had a high visual overlap with other classes.

As part of the results, the authors discuss two biases that can be inherent within datasets:

namely class imbalance of gender in addition to the bias of using image classifiers to

automatically localise the clips. Through inspection, they note that 340 classes are

gender neutral, i.e. not dominated by either gender, and heavily biased classes include

examples such as “shaving beard” or “filling eyebrows”. However, classes which are

imbalanced in such a way were found to still perform well on the less frequent gender.

Other imbalances, such as age or race, were found to also have little bias. For baselines,

three differing end-to-end approaches are considered: LSTM on top of a frame-based

CNN, a two-stream fusion CNN (from [120] and expanded upon below) and a 3D CNN.

Performance across all RGB baselines was similar, with the two-stream network achieving
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higher accuracies only when RGB and flow was used.

Going Against the Grain

Previous works have focused purely on the task of multi-class, single-label action recog-

nition where classes are represented by a single word (e.g. “Swimming”) or verb-noun

phrase (e.g. “Kick Ball”). Additionally, approaches solved this problem using a spatio-

temporal interest point approach. However, the works presented below instead expand

the notion of video understanding by treating it as a multi-label problem, using natural

language or by focussing on objects.

Motwani and Mooney [91] combine weak supervision for action classes in the form of

natural language descriptions, object recognition methods and priors from text corpora,

to improve action recognition performance. To automatically discover actions from long

form natural language annotations they first parse and stem the words. The verbs are

then extracted and the most common verb is chosen per video. To further build the

verb hierarchy, WordNet [87] is used. Firstly, the most common senses for each verb

are chosen before a combination of path-based similarities (e.g. WuP [143]) and corpus-

based similarities (e.g. Lin [73]) are used to cluster the verbs and create a hierarchy. For

their experiments, a threshold is chosen so as to “create meaningful [action] classes”.

Examples of this approach can be seen in figure 2.4 (from [91]).

These labels are used as supervision to train a decision tree classifier that is based on

HoG and HoF features extracted from spatio-temporal interest points. These features

are augmented with an off-the-shelf object detector along with priors from a text corpus.

From their results, the object detector and the decision tree classifier perform similarly

for the task of action recognition but the combination of both gives a significant boost

to accuracy. Similarly, the prior knowledge of co-occurring actions also gave increased

performance.

Khamis and Davis [61] introduce the notion of action recognition being a multi-label

problem where previous approaches treated it as a single label, multi-class problem. For

example, whilst a person might be “waiting” in a queue they are also “standing” and

could also be “talking”. To solve this, they re-annotate the UCL-Courtyard dataset9 with

multiple labels. They extract feature trajectories using KLT and HoG/HoF before build-

9This dataset includes two viewpoints of a courtyard on a university campus and many actors per-
forming 10 different actions.
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Figure 2.4: Automatic discovery of verbs from natural language descriptions
of videos. Most frequent verbs are chosen before a hierarchy is created using
WordNet. Figure from [91].

ing an extension of a one-vs-all SVM approach via learning both the prior probabilities

of each class and the standard weights using an alternating optimisation problem.

Their final label correlation matrix, which is learned during training, notes that actions

such as “walk[ing]” and “talk[ing]” are positively correlated, whereas “eat[ing]” and

“bi[cycling]” are negatively correlated. Their approach of learning the action priors in

this way beats the baseline 1-vs.-all SVM, even with a small dataset in which only 56.9%

of videos have two or more occurring at once (and only 4.9% have three or more).
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Jain et al. [54] use objects to encode actions, diverging from the standard pipeline which

used spatio-temporal features extracted from trajectories. Their method sees the training

of a 15,000 object class classifier (all classes from ImageNet [25] which, at the time,

included > 100 examples). Each action is then encoded as a mixture of different objects:

For example, “Typing” may be composed of “computer-keyboard”, “keypad”, “computer”

etc. Interestingly, some objects for an action denote active objects (those that are

interacted with as part of the action) whereas others are seen in the background which

can cause issues if multiple actions share the same or similar backgrounds.

They test four different scenarios on four different datasets including UCF101 and

HMDB-51. Firstly, somewhat unsurprisingly, datasets which include actors interact-

ing with objects(such as UCF101) see a boost in performance when object information

is combined with motion information (using improved dense trajectories [133]). They

also show that actions have an object preference, in which each action class was tested

with only a subset of all relevant objects. Results showed that as little as 11 objects gave

the best accuracy. Objects are also shown to generalise across datasets between UCF101

and HMDB-51 leading to increases in accuracy on HMDB-51 when UCF101 objects are

learnt. Finally, they deduce that the addition of objects can help boost performance

to improve the state-of-the-art results which, at the time, used motion information over

object information.

As an extension to the previous work, Jain et al. [53] create a semantic word embedding

of objects for the task of zero-shot action recognition (where new classes are presented at

test time, see chapter 6 for more information). Their method uses ImageNet [25] to learn

representations of objects from images. They then perform domain transfer to translate

object semantic information into the zero-shot action classes at test time. Compared to

other embedding approaches, in this work they wish to embed object information near

(relevant) action information and, appropriately, use the skip-gram model from [85] and

fisher vectors [111] to embed the multi-word descriptions into the embedding space.

Concluding Remarks

Video Action recognition has undergone a large number of changes from its inception.

With hand-crafted features, the set-up of the standard pipeline which saw features,

extracted from trajectories or around spatio-temporal interest points, encoded into a

discriminative representation for an SVM to classify the action. Larger datasets such as

UCF101 and HMDB provided a new challenge requiring improvements of the pipeline,

but it was the use of end-to-end CNNs which saw its end. Deep learning action recog-
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nition approaches focus on learning both spatial and temporal information, though of

course differ on specifics, but were found to overfit on datasets of the time. This led to

the creation of much larger and challenging datasets such as Kinetics.

Action recognition has also seen the rise of a number of sub-problems, with some ap-

proaches focussing on expanding the small/closed vocabularies or even treating action

recognition as a multi-label problem. Finally, the use of object features for action recog-

nition have also been explored, allowing for zero-shot recognition and explicit encodings

of actions.

2.2.2 Egocentric Action Recognition in Videos

Egocentric video refers to any video in which the camera has been mounted upon the

participant’s body. This is usually either the head or the chest, giving a very personal

view of the world. Compared to third person video, both actions and objects can take

up a larger portion of the frame. However, the egocentric domain can be particularly

challenging. Head (and body) motion can cause large amounts of global motion within

the scene, hands can obscure task relevant objects as well as sometimes actions occur

off-screen, e.g. if a participant closes a cupboard door behind them whilst looking at

something else.

The egocentric domain, and the accompanying datasets, represent an important chal-

lenge for the field of computer vision as they depict how humans interact with the

world as well as becoming a model for how a robot might perform in a similar envi-

ronment. This has many benefits for scenarios such as care of patients (such as those

with alzheimers) or can be used as a supervisory tool/checking tool for robots to ensure

that their interactions are correct/successful. Because of this, many tasks exist in the

egocentric domain including video summarisation, activity recognition or, pertinent to

this thesis, the task of action recognition.

This section will first present details of two Egocentric datasets which will be used as

test beds in chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis. Next, related works of egocentric action

recognition will be presented.

BEOID [22] and EPIC-Kitchens [23] As part of the collection/annotation of both

datasets is a contribution of this thesis, information of each will be presented within the
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relevant chapters, namely chapters 3 and 4 for BEOID and chapter 5.

CMU-MMAC The CMU-MMAC dataset, presented in [125] and [24], is a multi-

modal activity dataset — recorded with IMU data, multiple static microphones, static

cameras for different views and a head mounted camera for an egocentric view of the

scene. The dataset includes video recordings from 39 different participants performing

5 different recipes: Brownie, Eggs, Pizza, Salad and Sandwich.

The dataset only includes temporal, action-level annotations (from [130]), for the brownie

task which included 13 different verbs and 19 nouns constituting 29 different action

classes with an average length of 8.7s per video. In addition, actions were labelled such

that there was no background class, i.e. every frame is labelled with an action class,

leading to long actions with inconsistent start/end points.

The original work uses two methods to perform the task of action classification, a super-

vised Hidden Markov Model, or HMM, and K-Nearest Neighbours (K-NN), with k = 3

in this case. Gist features [93], extracted per frame, were used as features as the authors

noted: “many actions are performed while looking at a somewhat constant background”.

They found that the combination of IMU data and visual features proved fruitful, giving

benefits of around 2% over using each modality separately for the HMM. The K-NN

classifier was the best performing model in which the combination of both visual and

IMU data gave an overall acuracy of 57.8% (compared to the 12.3% of the HMM). It

is interesting to note that using IMU data alone achieves 56.8% compared to the visual

features accuracy of 48.6%.

GTEA Gaze+ The GTEA Gaze+ dataset was introduced within [31], in which a large

dataset was collected consisting of 5 participants performing 7 different activities within

the kitchen (namely: American Breakfast, Pizza, Afternoon Snack, Greek Salad, Pasta

Salad, Turkey Sandwich and Cheese Burger). For each of the different tasks, participants

were given the same set of instructions to follow and all sequences were collected within

the same kitchen. Additionally, gaze was also recorded for each participant using an eye-

tracker. The actions were labelled using a closed vocabulary of 25 different verbs and 45

different nouns. The videos were rather short with an average length of 2.0s.

Motion, Gaze, and Hands
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Compared with videos shot from a third person viewpoint, egocentric videos contain

three large sources of information: Motion, in the form of head motion and action

motion (which, comparatively, takes up a larger portion of the frame), hands, which can

be used to localise objects/actions, and gaze information (if the videos were recorded

with a gaze device).

In an early work, Sundaram and Mayol-Cuevas [129] concentrate on removing back-

ground noise and extracting hand/arm motion and background scene detection. They

extract Histogram of Gradient (HoG) features across frames which are grouped along the

temporal dimension. A graph is constructed out of random groups of gradients which is

treated as the representation for an action. New videos can be classified at test time via

their distances to action representations for each class.

To accompany their graph-based approach, the authors additionally use a Simultane-

ous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) map which is built offline and employed during

testing for re-localisation. The localisation adds a small increase in action recognition

accuracy but also has the benefit of reducing the computation time required per frame

of video.

In their work, Li et al. [72] state the importance of what they consider as mid-level

egocentric cues: namely head/hand motion, gaze and hand pose. They combine features

extracted to describe these cues along with the standard low level cues such as flow

and object features using concatenation of Improved Fisher Vectors (IFV) [97]. A linear

SVM is then trained on top of the representation to classify individual videos. Figure 2.5

shows the different features the authors use for action recognition (from [72]).

Experiments are conducted on GTEA Gaze+, among other egocentric datasets, along

with a full ablation of different combinations of the different mid and low level cues that

the authors described. Overall, they find that the combination of object, motion and

egocentric cues outperformed previous state-of-the-art methods. However, the egocentric

features, by themselves, perform poorly and give only a slight boost to accuracy when

combined with the other low-level cues. Overall, for the GTEA Gaze+ dataset, object

features were found to be the most important, likely due to how all videos were captured

in the same environment with the same objects. The object features were also being

unaffected by varying the method that found the attention point (either by localising

hands or via gaze).

Whilst focusing on hand detection in egocentric video, Kumar et al. [66] also show the
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Figure 2.5: Egocentric cues, such as hands, head motion or gaze are combined
with low-level cues such as motion (via dense trajectories with motion compen-
sation) and object features to perform action recognition. Figure from [72].

benefits of such a method for action recognition. Their unsupervised hand detection first

directs the user to perform a calibration technique that exhibits both the palm and back

of the hand to the camera. Using this, thresholded optical flow features are extracted

from the input frames and a region growing algorithm is used to segment the hand from

the other elements in the scene. A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is trained on the

calibration frames to build a hand detector for subsequent parts of the video.

In order to recognise actions, the hand detector is used to locate hands within test

videos. Dense trajectories are extracted around the hand mask, sampled using a 2D

Gaussian function, and a BoW representation is computed. Classification is performed

using a χ2 Support Vector Machine (SVM). They show that their method is faster than

competing methods whilst still achieving a similar level of accuracy without the use of

a gaze tracker.

Much Ado About Objects

Whereas in third person action recognition objects were often avoided in preference of

spatio-temporal interest points, for egocentric vision the opposite can be seen. The first-

person view of the world means that objects and hands often occur in frame at much

higher scales than in third person video, making them a natural choice for use in action

recognition.

The works of Fathi et al. [28, 29, 31], were targetted solely on the egocentric domain and

action recognition. Initially, in [30], the authors focused purely on object detection in

egocentric videos by using segmentation, calculated using colour histograms to separate
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foreground/background, to find hands and objects within the scene.

The object and hands detector then features in the method of [29], which takes initial

estimates of objects, hands and the background to predict action and activity labels.

Once the activity labels are predicted, the whole pipeline is further refined in a back-

wards manner, i.e. activity labels correct action labels and action labels are used to

correct object segments etc. By incorporating all three levels of the hierarchy in their

method, the reasoning for each benefits greatly, allowing for erroneous predictions to be

corrected.

To further understand egocentric actions, the authors then focus on gaze, in [31] — an

interesting aspect only available in the egocentric domain. Their method jointly esti-

mates the action taking place as well as the relevant sequence of gaze locations that the

participant was looking at. They construct the hypothesis that the most informative

features for the currently occurring action lie around the point the participant is looking

at. A method is built by combining three sets of features combining object-based fea-

tures, appearance based features and future manipulation features10. For inference, an

SVM classifier is trained per action class (in a one vs. all manner) which is built upon

a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) that models the gaze path.

The results show that gaze can be an important tool in correctly predicting the action,

giving large increases in performance over using saliency alone. Similarly, using an oracle

for gaze results in a significant boost in action prediction. Learning to predict both action

and gaze simultaneously also leads to an increase in action prediction, albeit lower than

when using the oracle.

Finally, Fathi and Rehg [28] highlight another facet of the egocentric domain which

makes it particularly challenging: state changes of objects. Given the first person view,

and a plethora of object interactions, egocentric actions contain the potential for fine-

grained action labelling that distinguishes between state changes of the same object. For

example, when opening and closing a coffee jar in a third person dataset the state change

(the presence of a lid) would represent a small part of the video and could very well be

occluded by the subject. From an egocentric point of view, these state changes are more

likely to be visible in frame and represent a larger portion of the frame.

By modelling the state changes, the authors proposed a method that discovers changed

10Inspired by psychology literature which states that gaze precedes hand movement.
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regions within the scene. By clustering these changed regions, actions can be predicted

via the closest cluster to an unknown state change, leading to a more meaningful repre-

sentation for human understanding (their model gives a high weight to an open jar at

the start of the action and the closed lid at the end).

Ishihara et al. [52] focus on hand-object interactions within egocentric videos, stating

the difficulty of the task due to “constant motion, cluttered backgrounds, and sudden

changes of scenery”. In their work they note how it can be difficult to distinguish actions

in which the same motion is present, but the hand is present in a different configuration.

Accordingly, they proposed to use both dense local features, via dense trajectories [134],

in addition to global hand shape features (using HoG and PCA) to recognise actions.

They perform experiments on four different datasets, including CMU-MMAC and GTEA

Gaze+, outperforming previous state-of-the-art via their combination of local and global

features.

Egocentric videos from datasets often are cluttered, with scenes containing a large num-

ber of objects in view. However, object interactions are usually only applied to one or

two active objects (i.e. those being interacted with). As such, a lot of works single out

these active objects and/or explore the relations between them.

Focused on learning object interactions — specifically with active objects which they

define as task-relevant — Damen et al. [22] presented an unsupervised approach for video

guidance. Their approach, titled “You-Do, I-Learn”, takes as input multiple egocentric

views of the scene from different operators along with gaze information. The distinction

between fast eye transitions and fixations allows for images to be extracted when actions

with task relevant objects are occurring. Histogram of Gradients (HoG) are extracted

as features and represented via Bag-of-Words (BoW). Spectral clustering is then used

for the unsupervised discovery of task-relevant objects.

As each active object can have multiple modes of interaction, Histograms of Flow (HoF)

features are first embedded into a BoW representation before being combined in a pyra-

midal manner. The same clustering technique for task-relevant object discovery is also

used to discover the different modes of interaction. Results are presented on the BEOID

dataset (which is introduced in the same paper, see chapter 3 and 4 for more details)

where 95% of objects can be discovered using gaze attention.

In their work, Pirsiavash and Ramanan [101] proposed the Activities of Daily Living

(ADL) dataset. It included 1 million frames and 10 hours of video. Compared to
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Figure 2.6: Left: The manually created taxonomy of the ADL dataset. Ac-
tions are grouped via differing hierarchies of specificity, similar to the hypernym
hierarchy within WordNet. Right: The distance between actions according to
the hierarchy, calculated using a path-based metric. Figure from [101].

other egocentric datasets available, ADL was unscripted11 with participants recording

in different homes giving a much more realistic and challenging dataset. Additionally,

participants recorded their videos using a chest-mounted camera, giving a different view

of the world compared to the head-mounted datasets (head motion, for example, is not

present, but objects being interacted with are more likely to be obscured by hands). The

authors also present a taxonomy of the actions that can be found within their dataset,

which can be seen in figure 2.6 (from [101]). By using a path-based distance metric,

similar to WuP [143], the distances between actions can be seen and mispredictions

between classes can be penalised accordingly. Note how classes are relatively coarse-

grained in addition to being non-overlapping.

Their proposed baseline for the dataset uses the notion between “active” objects (cur-

rently being used in the action) and “passive” objects (representing a background ob-

ject), putting forward the notion that objects in their active state look different than

the same objects in their passive state. Accordingly, they train an object classifier to

detect only active objects using a subset of training images (including the spatial bias

for locations of objects which are active compared to when they are passive). A tempo-

ral pyramid, which splits the frame into 2i bins for the ith level, is used to accumulate

the object features per frame and a linear SVM is trained on top of the concatenated

features.

11Participants were given tasks to complete, but the freedom to do them how they wished and in any
order.
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For the task of object detection, they note that detectors trained on ImageNet [25] per-

form very poorly on ADL due to the large domain shift between the two datasets, and

thus train models on their own dataset. Compared to the baseline methods, which use

either spatio-temporal interest points or only object features, their active object based

method achieves a large gain in performance. Additionally, by using the pyramidal struc-

ture over a flat BoW model, increases in action recognition accuracy can be seen across

all methods, including when the proposed taxonomy of actions is taken into account.

Interestingly, they also present results when the object detectors are “idealised”, i.e.

achieve 100% detections, along with a oracle which determines active objects, a verita-

ble boost in performance can be seen. They surmise that, for ADL at least, knowledge

of the objects being interacted with is important to perform action recognition.

McCandless and Grauman [82] also focus on detection of objects to perform action

recognition in the egocentric domain. Their approach first detects all objects within the

scene regardless of if they are active or passive (similar to [101] above). Compared to the

previous approach which only trains active object classifiers, they train active and passive

object classifiers for each object available in the scene. A space-time pyramid histogram

is then used to aggregate the objects over multiple spatial scales in each frame over time.

In contrast to other previous work, the bins of the histograms are chosen randomly, with

an object prior (given by the location of active objects in the frame which is calculated

prior to training). A multi-class SVM is used as a classifier for each spatial-time pyramid.

Due to the high numbers of randomised pyramids that are generated during training, a

boosting approach is used to create a strong classifier.

They perform their experiments on the Activities in Daily Living (ADL) dataset [101]

noting that their boosted approach beats the previous temporal window-based approach.

The object prior, i.e. choosing bin locations based on active objects, leads to increased

accuracy with a lower number of pyramids, increasing performance over the random

sampling method. However, their method understandably struggles in distinguishing

between actions in which the same objects are present (for example “making tea” and

“making coffee”).

The previous works have noted the importance of object recognition for action recogni-

tion tasks within egocentric video. In their work, Ren and Gu [104] develop a method

which attempts to reduce detections of objects within the background of the scene (i.e.

the passive objects from [101]). Their method uses a combination of optical flow and

knowledge of object priors to segment out the background from the scene leaving only

the hands and object(s) being interacted with.
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Beyond Short-Term Modelling

Most approaches discussed above are applied towards short-term video understanding

and/or don’t explicitly model temporal information. As most egocentric datasets con-

tain actions which are more fine-grained actions than their third-person counterparts,

approaches generally focus on objects. However, when representing coarser grained ac-

tions, such as those in CMU-MMAC, stricter modelling of temporal relationships can

provide useful benefits.

Lade et al. [67] approach the task of understanding cooking activities via the use of the

underlying actions. Their method uses knowledge of the activity in addition to previous

actions to predict the most probable next action. First, the authors cluster actions for

two of the activities in CMU-MMAC [24, 130], highlighting how some actions such as

“take spatula” can occur at any time and so cannot be grouped with others and later

used to predict the next action. Secondly, they build two models: A hidden markov

chain to model the actions in a hierarchical fashion and a set of transition matrices

which determine object usage. The combination of these models allow for the proposed

method to track actions that have occurred using the knowledge of action and object

ordering to predict the next action.

Ryoo et al. [110] propose a method of temporally pooling video features using a “his-

togram of time”. They propose the pooled time series representation which aims to

capture both short and long term changes in high-dimensional features. Their frame-

work allows for either CNN or hand-crafted features, which are extracted per video frame,

and aggregated into time series per element (for example, they extract CNN features of

length 4, 096 and so create 4, 096 different time series). Each time series is then pooled

temporally using a pyramid of k histograms creating a n × k length final representa-

tion where n is the size of the initial features. Classification is performed on the final

representation using a χ2 SVM.

They perform experiments on two different egocentric datasets comparing their proposed

representation with both Bag of Words and Improved Fisher Vectors. They find that the

time series representation is able to consistently outperform the baselines across both

datasets regardless of the features being used (either from various pre-trained CNNs or

hand crafted features such as motion boundary histograms, MBH, or Histogram of Flow,

HOF) with CNN features, particularly those from Overfeat [114], outperforming classical

hand-crafted features. Additionally, the temporal pyramid was tested on top of all three

representations giving the highest benefit to the proposed representation.
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Granularity Action Labels

Level 1 Manipulation Non-Manipulation

Level 2 One hand Walk Talk
Two hands Stairs Seating
Pick-up Stand Screen
Others

Table 2.2: Hierarchy of action labels used in [89] for their action recognition
task. A binary classifier can be used to determine whether an action involves
object manipulation or not with secondary multi-class classifiers used to predict
level 2 actions. Table from [89].

Focussing on coarser-grained actions, Moghimi et al. [89] use the distinction between

manipulation and non-manipulation actions to split actions into a hierarchy which can

be seen in table 2.2 (table from [89]). In their work they experiment on the difference

between global image features, such as GIST [93], compared with pre-trained CNN

features (pre-trained from ImageNet [25]). Both methods feature an SVM which classifies

the actions. Skin segmentation features and depth information were also used to support

the features, with the latter being used to better segment the hands — i.e. ignoring skin-

like pixels which are too deep within the scene.

Their results show the power of CNN-based representations which are able to outperform

the global-image based representations, especially on manipulation actions. However,

for the distinction between manipulation and non-manipulation, the authors find that a

simple skin detection method is able to achieve comparable results on this coarser-grained

task.

Deep Learning Resurgent

As seen with third person action recognition, the success of deep learning for images and

objects was quickly investigated and applied for egocentric action recognition. Given the

difference in domain, deep learning approaches for egocentric videos tended to build upon

previous works and specifically build objects into their architecture instead of relying on

an RGB stream to specifically model this information (as in [120] or [33])

Ma et al. [79] were among the first to apply deep learning for the task of egocentric

action recognition. They argue that an action can be decomposed into two different

observations: That of appearance, concerning hands and objects, as well as that of

motion, via hand movement and ego-motion. Because of this, they present a method
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Figure 2.7: Overview of Ma et al.’s method for egocentric action recognition.
Figure modified from [79].

which includes two streams predicting a noun and a verb which are fused to predict the

action.

Figure 2.7 shows an overview of their method which includes two separate streams for

object prediction and verb prediction. Two CNNs are used to segment and localise hands

and objects respectively which form the input to the object stream. These networks are

trained separately from the rest of the method and are necessary due to the unlikelihood

that (relevant) objects appear in the centre of the frame. The noun and verb predictions

are calculated through the use of a softmax layer at the head of the noun and verb streams

respectively. In order to predict the action of the sequence the heads of each network are

fused with a final fully-connected layer which allows learning of co-occurrences within

the data (e.g. “cut” is not likely to be predicted with “tea”).

They perform experiments on three different egocentric datasets, including GTEA Gaze+.

The proposed method outperforms all other approaches for the task of egocentric action

recognition as well as both verb and object recognition. Note that the baselines weren’t

learned end-to-end, use hand-crafted features or are unspecialised to the egocentric do-

main. They also show the importance of training end-to-end with their method seeing a

large drop in accuracy, compared to other two-stream fusion approaches, when an SVM

is learned on top of the CNN features.

Singh et al. [123] propose a three stream CNN architecture for egocentric action recog-

nition, with a trained end-to-end egocentric stream. They note the importance of ego-

centric cues such as hands and removal of head motion from previous works and so a
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single stream of their network is focused solely on learning these cues via the input of

hand masks, camera motion and saliency maps. The other streams consist of the spatial

and temporal streams from [120] which they use as feature extractors. An SVM trained

on the extracted features is fused with the output of the egocentric stream via a learnt

weighting to create the final class prediction scores.

Importantly, they note that the egocentric datasets they perform experiments on are too

small to train from scratch, and so initially train on the interactive museum dataset [10].

Additionally, whilst the egocentric cues were able to achieve state-of-the-art results on

the various egocentric datasets, by combining the two-stream network features another

large boost in accuracy can be seen.

Concluding Remarks

In stark comparison to third person action recognition, egocentric action recognition

techniques have placed a large importance of object understanding. Other egocentric

cues such as head/scene motion, gaze and hands have also been used to great effect

and deep learning approaches have specifically encoded this information within their

architecture to improve results for the egocentric domain.

However, two interesting facets of this domain still remain largely underexplored, namely

open vocabulary and verb modelling. Egocentric action recognition approaches have as-

sumed action recognition to be a single-label classification problem with non-overlapping

verb-noun classes (i.e. the set of verbs/nouns that are chosen that no two are semanti-

cally similar). This thesis aims to explore these two areas.

2.2.3 Fine-Grained Action Recognition

Fine-grained action recognition can be thought of as a challenging extension to action

recognition tasks that were presented in the previous two sections. To differentiate,

fine-grained action recognition includes shorter actions with labels which are highly spe-

cialised as to what is occurring. Additionally, the temporal extent of the action will

include only what is labelled, not any other sub-tasks that could be required. For ex-

ample, instead of simply “place meat”, the action might be labelled as “place meat on

ball of dough”, requiring a successful method to reason not only what the action and

the primary object the user is interacting with, but to also include knowledge of the

surrounding scene in its prediction. This section first presents three datasets that have
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been released upon which fine-grained action recognition is performed before including

relevant works which attempt this challenging task.

MPII Cooking 2 [108] Rohrbach et al. created the MPII Cooking 2 dataset to

further research on the challenging task of “detecting fine-grained activities and under-

standing how they are combined into composite activities”. The dataset includes 30

subjects recording 273 videos from a fixed camera perspective. In total, there are 14,105

actions making up 67 different fine-grained classes. However, they note that, although

participants were given dishes to prepare for the cooking tasks, they were free to prepare

it in any way they wished. In order to provide baselines for the dataset, the authors

explore the use of human pose and hand detection to boost performance compared to

other leading approaches such as Dense Trajectories. Their results show the importance

of trajectories sampled around hands which give a veritable boost when combined with

dense trajectories.

Something-Something [44, 80] The Something-Something Dataset was introduced

as a fine-grained action dataset where videos were labelled with templates which didn’t

specify the object as part of the action. For example, the class “picking something up”

could refer to “picking shoe up” or “picking phone up” and videos including both ac-

tions would be assigned the same class. In its second release, dubbed v2 [80], videos were

also annotated with their relevant objects12. Compared to datasets before it, Something-

Something included both coarse and fine-grain action classes where the latter are grouped

together. E.g. the coarse-grained class “Putting something somewhere” has the corre-

sponding fine-grained action classes “Pretending to put something on a surface” and

“Putting something on a surface”. When presenting their results, they find that by

training on fine-grained classes provides better action recognition accuracy on coarse-

grained features compared to training for coarse-grained classes alone.

Charades [116, 119] The authors of charades note how most actions during daily lives

are typically unexciting. Compared to other datasets which include sports or cooking,

everyday actions such as “searching for keys” don’t occur often in movies, TV or on

YouTube — of which most large-scale datasets use to collect their data. To record these

12The second release also doubled the size of the dataset, increased video resolution and reduced label
noise.
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day-to-day actions, the authors used Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to come up with

actions, write scripts, record videos and annotate the recorded videos. In doing so, they

released a challenging third person dataset which includes a variety of video quality in

terms of camera (position) as well as little bias in regards to action co-occurrences.

The dataset was later extended in [119] to include videos shot from an egocentric per-

spective allowing for the same actions to be viewed from both the third-person and

first person perspectives. The relationship between these videos were explored in [118],

through the use of an embedding space which allows for transfer of knowledge between

the two recording modalities allowing for zero-shot recognition of actions in the opposite

modality.

Actors, Objects and More Objects

The focus of object modelling within fine-grained action recognition can be seen as an

extension of egocentric works given the fine(r)-grained nature of actions in egocentric

datasets in comparison to third-person datasets. These approaches go further than

simply detection of objects and explicitly model their temporal relationships: I.e. how

are they interacted with/moved/changed? By doing this, models are able to discriminate

between actions which could look similar when the active object is the same.

Baradel et al. [9] proposed a model which makes spatial-temporal reasoning of object

interactions in a pairwise manner. They do this with the use of detecting objects, along

with object masks, for videos. This allows for a function to be learned which represents

the interaction of objects across differing frames. An RNN, further models “long range

reasoning” between frames in a video from the pairwise representations. An overview of

their approach can be seen in Figure 2.8 (from [9]).

They test their method on three different datasets including EPIC-Kitchens and Something-

Something. The importance of the object relational reasoning can be seen in the ablation

study, with its removal seeing a drop in performance across all three datasets. The RNN

is also a beneficial addition leading to a smaller increase in accuracy.

Sun et al. [127], similarly focus on object interactions for the challenging task of fine-

grained action recognition. They also model spatio-temporal relations between humans

and scene elements. The proposed method, titled the actor-centric relation network,

generates actor proposals in addition to extracting global features. The combination of

global object features and actor proposals are used to learn relations between actors and
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spatio-temporal
block
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activity head
<latexit sha1_base64="tSmUcjZoatQbRNwVotvgoNbiChk=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/qh69LBZBLyXpxXorePFYwdhCE8pm89ou3WzC7qZQQn+DF/+KFw8qXr1589+4bSNo68DCMPOGt2/ClDOlHefLKq2tb2xulbftnd29/YPK4dG9SjJJwaMJT2QnJAo4E+Bppjl0UgkkDjm0w9H1zG+PQSqWiDs9SSGIyUCwPqNEG6lXufBDGDCRUxAa5NQmVLMx0xM8BBLZPojox+pVqk7NmQOvErcgVVSg1at8+lFCs9jEKSdKdV0n1UFOpGaUw9T2MwUpoSMygK6hgsSggnx+0hSfGSXC/USaJzSeq78TOYmVmsShmYyJHqplbyb+53Uz3W8EORNppkHQxaJ+xrFO8KwfHDEJVPOJIYRKZv6K6ZBI04tp0TYluMsnrxKvXruqubf1arNRtFFGJ+gUnSMXXaImukEt5CGKHtATekGv1qP1bL1Z74vRklVkjtEfWB/feK2eJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tSmUcjZoatQbRNwVotvgoNbiChk=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/qh69LBZBLyXpxXorePFYwdhCE8pm89ou3WzC7qZQQn+DF/+KFw8qXr1589+4bSNo68DCMPOGt2/ClDOlHefLKq2tb2xulbftnd29/YPK4dG9SjJJwaMJT2QnJAo4E+Bppjl0UgkkDjm0w9H1zG+PQSqWiDs9SSGIyUCwPqNEG6lXufBDGDCRUxAa5NQmVLMx0xM8BBLZPojox+pVqk7NmQOvErcgVVSg1at8+lFCs9jEKSdKdV0n1UFOpGaUw9T2MwUpoSMygK6hgsSggnx+0hSfGSXC/USaJzSeq78TOYmVmsShmYyJHqplbyb+53Uz3W8EORNppkHQxaJ+xrFO8KwfHDEJVPOJIYRKZv6K6ZBI04tp0TYluMsnrxKvXruqubf1arNRtFFGJ+gUnSMXXaImukEt5CGKHtATekGv1qP1bL1Z74vRklVkjtEfWB/feK2eJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tSmUcjZoatQbRNwVotvgoNbiChk=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/qh69LBZBLyXpxXorePFYwdhCE8pm89ou3WzC7qZQQn+DF/+KFw8qXr1589+4bSNo68DCMPOGt2/ClDOlHefLKq2tb2xulbftnd29/YPK4dG9SjJJwaMJT2QnJAo4E+Bppjl0UgkkDjm0w9H1zG+PQSqWiDs9SSGIyUCwPqNEG6lXufBDGDCRUxAa5NQmVLMx0xM8BBLZPojox+pVqk7NmQOvErcgVVSg1at8+lFCs9jEKSdKdV0n1UFOpGaUw9T2MwUpoSMygK6hgsSggnx+0hSfGSXC/USaJzSeq78TOYmVmsShmYyJHqplbyb+53Uz3W8EORNppkHQxaJ+xrFO8KwfHDEJVPOJIYRKZv6K6ZBI04tp0TYluMsnrxKvXruqubf1arNRtFFGJ+gUnSMXXaImukEt5CGKHtATekGv1qP1bL1Z74vRklVkjtEfWB/feK2eJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tSmUcjZoatQbRNwVotvgoNbiChk=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/qh69LBZBLyXpxXorePFYwdhCE8pm89ou3WzC7qZQQn+DF/+KFw8qXr1589+4bSNo68DCMPOGt2/ClDOlHefLKq2tb2xulbftnd29/YPK4dG9SjJJwaMJT2QnJAo4E+Bppjl0UgkkDjm0w9H1zG+PQSqWiDs9SSGIyUCwPqNEG6lXufBDGDCRUxAa5NQmVLMx0xM8BBLZPojox+pVqk7NmQOvErcgVVSg1at8+lFCs9jEKSdKdV0n1UFOpGaUw9T2MwUpoSMygK6hgsSggnx+0hSfGSXC/USaJzSeq78TOYmVmsShmYyJHqplbyb+53Uz3W8EORNppkHQxaJ+xrFO8KwfHDEJVPOJIYRKZv6K6ZBI04tp0TYluMsnrxKvXruqubf1arNRtFFGJ+gUnSMXXaImukEt5CGKHtATekGv1qP1bL1Z74vRklVkjtEfWB/feK2eJg==</latexit>

object head
<latexit sha1_base64="I0wT7S5QKSPfCmhqWZ9Vmd66HwA=">AAACD3icbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvoqsx0Y90V3Lis4NhCW0omc9vGZpIhyQhl6Ce48VfcuFBx69adf2P6ELT1QOBwzr3cnBOlnGnj+19OYWV1bX2juOlube/s7nn7B7daZopCSCWXqhkRDZwJCA0zHJqpApJEHBrR8HLiN+5BaSbFjRml0ElIX7Aeo8RYqeudtiPoM5FTEAbU2JXRHVCDB0Bitw0i/jG6Xskv+1PgZRLMSQnNUe96n+1Y0iyx65QTrVuBn5pOTpRhlMPYbWcaUkKHpA8tSwVJQHfyaaAxPrFKjHtS2ScMnqq/N3KSaD1KIjuZEDPQi95E/M9rZaZX7eRMpJkBQWeHehnHRuJJOzhmysbnI0sIVcz+FdMBUYTaDrRrSwgWIy+TsFK+KAfXlVKtOm+jiI7QMTpDATpHNXSF6ihEFD2gJ/SCXp1H59l5c95nowVnvnOI/sD5+AaXkJ0c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I0wT7S5QKSPfCmhqWZ9Vmd66HwA=">AAACD3icbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvoqsx0Y90V3Lis4NhCW0omc9vGZpIhyQhl6Ce48VfcuFBx69adf2P6ELT1QOBwzr3cnBOlnGnj+19OYWV1bX2juOlube/s7nn7B7daZopCSCWXqhkRDZwJCA0zHJqpApJEHBrR8HLiN+5BaSbFjRml0ElIX7Aeo8RYqeudtiPoM5FTEAbU2JXRHVCDB0Bitw0i/jG6Xskv+1PgZRLMSQnNUe96n+1Y0iyx65QTrVuBn5pOTpRhlMPYbWcaUkKHpA8tSwVJQHfyaaAxPrFKjHtS2ScMnqq/N3KSaD1KIjuZEDPQi95E/M9rZaZX7eRMpJkBQWeHehnHRuJJOzhmysbnI0sIVcz+FdMBUYTaDrRrSwgWIy+TsFK+KAfXlVKtOm+jiI7QMTpDATpHNXSF6ihEFD2gJ/SCXp1H59l5c95nowVnvnOI/sD5+AaXkJ0c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I0wT7S5QKSPfCmhqWZ9Vmd66HwA=">AAACD3icbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvoqsx0Y90V3Lis4NhCW0omc9vGZpIhyQhl6Ce48VfcuFBx69adf2P6ELT1QOBwzr3cnBOlnGnj+19OYWV1bX2juOlube/s7nn7B7daZopCSCWXqhkRDZwJCA0zHJqpApJEHBrR8HLiN+5BaSbFjRml0ElIX7Aeo8RYqeudtiPoM5FTEAbU2JXRHVCDB0Bitw0i/jG6Xskv+1PgZRLMSQnNUe96n+1Y0iyx65QTrVuBn5pOTpRhlMPYbWcaUkKHpA8tSwVJQHfyaaAxPrFKjHtS2ScMnqq/N3KSaD1KIjuZEDPQi95E/M9rZaZX7eRMpJkBQWeHehnHRuJJOzhmysbnI0sIVcz+FdMBUYTaDrRrSwgWIy+TsFK+KAfXlVKtOm+jiI7QMTpDATpHNXSF6ihEFD2gJ/SCXp1H59l5c95nowVnvnOI/sD5+AaXkJ0c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I0wT7S5QKSPfCmhqWZ9Vmd66HwA=">AAACD3icbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvoqsx0Y90V3Lis4NhCW0omc9vGZpIhyQhl6Ce48VfcuFBx69adf2P6ELT1QOBwzr3cnBOlnGnj+19OYWV1bX2juOlube/s7nn7B7daZopCSCWXqhkRDZwJCA0zHJqpApJEHBrR8HLiN+5BaSbFjRml0ElIX7Aeo8RYqeudtiPoM5FTEAbU2JXRHVCDB0Bitw0i/jG6Xskv+1PgZRLMSQnNUe96n+1Y0iyx65QTrVuBn5pOTpRhlMPYbWcaUkKHpA8tSwVJQHfyaaAxPrFKjHtS2ScMnqq/N3KSaD1KIjuZEDPQi95E/M9rZaZX7eRMpJkBQWeHehnHRuJJOzhmysbnI0sIVcz+FdMBUYTaDrRrSwgWIy+TsFK+KAfXlVKtOm+jiI7QMTpDATpHNXSF6ihEFD2gJ/SCXp1H59l5c95nowVnvnOI/sD5+AaXkJ0c</latexit>

visual reasoning
module

<latexit sha1_base64="fBWZg+aPOFAImknIghA1Bu9U+88=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgqswUxLoruHFZwdpCp5RM5rYNzSRDkimUoV/ixl9x40LFhRvxb0wfgrYeCBzOOTfJPVHKmTa+/+UU1tY3NreK2+7O7t7+gXd4dK9lpig0qORStSKigTMBDcMMh1aqgCQRh2Y0vJ76zREozaS4M+MUOgnpC9ZjlBgrdb2LMII+EzkFYUBN3BHTGeHYXqGlYKIfhjiRccbBDUHEP7GuV/LL/gx4lQQLUkIL1LveRxhLmiV2nHKidTvwU9PJiTKMcpi4YaYhJXRI+tC2VJAEdCefrTfBZ1aJcU8qe4TBM/X3RE4SrcdJZJMJMQO97E3F/7x2ZnrVTs5EmhkQdP5QL+PYSDztCsdMATV8bAmhitm/YjogilDbgXZtCcHyyqukUSlflYPbSqlWXbRRRCfoFJ2jAF2iGrpBddRAFD2gJ/SCXp1H59l5c97n0YKzmDlGf+B8fgM5O6NX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fBWZg+aPOFAImknIghA1Bu9U+88=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgqswUxLoruHFZwdpCp5RM5rYNzSRDkimUoV/ixl9x40LFhRvxb0wfgrYeCBzOOTfJPVHKmTa+/+UU1tY3NreK2+7O7t7+gXd4dK9lpig0qORStSKigTMBDcMMh1aqgCQRh2Y0vJ76zREozaS4M+MUOgnpC9ZjlBgrdb2LMII+EzkFYUBN3BHTGeHYXqGlYKIfhjiRccbBDUHEP7GuV/LL/gx4lQQLUkIL1LveRxhLmiV2nHKidTvwU9PJiTKMcpi4YaYhJXRI+tC2VJAEdCefrTfBZ1aJcU8qe4TBM/X3RE4SrcdJZJMJMQO97E3F/7x2ZnrVTs5EmhkQdP5QL+PYSDztCsdMATV8bAmhitm/YjogilDbgXZtCcHyyqukUSlflYPbSqlWXbRRRCfoFJ2jAF2iGrpBddRAFD2gJ/SCXp1H59l5c97n0YKzmDlGf+B8fgM5O6NX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fBWZg+aPOFAImknIghA1Bu9U+88=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgqswUxLoruHFZwdpCp5RM5rYNzSRDkimUoV/ixl9x40LFhRvxb0wfgrYeCBzOOTfJPVHKmTa+/+UU1tY3NreK2+7O7t7+gXd4dK9lpig0qORStSKigTMBDcMMh1aqgCQRh2Y0vJ76zREozaS4M+MUOgnpC9ZjlBgrdb2LMII+EzkFYUBN3BHTGeHYXqGlYKIfhjiRccbBDUHEP7GuV/LL/gx4lQQLUkIL1LveRxhLmiV2nHKidTvwU9PJiTKMcpi4YaYhJXRI+tC2VJAEdCefrTfBZ1aJcU8qe4TBM/X3RE4SrcdJZJMJMQO97E3F/7x2ZnrVTs5EmhkQdP5QL+PYSDztCsdMATV8bAmhitm/YjogilDbgXZtCcHyyqukUSlflYPbSqlWXbRRRCfoFJ2jAF2iGrpBddRAFD2gJ/SCXp1H59l5c97n0YKzmDlGf+B8fgM5O6NX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fBWZg+aPOFAImknIghA1Bu9U+88=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgqswUxLoruHFZwdpCp5RM5rYNzSRDkimUoV/ixl9x40LFhRvxb0wfgrYeCBzOOTfJPVHKmTa+/+UU1tY3NreK2+7O7t7+gXd4dK9lpig0qORStSKigTMBDcMMh1aqgCQRh2Y0vJ76zREozaS4M+MUOgnpC9ZjlBgrdb2LMII+EzkFYUBN3BHTGeHYXqGlYKIfhjiRccbBDUHEP7GuV/LL/gx4lQQLUkIL1LveRxhLmiV2nHKidTvwU9PJiTKMcpi4YaYhJXRI+tC2VJAEdCefrTfBZ1aJcU8qe4TBM/X3RE4SrcdJZJMJMQO97E3F/7x2ZnrVTs5EmhkQdP5QL+PYSDztCsdMATV8bAmhitm/YjogilDbgXZtCcHyyqukUSlflYPbSqlWXbRRRCfoFJ2jAF2iGrpBddRAFD2gJ/SCXp1H59l5c97n0YKzmDlGf+B8fgM5O6NX</latexit>

RoI pool
<latexit sha1_base64="4Rn5dqov7d08Zkstz1UFiuPjd8o=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAquykw31l3Bje6qOLbQDiWTuW1DM8mQZIQy9Afc+CtuXKi49QPc+TemD0FbDwQO59zDzT1Rypk2nvflLC2vrK6tFzbcza3tnd3i3v6dlpmiEFDJpWpGRANnAgLDDIdmqoAkEYdGNLgY+417UJpJcWuGKYQJ6QnWZZQYK3WKx+0IekzkFIQBNXJv5BVOpeRuG0T8o3aKJa/sTYAXiT8jJTRDvVP8bMeSZomNU060bvleasKcKMMoh5HbzjSkhA5ID1qWCpKADvPJNSN8YpUYd6WyTxg8UX8ncpJoPUwiO5kQ09fz3lj8z2tlplsNcybSzICg00XdjGMj8bgaHDMF1PChJYQqZv+KaZ8oQm0H2rUl+PMnL5KgUj4v+9eVUq06a6OADtEROkU+OkM1dInqKEAUPaAn9IJenUfn2Xlz3qejS84sc4D+wPn4Bg4mm7k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4Rn5dqov7d08Zkstz1UFiuPjd8o=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAquykw31l3Bje6qOLbQDiWTuW1DM8mQZIQy9Afc+CtuXKi49QPc+TemD0FbDwQO59zDzT1Rypk2nvflLC2vrK6tFzbcza3tnd3i3v6dlpmiEFDJpWpGRANnAgLDDIdmqoAkEYdGNLgY+417UJpJcWuGKYQJ6QnWZZQYK3WKx+0IekzkFIQBNXJv5BVOpeRuG0T8o3aKJa/sTYAXiT8jJTRDvVP8bMeSZomNU060bvleasKcKMMoh5HbzjSkhA5ID1qWCpKADvPJNSN8YpUYd6WyTxg8UX8ncpJoPUwiO5kQ09fz3lj8z2tlplsNcybSzICg00XdjGMj8bgaHDMF1PChJYQqZv+KaZ8oQm0H2rUl+PMnL5KgUj4v+9eVUq06a6OADtEROkU+OkM1dInqKEAUPaAn9IJenUfn2Xlz3qejS84sc4D+wPn4Bg4mm7k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4Rn5dqov7d08Zkstz1UFiuPjd8o=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAquykw31l3Bje6qOLbQDiWTuW1DM8mQZIQy9Afc+CtuXKi49QPc+TemD0FbDwQO59zDzT1Rypk2nvflLC2vrK6tFzbcza3tnd3i3v6dlpmiEFDJpWpGRANnAgLDDIdmqoAkEYdGNLgY+417UJpJcWuGKYQJ6QnWZZQYK3WKx+0IekzkFIQBNXJv5BVOpeRuG0T8o3aKJa/sTYAXiT8jJTRDvVP8bMeSZomNU060bvleasKcKMMoh5HbzjSkhA5ID1qWCpKADvPJNSN8YpUYd6WyTxg8UX8ncpJoPUwiO5kQ09fz3lj8z2tlplsNcybSzICg00XdjGMj8bgaHDMF1PChJYQqZv+KaZ8oQm0H2rUl+PMnL5KgUj4v+9eVUq06a6OADtEROkU+OkM1dInqKEAUPaAn9IJenUfn2Xlz3qejS84sc4D+wPn4Bg4mm7k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4Rn5dqov7d08Zkstz1UFiuPjd8o=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAquykw31l3Bje6qOLbQDiWTuW1DM8mQZIQy9Afc+CtuXKi49QPc+TemD0FbDwQO59zDzT1Rypk2nvflLC2vrK6tFzbcza3tnd3i3v6dlpmiEFDJpWpGRANnAgLDDIdmqoAkEYdGNLgY+417UJpJcWuGKYQJ6QnWZZQYK3WKx+0IekzkFIQBNXJv5BVOpeRuG0T8o3aKJa/sTYAXiT8jJTRDvVP8bMeSZomNU060bvleasKcKMMoh5HbzjSkhA5ID1qWCpKADvPJNSN8YpUYd6WyTxg8UX8ncpJoPUwiO5kQ09fz3lj8z2tlplsNcybSzICg00XdjGMj8bgaHDMF1PChJYQqZv+KaZ8oQm0H2rUl+PMnL5KgUj4v+9eVUq06a6OADtEROkU+OkM1dInqKEAUPaAn9IJenUfn2Xlz3qejS84sc4D+wPn4Bg4mm7k=</latexit>

activity loss
<latexit sha1_base64="BcPLS//JtZk28cnHPQ8Mz/Eh5ig=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh69LBZBLyXpxXorePFYwdpCG8pm89ou3WzC7qYQQn+DF/+KFw8qXr1589+4bSNo68DCMPOGt2+ChDOlXffLKq2tb2xulbftnd29/QPn8Ohexamk0KIxj2UnIAo4E9DSTHPoJBJIFHBoB+Prmd+egFQsFnc6S8CPyFCwAaNEG6nvXPQCGDKRUxAa5NQmVLMJ0xnmsVJ2D0T4Y/Wdilt158CrxCtIBRVo9p3PXhjTNDJxyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlMLV7qYKE0DEZQtdQQSJQfj4/aYrPjBLiQSzNExrP1d+JnERKZVFgJiOiR2rZm4n/ed1UD+p+zkSSahB0sWiQcqxjPOsHh0wC1TwzhFDJzF8xHRFpejEt2qYEb/nkVdKqVa+q3m2t0qgXbZTRCTpF58hDl6iBblATtRBFD+gJvaBX69F6tt6s98VoySoyx+gPrI9vwk+eVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BcPLS//JtZk28cnHPQ8Mz/Eh5ig=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh69LBZBLyXpxXorePFYwdpCG8pm89ou3WzC7qYQQn+DF/+KFw8qXr1589+4bSNo68DCMPOGt2+ChDOlXffLKq2tb2xulbftnd29/QPn8Ohexamk0KIxj2UnIAo4E9DSTHPoJBJIFHBoB+Prmd+egFQsFnc6S8CPyFCwAaNEG6nvXPQCGDKRUxAa5NQmVLMJ0xnmsVJ2D0T4Y/Wdilt158CrxCtIBRVo9p3PXhjTNDJxyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlMLV7qYKE0DEZQtdQQSJQfj4/aYrPjBLiQSzNExrP1d+JnERKZVFgJiOiR2rZm4n/ed1UD+p+zkSSahB0sWiQcqxjPOsHh0wC1TwzhFDJzF8xHRFpejEt2qYEb/nkVdKqVa+q3m2t0qgXbZTRCTpF58hDl6iBblATtRBFD+gJvaBX69F6tt6s98VoySoyx+gPrI9vwk+eVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BcPLS//JtZk28cnHPQ8Mz/Eh5ig=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh69LBZBLyXpxXorePFYwdpCG8pm89ou3WzC7qYQQn+DF/+KFw8qXr1589+4bSNo68DCMPOGt2+ChDOlXffLKq2tb2xulbftnd29/QPn8Ohexamk0KIxj2UnIAo4E9DSTHPoJBJIFHBoB+Prmd+egFQsFnc6S8CPyFCwAaNEG6nvXPQCGDKRUxAa5NQmVLMJ0xnmsVJ2D0T4Y/Wdilt158CrxCtIBRVo9p3PXhjTNDJxyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlMLV7qYKE0DEZQtdQQSJQfj4/aYrPjBLiQSzNExrP1d+JnERKZVFgJiOiR2rZm4n/ed1UD+p+zkSSahB0sWiQcqxjPOsHh0wC1TwzhFDJzF8xHRFpejEt2qYEb/nkVdKqVa+q3m2t0qgXbZTRCTpF58hDl6iBblATtRBFD+gJvaBX69F6tt6s98VoySoyx+gPrI9vwk+eVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BcPLS//JtZk28cnHPQ8Mz/Eh5ig=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh69LBZBLyXpxXorePFYwdpCG8pm89ou3WzC7qYQQn+DF/+KFw8qXr1589+4bSNo68DCMPOGt2+ChDOlXffLKq2tb2xulbftnd29/QPn8Ohexamk0KIxj2UnIAo4E9DSTHPoJBJIFHBoB+Prmd+egFQsFnc6S8CPyFCwAaNEG6nvXPQCGDKRUxAa5NQmVLMJ0xnmsVJ2D0T4Y/Wdilt158CrxCtIBRVo9p3PXhjTNDJxyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlMLV7qYKE0DEZQtdQQSJQfj4/aYrPjBLiQSzNExrP1d+JnERKZVFgJiOiR2rZm4n/ed1UD+p+zkSSahB0sWiQcqxjPOsHh0wC1TwzhFDJzF8xHRFpejEt2qYEb/nkVdKqVa+q3m2t0qgXbZTRCTpF58hDl6iBblATtRBFD+gJvaBX69F6tt6s98VoySoyx+gPrI9vwk+eVQ==</latexit>

object class loss
<latexit sha1_base64="52a627od74BeVjKBj74VpiEI2Rg=">AAACFXicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+rXr0EiyCF8tuL9ZbwYvHCq4ttKVk02kbm02WJCuUpb/Ci3/FiwcVr4I3/41pu4K2Pgg83puZzLwo4Uwb3/9yCiura+sbxU13a3tnd8/bP7jVMlUUQiq5VM2IaOBMQGiY4dBMFJA44tCIRpdTv3EPSjMpbsw4gU5MBoL1GSXGSl3vrB3BgImMgjCgJq6M7oAaTDnRGnOptdsG0fuxu17JL/sz4GUS5KSEctS73me7J2ka2/bZyFbgJ6aTEWUY5TBx26mGhNARGUDLUkFi0J1sdtYEn1ilh/tS2SfsTlP1d0dGYq3HcWQrY2KGetGbiv95rdT0q52MiSQ1IOj8o37KsZF4mhHuMWVD4GNLCFXM7orpkChCbQbatSEEiycvk7BSvigH15VSrZqnUURH6BidogCdoxq6QnUUIooe0BN6Qa/Oo/PsvDnv89KCk/ccoj9wPr4Bd6SfvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="52a627od74BeVjKBj74VpiEI2Rg=">AAACFXicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+rXr0EiyCF8tuL9ZbwYvHCq4ttKVk02kbm02WJCuUpb/Ci3/FiwcVr4I3/41pu4K2Pgg83puZzLwo4Uwb3/9yCiura+sbxU13a3tnd8/bP7jVMlUUQiq5VM2IaOBMQGiY4dBMFJA44tCIRpdTv3EPSjMpbsw4gU5MBoL1GSXGSl3vrB3BgImMgjCgJq6M7oAaTDnRGnOptdsG0fuxu17JL/sz4GUS5KSEctS73me7J2ka2/bZyFbgJ6aTEWUY5TBx26mGhNARGUDLUkFi0J1sdtYEn1ilh/tS2SfsTlP1d0dGYq3HcWQrY2KGetGbiv95rdT0q52MiSQ1IOj8o37KsZF4mhHuMWVD4GNLCFXM7orpkChCbQbatSEEiycvk7BSvigH15VSrZqnUURH6BidogCdoxq6QnUUIooe0BN6Qa/Oo/PsvDnv89KCk/ccoj9wPr4Bd6SfvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="52a627od74BeVjKBj74VpiEI2Rg=">AAACFXicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+rXr0EiyCF8tuL9ZbwYvHCq4ttKVk02kbm02WJCuUpb/Ci3/FiwcVr4I3/41pu4K2Pgg83puZzLwo4Uwb3/9yCiura+sbxU13a3tnd8/bP7jVMlUUQiq5VM2IaOBMQGiY4dBMFJA44tCIRpdTv3EPSjMpbsw4gU5MBoL1GSXGSl3vrB3BgImMgjCgJq6M7oAaTDnRGnOptdsG0fuxu17JL/sz4GUS5KSEctS73me7J2ka2/bZyFbgJ6aTEWUY5TBx26mGhNARGUDLUkFi0J1sdtYEn1ilh/tS2SfsTlP1d0dGYq3HcWQrY2KGetGbiv95rdT0q52MiSQ1IOj8o37KsZF4mhHuMWVD4GNLCFXM7orpkChCbQbatSEEiycvk7BSvigH15VSrZqnUURH6BidogCdoxq6QnUUIooe0BN6Qa/Oo/PsvDnv89KCk/ccoj9wPr4Bd6SfvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="52a627od74BeVjKBj74VpiEI2Rg=">AAACFXicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+rXr0EiyCF8tuL9ZbwYvHCq4ttKVk02kbm02WJCuUpb/Ci3/FiwcVr4I3/41pu4K2Pgg83puZzLwo4Uwb3/9yCiura+sbxU13a3tnd8/bP7jVMlUUQiq5VM2IaOBMQGiY4dBMFJA44tCIRpdTv3EPSjMpbsw4gU5MBoL1GSXGSl3vrB3BgImMgjCgJq6M7oAaTDnRGnOptdsG0fuxu17JL/sz4GUS5KSEctS73me7J2ka2/bZyFbgJ6aTEWUY5TBx26mGhNARGUDLUkFi0J1sdtYEn1ilh/tS2SfsTlP1d0dGYq3HcWQrY2KGetGbiv95rdT0q52MiSQ1IOj8o37KsZF4mhHuMWVD4GNLCFXM7orpkChCbQbatSEEiycvk7BSvigH15VSrZqnUURH6BidogCdoxq6QnUUIooe0BN6Qa/Oo/PsvDnv89KCk/ccoj9wPr4Bd6SfvQ==</latexit>

pairwise
temporal sampling

<latexit sha1_base64="IMkmLAb5bdMJnxwm+q7K1alA/fA=">AAACIHicbVBNSwMxFMz6WdevqkcvwSJ4Kru9WG8FLx4ruFrolvI2fa2hSXZJskpZ+le8+Fe8eFDRm/4a01pBqwOBYWYeeW+STHBjg+DdW1hcWl5ZLa356xubW9vlnd1Lk+aaYcRSkepWAgYFVxhZbgW2Mo0gE4FXyfB04l/doDY8VRd2lGFHwkDxPmdgndQt1+MEB1wVDJVFPfYz4PqWG4xjalFmqQZBDUi3ihr4Mared7JbrgTVYAr6l4QzUiEzNLvlt7iXsly6cSbAmHYYZLZTgLacCRz7cW4wAzaEAbYdVSDRdIrphWN66JQe7afaPWXpVP05UYA0ZiQTl5Rgr828NxH/89q57dc7BVdZblGxr4/6uaA2pZO6aI9rZFaMHAGmuduVsmvQwFwHxnclhPMn/yVRrXpSDc9rlUZ91kaJ7JMDckRCckwa5Iw0SUQYuSMP5Ik8e/feo/fivX5FF7zZzB75Be/jE9LypLg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IMkmLAb5bdMJnxwm+q7K1alA/fA=">AAACIHicbVBNSwMxFMz6WdevqkcvwSJ4Kru9WG8FLx4ruFrolvI2fa2hSXZJskpZ+le8+Fe8eFDRm/4a01pBqwOBYWYeeW+STHBjg+DdW1hcWl5ZLa356xubW9vlnd1Lk+aaYcRSkepWAgYFVxhZbgW2Mo0gE4FXyfB04l/doDY8VRd2lGFHwkDxPmdgndQt1+MEB1wVDJVFPfYz4PqWG4xjalFmqQZBDUi3ihr4Mared7JbrgTVYAr6l4QzUiEzNLvlt7iXsly6cSbAmHYYZLZTgLacCRz7cW4wAzaEAbYdVSDRdIrphWN66JQe7afaPWXpVP05UYA0ZiQTl5Rgr828NxH/89q57dc7BVdZblGxr4/6uaA2pZO6aI9rZFaMHAGmuduVsmvQwFwHxnclhPMn/yVRrXpSDc9rlUZ91kaJ7JMDckRCckwa5Iw0SUQYuSMP5Ik8e/feo/fivX5FF7zZzB75Be/jE9LypLg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IMkmLAb5bdMJnxwm+q7K1alA/fA=">AAACIHicbVBNSwMxFMz6WdevqkcvwSJ4Kru9WG8FLx4ruFrolvI2fa2hSXZJskpZ+le8+Fe8eFDRm/4a01pBqwOBYWYeeW+STHBjg+DdW1hcWl5ZLa356xubW9vlnd1Lk+aaYcRSkepWAgYFVxhZbgW2Mo0gE4FXyfB04l/doDY8VRd2lGFHwkDxPmdgndQt1+MEB1wVDJVFPfYz4PqWG4xjalFmqQZBDUi3ihr4Mared7JbrgTVYAr6l4QzUiEzNLvlt7iXsly6cSbAmHYYZLZTgLacCRz7cW4wAzaEAbYdVSDRdIrphWN66JQe7afaPWXpVP05UYA0ZiQTl5Rgr828NxH/89q57dc7BVdZblGxr4/6uaA2pZO6aI9rZFaMHAGmuduVsmvQwFwHxnclhPMn/yVRrXpSDc9rlUZ91kaJ7JMDckRCckwa5Iw0SUQYuSMP5Ik8e/feo/fivX5FF7zZzB75Be/jE9LypLg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IMkmLAb5bdMJnxwm+q7K1alA/fA=">AAACIHicbVBNSwMxFMz6WdevqkcvwSJ4Kru9WG8FLx4ruFrolvI2fa2hSXZJskpZ+le8+Fe8eFDRm/4a01pBqwOBYWYeeW+STHBjg+DdW1hcWl5ZLa356xubW9vlnd1Lk+aaYcRSkepWAgYFVxhZbgW2Mo0gE4FXyfB04l/doDY8VRd2lGFHwkDxPmdgndQt1+MEB1wVDJVFPfYz4PqWG4xjalFmqQZBDUi3ihr4Mared7JbrgTVYAr6l4QzUiEzNLvlt7iXsly6cSbAmHYYZLZTgLacCRz7cW4wAzaEAbYdVSDRdIrphWN66JQe7afaPWXpVP05UYA0ZiQTl5Rgr828NxH/89q57dc7BVdZblGxr4/6uaA2pZO6aI9rZFaMHAGmuduVsmvQwFwHxnclhPMn/yVRrXpSDc9rlUZ91kaJ7JMDckRCckwa5Iw0SUQYuSMP5Ik8e/feo/fivX5FF7zZzB75Be/jE9LypLg=</latexit>

activity features
<latexit sha1_base64="r+7eRHfo+xMX1EIiEEcQFlIGw6w=">AAACFXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nr7i+opY2g0GwMeymMXYBG8sIxgSSEGYnd5Mhs7PLzN1AWPIVNv6KjYWKrWDn3zh5CJp4YOBwzj3cuSdIpDDoeV9Obm19Y3Mrv+3u7O7tHxQOj+5NnGoOdR7LWDcDZkAKBXUUKKGZaGBRIKERDK+nfmME2ohY3eE4gU7E+kqEgjO0Urdw0Q6gL1TGQSHoics4ipHAMQ2BYarBuG1QvR+7Wyh6JW8Gukr8BSmSBWrdwme7F/M0snEumTEt30uwkzGNgkuYuO3UQML4kPWhZaliEZhONjtrQs+s0qNhrO1TSGfq70TGImPGUWAnI4YDs+xNxf+8VophpZMJlaQIis8XhamkGNNpR7QnNHCUY0sY18L+lfIB07Yb26RrS/CXT14l9XLpquTflovVyqKNPDkhp+Sc+OSSVMkNqZE64eSBPJEX8uo8Os/Om/M+H805i8wx+QPn4xsNc6Ab</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r+7eRHfo+xMX1EIiEEcQFlIGw6w=">AAACFXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nr7i+opY2g0GwMeymMXYBG8sIxgSSEGYnd5Mhs7PLzN1AWPIVNv6KjYWKrWDn3zh5CJp4YOBwzj3cuSdIpDDoeV9Obm19Y3Mrv+3u7O7tHxQOj+5NnGoOdR7LWDcDZkAKBXUUKKGZaGBRIKERDK+nfmME2ohY3eE4gU7E+kqEgjO0Urdw0Q6gL1TGQSHoics4ipHAMQ2BYarBuG1QvR+7Wyh6JW8Gukr8BSmSBWrdwme7F/M0snEumTEt30uwkzGNgkuYuO3UQML4kPWhZaliEZhONjtrQs+s0qNhrO1TSGfq70TGImPGUWAnI4YDs+xNxf+8VophpZMJlaQIis8XhamkGNNpR7QnNHCUY0sY18L+lfIB07Yb26RrS/CXT14l9XLpquTflovVyqKNPDkhp+Sc+OSSVMkNqZE64eSBPJEX8uo8Os/Om/M+H805i8wx+QPn4xsNc6Ab</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r+7eRHfo+xMX1EIiEEcQFlIGw6w=">AAACFXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nr7i+opY2g0GwMeymMXYBG8sIxgSSEGYnd5Mhs7PLzN1AWPIVNv6KjYWKrWDn3zh5CJp4YOBwzj3cuSdIpDDoeV9Obm19Y3Mrv+3u7O7tHxQOj+5NnGoOdR7LWDcDZkAKBXUUKKGZaGBRIKERDK+nfmME2ohY3eE4gU7E+kqEgjO0Urdw0Q6gL1TGQSHoics4ipHAMQ2BYarBuG1QvR+7Wyh6JW8Gukr8BSmSBWrdwme7F/M0snEumTEt30uwkzGNgkuYuO3UQML4kPWhZaliEZhONjtrQs+s0qNhrO1TSGfq70TGImPGUWAnI4YDs+xNxf+8VophpZMJlaQIis8XhamkGNNpR7QnNHCUY0sY18L+lfIB07Yb26RrS/CXT14l9XLpquTflovVyqKNPDkhp+Sc+OSSVMkNqZE64eSBPJEX8uo8Os/Om/M+H805i8wx+QPn4xsNc6Ab</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r+7eRHfo+xMX1EIiEEcQFlIGw6w=">AAACFXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nr7i+opY2g0GwMeymMXYBG8sIxgSSEGYnd5Mhs7PLzN1AWPIVNv6KjYWKrWDn3zh5CJp4YOBwzj3cuSdIpDDoeV9Obm19Y3Mrv+3u7O7tHxQOj+5NnGoOdR7LWDcDZkAKBXUUKKGZaGBRIKERDK+nfmME2ohY3eE4gU7E+kqEgjO0Urdw0Q6gL1TGQSHoics4ipHAMQ2BYarBuG1QvR+7Wyh6JW8Gukr8BSmSBWrdwme7F/M0snEumTEt30uwkzGNgkuYuO3UQML4kPWhZaliEZhONjtrQs+s0qNhrO1TSGfq70TGImPGUWAnI4YDs+xNxf+8VophpZMJlaQIis8XhamkGNNpR7QnNHCUY0sY18L+lfIB07Yb26RrS/CXT14l9XLpquTflovVyqKNPDkhp+Sc+OSSVMkNqZE64eSBPJEX8uo8Os/Om/M+H805i8wx+QPn4xsNc6Ab</latexit>

n⇥2D sets of
object features

<latexit sha1_base64="viP+YHsQOd91KFvZysvFMJg/WIY=">AAACK3icbVBNSwMxFMz67fpV9egl2Aqeym4v6k3Qg8cKVgvdUrLp2xrNJkvyVihLf5AX/4ogHqx49X+Y1graOhAYZt6Q9ybOpLAYBENvbn5hcWl5ZdVfW9/Y3Cpt71xbnRsODa6lNs2YWZBCQQMFSmhmBlgaS7iJ789G/s0DGCu0usJ+Bu2U9ZRIBGfopE7pLIqhJ1TBQSGYgV9RRYQiBTuonVeoBbRUJ1Hk6/gOONIEGOYGrB+B6v6EOqVyUA3GoLMknJAymaDeKb1EXc3z1MW5ZNa2wiDDdsEMCi5h4Ee5hYzxe9aDlqOKuX3axfjYAT1wSpcm2rinkI7V34mCpdb209hNpgxv7bQ3Ev/zWjkmx+1CqCxHUPz7oySXFDUdNUe7wrgKZN8Rxo1wu1J+ywzjrgPruxLC6ZNnSaNWPamGl7Xy6fGkjRWyR/bJIQnJETklF6ROGoSTR/JM3sjQe/JevXfv43t0zptkdskfeJ9f7xuoOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="viP+YHsQOd91KFvZysvFMJg/WIY=">AAACK3icbVBNSwMxFMz67fpV9egl2Aqeym4v6k3Qg8cKVgvdUrLp2xrNJkvyVihLf5AX/4ogHqx49X+Y1graOhAYZt6Q9ybOpLAYBENvbn5hcWl5ZdVfW9/Y3Cpt71xbnRsODa6lNs2YWZBCQQMFSmhmBlgaS7iJ789G/s0DGCu0usJ+Bu2U9ZRIBGfopE7pLIqhJ1TBQSGYgV9RRYQiBTuonVeoBbRUJ1Hk6/gOONIEGOYGrB+B6v6EOqVyUA3GoLMknJAymaDeKb1EXc3z1MW5ZNa2wiDDdsEMCi5h4Ee5hYzxe9aDlqOKuX3axfjYAT1wSpcm2rinkI7V34mCpdb209hNpgxv7bQ3Ev/zWjkmx+1CqCxHUPz7oySXFDUdNUe7wrgKZN8Rxo1wu1J+ywzjrgPruxLC6ZNnSaNWPamGl7Xy6fGkjRWyR/bJIQnJETklF6ROGoSTR/JM3sjQe/JevXfv43t0zptkdskfeJ9f7xuoOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="viP+YHsQOd91KFvZysvFMJg/WIY=">AAACK3icbVBNSwMxFMz67fpV9egl2Aqeym4v6k3Qg8cKVgvdUrLp2xrNJkvyVihLf5AX/4ogHqx49X+Y1graOhAYZt6Q9ybOpLAYBENvbn5hcWl5ZdVfW9/Y3Cpt71xbnRsODa6lNs2YWZBCQQMFSmhmBlgaS7iJ789G/s0DGCu0usJ+Bu2U9ZRIBGfopE7pLIqhJ1TBQSGYgV9RRYQiBTuonVeoBbRUJ1Hk6/gOONIEGOYGrB+B6v6EOqVyUA3GoLMknJAymaDeKb1EXc3z1MW5ZNa2wiDDdsEMCi5h4Ee5hYzxe9aDlqOKuX3axfjYAT1wSpcm2rinkI7V34mCpdb209hNpgxv7bQ3Ev/zWjkmx+1CqCxHUPz7oySXFDUdNUe7wrgKZN8Rxo1wu1J+ywzjrgPruxLC6ZNnSaNWPamGl7Xy6fGkjRWyR/bJIQnJETklF6ROGoSTR/JM3sjQe/JevXfv43t0zptkdskfeJ9f7xuoOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="viP+YHsQOd91KFvZysvFMJg/WIY=">AAACK3icbVBNSwMxFMz67fpV9egl2Aqeym4v6k3Qg8cKVgvdUrLp2xrNJkvyVihLf5AX/4ogHqx49X+Y1graOhAYZt6Q9ybOpLAYBENvbn5hcWl5ZdVfW9/Y3Cpt71xbnRsODa6lNs2YWZBCQQMFSmhmBlgaS7iJ789G/s0DGCu0usJ+Bu2U9ZRIBGfopE7pLIqhJ1TBQSGYgV9RRYQiBTuonVeoBbRUJ1Hk6/gOONIEGOYGrB+B6v6EOqVyUA3GoLMknJAymaDeKb1EXc3z1MW5ZNa2wiDDdsEMCi5h4Ee5hYzxe9aDlqOKuX3axfjYAT1wSpcm2rinkI7V34mCpdb209hNpgxv7bQ3Ev/zWjkmx+1CqCxHUPz7oySXFDUdNUe7wrgKZN8Rxo1wu1J+ywzjrgPruxLC6ZNnSaNWPamGl7Xy6fGkjRWyR/bJIQnJETklF6ROGoSTR/JM3sjQe/JevXfv43t0zptkdskfeJ9f7xuoOQ==</latexit>

n⇥2D sets of
object masks

<latexit sha1_base64="wsaTEZjazwjgqpKPonLLv8b2h38=">AAACKHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gqsx0Y90VdOGygrWFTimZ9E4bm0mGJCOUob/jxl9xo6DSrV9i+hC09UDgcM495N4TJpxp43kTJ7e2vrG5ld92d3b39g8Kh0f3WqaKQoNKLlUrJBo4E9AwzHBoJQpIHHJohsOrqd98BKWZFHdmlEAnJn3BIkaJsVK3UAtC6DORURAG1NgtiSwwLAY9rlyXsAajsYyCwJXhA1CDY6KH2g1A9H4S3ULRK3sz4FXiL0gRLVDvFt6CnqRpbOOUE63bvpeYTkaUYZTD2A1SDQmhQ9KHtqWC2GU62ezSMT6zSg9HUtknDJ6pvxMZibUexaGdjIkZ6GVvKv7ntVMTVTsZE0lqQND5R1HKsZF4WhvuMWXv5yNLCFXM7orpgChCbQfatSX4yyevkkalfFn2byvFWnXRRh6doFN0jnx0gWroBtVRA1H0hF7QO/pwnp1X59OZzEdzziJzjP7A+foGUQGm2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wsaTEZjazwjgqpKPonLLv8b2h38=">AAACKHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gqsx0Y90VdOGygrWFTimZ9E4bm0mGJCOUob/jxl9xo6DSrV9i+hC09UDgcM495N4TJpxp43kTJ7e2vrG5ld92d3b39g8Kh0f3WqaKQoNKLlUrJBo4E9AwzHBoJQpIHHJohsOrqd98BKWZFHdmlEAnJn3BIkaJsVK3UAtC6DORURAG1NgtiSwwLAY9rlyXsAajsYyCwJXhA1CDY6KH2g1A9H4S3ULRK3sz4FXiL0gRLVDvFt6CnqRpbOOUE63bvpeYTkaUYZTD2A1SDQmhQ9KHtqWC2GU62ezSMT6zSg9HUtknDJ6pvxMZibUexaGdjIkZ6GVvKv7ntVMTVTsZE0lqQND5R1HKsZF4WhvuMWXv5yNLCFXM7orpgChCbQfatSX4yyevkkalfFn2byvFWnXRRh6doFN0jnx0gWroBtVRA1H0hF7QO/pwnp1X59OZzEdzziJzjP7A+foGUQGm2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wsaTEZjazwjgqpKPonLLv8b2h38=">AAACKHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gqsx0Y90VdOGygrWFTimZ9E4bm0mGJCOUob/jxl9xo6DSrV9i+hC09UDgcM495N4TJpxp43kTJ7e2vrG5ld92d3b39g8Kh0f3WqaKQoNKLlUrJBo4E9AwzHBoJQpIHHJohsOrqd98BKWZFHdmlEAnJn3BIkaJsVK3UAtC6DORURAG1NgtiSwwLAY9rlyXsAajsYyCwJXhA1CDY6KH2g1A9H4S3ULRK3sz4FXiL0gRLVDvFt6CnqRpbOOUE63bvpeYTkaUYZTD2A1SDQmhQ9KHtqWC2GU62ezSMT6zSg9HUtknDJ6pvxMZibUexaGdjIkZ6GVvKv7ntVMTVTsZE0lqQND5R1HKsZF4WhvuMWXv5yNLCFXM7orpgChCbQfatSX4yyevkkalfFn2byvFWnXRRh6doFN0jnx0gWroBtVRA1H0hF7QO/pwnp1X59OZzEdzziJzjP7A+foGUQGm2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wsaTEZjazwjgqpKPonLLv8b2h38=">AAACKHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gqsx0Y90VdOGygrWFTimZ9E4bm0mGJCOUob/jxl9xo6DSrV9i+hC09UDgcM495N4TJpxp43kTJ7e2vrG5ld92d3b39g8Kh0f3WqaKQoNKLlUrJBo4E9AwzHBoJQpIHHJohsOrqd98BKWZFHdmlEAnJn3BIkaJsVK3UAtC6DORURAG1NgtiSwwLAY9rlyXsAajsYyCwJXhA1CDY6KH2g1A9H4S3ULRK3sz4FXiL0gRLVDvFt6CnqRpbOOUE63bvpeYTkaUYZTD2A1SDQmhQ9KHtqWC2GU62ezSMT6zSg9HUtknDJ6pvxMZibUexaGdjIkZ6GVvKv7ntVMTVTsZE0lqQND5R1HKsZF4WhvuMWXv5yNLCFXM7orpgChCbQfatSX4yyevkkalfFn2byvFWnXRRh6doFN0jnx0gWroBtVRA1H0hF7QO/pwnp1X59OZzEdzziJzjP7A+foGUQGm2w==</latexit>

activity loss
<latexit sha1_base64="BcPLS//JtZk28cnHPQ8Mz/Eh5ig=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh69LBZBLyXpxXorePFYwdpCG8pm89ou3WzC7qYQQn+DF/+KFw8qXr1589+4bSNo68DCMPOGt2+ChDOlXffLKq2tb2xulbftnd29/QPn8Ohexamk0KIxj2UnIAo4E9DSTHPoJBJIFHBoB+Prmd+egFQsFnc6S8CPyFCwAaNEG6nvXPQCGDKRUxAa5NQmVLMJ0xnmsVJ2D0T4Y/Wdilt158CrxCtIBRVo9p3PXhjTNDJxyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlMLV7qYKE0DEZQtdQQSJQfj4/aYrPjBLiQSzNExrP1d+JnERKZVFgJiOiR2rZm4n/ed1UD+p+zkSSahB0sWiQcqxjPOsHh0wC1TwzhFDJzF8xHRFpejEt2qYEb/nkVdKqVa+q3m2t0qgXbZTRCTpF58hDl6iBblATtRBFD+gJvaBX69F6tt6s98VoySoyx+gPrI9vwk+eVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BcPLS//JtZk28cnHPQ8Mz/Eh5ig=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh69LBZBLyXpxXorePFYwdpCG8pm89ou3WzC7qYQQn+DF/+KFw8qXr1589+4bSNo68DCMPOGt2+ChDOlXffLKq2tb2xulbftnd29/QPn8Ohexamk0KIxj2UnIAo4E9DSTHPoJBJIFHBoB+Prmd+egFQsFnc6S8CPyFCwAaNEG6nvXPQCGDKRUxAa5NQmVLMJ0xnmsVJ2D0T4Y/Wdilt158CrxCtIBRVo9p3PXhjTNDJxyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlMLV7qYKE0DEZQtdQQSJQfj4/aYrPjBLiQSzNExrP1d+JnERKZVFgJiOiR2rZm4n/ed1UD+p+zkSSahB0sWiQcqxjPOsHh0wC1TwzhFDJzF8xHRFpejEt2qYEb/nkVdKqVa+q3m2t0qgXbZTRCTpF58hDl6iBblATtRBFD+gJvaBX69F6tt6s98VoySoyx+gPrI9vwk+eVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BcPLS//JtZk28cnHPQ8Mz/Eh5ig=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh69LBZBLyXpxXorePFYwdpCG8pm89ou3WzC7qYQQn+DF/+KFw8qXr1589+4bSNo68DCMPOGt2+ChDOlXffLKq2tb2xulbftnd29/QPn8Ohexamk0KIxj2UnIAo4E9DSTHPoJBJIFHBoB+Prmd+egFQsFnc6S8CPyFCwAaNEG6nvXPQCGDKRUxAa5NQmVLMJ0xnmsVJ2D0T4Y/Wdilt158CrxCtIBRVo9p3PXhjTNDJxyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlMLV7qYKE0DEZQtdQQSJQfj4/aYrPjBLiQSzNExrP1d+JnERKZVFgJiOiR2rZm4n/ed1UD+p+zkSSahB0sWiQcqxjPOsHh0wC1TwzhFDJzF8xHRFpejEt2qYEb/nkVdKqVa+q3m2t0qgXbZTRCTpF58hDl6iBblATtRBFD+gJvaBX69F6tt6s98VoySoyx+gPrI9vwk+eVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BcPLS//JtZk28cnHPQ8Mz/Eh5ig=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh69LBZBLyXpxXorePFYwdpCG8pm89ou3WzC7qYQQn+DF/+KFw8qXr1589+4bSNo68DCMPOGt2+ChDOlXffLKq2tb2xulbftnd29/QPn8Ohexamk0KIxj2UnIAo4E9DSTHPoJBJIFHBoB+Prmd+egFQsFnc6S8CPyFCwAaNEG6nvXPQCGDKRUxAa5NQmVLMJ0xnmsVJ2D0T4Y/Wdilt158CrxCtIBRVo9p3PXhjTNDJxyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlMLV7qYKE0DEZQtdQQSJQfj4/aYrPjBLiQSzNExrP1d+JnERKZVFgJiOiR2rZm4n/ed1UD+p+zkSSahB0sWiQcqxjPOsHh0wC1TwzhFDJzF8xHRFpejEt2qYEb/nkVdKqVa+q3m2t0qgXbZTRCTpF58hDl6iBblATtRBFD+gJvaBX69F6tt6s98VoySoyx+gPrI9vwk+eVQ==</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="7MGsePtR5b4Fn9+IJvBQ7gwy4pE=">AAACFHicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNX1KOXYCt4kJL0ot6KXjxWMLbQhLLZTNqlm03Y3Qgl9E948a948aDi1YM3/42btoK2Diz7eG8eM/PCjFGpHOfLWFpeWV1br2yYm1vbO7vW3v6dTHNBwCMpS0UnxBIY5eApqhh0MgE4CRm0w+FVqbfvQUia8ls1yiBIcJ/TmBKsNNWzTv0Q+pQXBLgCMTZrfpiySI4S/RXeuGb6wKMftWdVnbozKXsRuDNQRbNq9axPP0pJnmg7YVjKrutkKiiwUJQwGJt+LiHDZIj70NWQ4wRkUEyuGtvHmonsOBX6cWVP2N+OAieyXFR3JlgN5LxWkv9p3VzF50FBeZYr4GQ6KM6ZrVK7jMiOqACi2EgDTATVu9pkgAUmOgNp6hDc+ZMXgdeoX9Tdm0a1eTlLo4IO0RE6QS46Q010jVrIQwQ9oCf0gl6NR+PZeDPep61LxsxzgP6U8fENqWOfVw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7MGsePtR5b4Fn9+IJvBQ7gwy4pE=">AAACFHicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNX1KOXYCt4kJL0ot6KXjxWMLbQhLLZTNqlm03Y3Qgl9E948a948aDi1YM3/42btoK2Diz7eG8eM/PCjFGpHOfLWFpeWV1br2yYm1vbO7vW3v6dTHNBwCMpS0UnxBIY5eApqhh0MgE4CRm0w+FVqbfvQUia8ls1yiBIcJ/TmBKsNNWzTv0Q+pQXBLgCMTZrfpiySI4S/RXeuGb6wKMftWdVnbozKXsRuDNQRbNq9axPP0pJnmg7YVjKrutkKiiwUJQwGJt+LiHDZIj70NWQ4wRkUEyuGtvHmonsOBX6cWVP2N+OAieyXFR3JlgN5LxWkv9p3VzF50FBeZYr4GQ6KM6ZrVK7jMiOqACi2EgDTATVu9pkgAUmOgNp6hDc+ZMXgdeoX9Tdm0a1eTlLo4IO0RE6QS46Q010jVrIQwQ9oCf0gl6NR+PZeDPep61LxsxzgP6U8fENqWOfVw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7MGsePtR5b4Fn9+IJvBQ7gwy4pE=">AAACFHicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNX1KOXYCt4kJL0ot6KXjxWMLbQhLLZTNqlm03Y3Qgl9E948a948aDi1YM3/42btoK2Diz7eG8eM/PCjFGpHOfLWFpeWV1br2yYm1vbO7vW3v6dTHNBwCMpS0UnxBIY5eApqhh0MgE4CRm0w+FVqbfvQUia8ls1yiBIcJ/TmBKsNNWzTv0Q+pQXBLgCMTZrfpiySI4S/RXeuGb6wKMftWdVnbozKXsRuDNQRbNq9axPP0pJnmg7YVjKrutkKiiwUJQwGJt+LiHDZIj70NWQ4wRkUEyuGtvHmonsOBX6cWVP2N+OAieyXFR3JlgN5LxWkv9p3VzF50FBeZYr4GQ6KM6ZrVK7jMiOqACi2EgDTATVu9pkgAUmOgNp6hDc+ZMXgdeoX9Tdm0a1eTlLo4IO0RE6QS46Q010jVrIQwQ9oCf0gl6NR+PZeDPep61LxsxzgP6U8fENqWOfVw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7MGsePtR5b4Fn9+IJvBQ7gwy4pE=">AAACFHicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNX1KOXYCt4kJL0ot6KXjxWMLbQhLLZTNqlm03Y3Qgl9E948a948aDi1YM3/42btoK2Diz7eG8eM/PCjFGpHOfLWFpeWV1br2yYm1vbO7vW3v6dTHNBwCMpS0UnxBIY5eApqhh0MgE4CRm0w+FVqbfvQUia8ls1yiBIcJ/TmBKsNNWzTv0Q+pQXBLgCMTZrfpiySI4S/RXeuGb6wKMftWdVnbozKXsRuDNQRbNq9axPP0pJnmg7YVjKrutkKiiwUJQwGJt+LiHDZIj70NWQ4wRkUEyuGtvHmonsOBX6cWVP2N+OAieyXFR3JlgN5LxWkv9p3VzF50FBeZYr4GQ6KM6ZrVK7jMiOqACi2EgDTATVu9pkgAUmOgNp6hDc+ZMXgdeoX9Tdm0a1eTlLo4IO0RE6QS46Q010jVrIQwQ9oCf0gl6NR+PZeDPep61LxsxzgP6U8fENqWOfVw==</latexit>

V
<latexit sha1_base64="OvpqHdnJr07GAq4B5qFqQBwG38Y=">AAACFHicbVA9T8MwEHXKVwlfBUYWixaJAVVJF2CrYGEsEmkrNVXlONfWquNEtoNURf0TLPwVFgZArAxs/BuctkjQcpLlp/fu6e5ekHCmtON8WYWV1bX1jeKmvbW9s7tX2j9oqjiVFDwa81i2A6KAMwGeZppDO5FAooBDKxhd53rrHqRisbjT4wS6ERkI1meUaEP1Smd+AAMmMgpCg5zYFT+IeajGkfmy5qRi+yDCH7VXKjtVZ1p4GbhzUEbzavRKn34Y0zQydsqJUh3XSXQ3I1IzymFi+6mChNARGUDHQEEiUN1setUEnxgmxP1Ymic0nrK/HRmJVL6o6YyIHqpFLSf/0zqp7l90MyaSVIOgs0H9lGMd4zwiHDIJVPOxAYRKZnbFdEgkoSYDZZsQ3MWTl4FXq15W3dtauX41T6OIjtAxOkUuOkd1dIMayEMUPaAn9IJerUfr2Xqz3metBWvuOUR/yvr4Bqr1n1g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OvpqHdnJr07GAq4B5qFqQBwG38Y=">AAACFHicbVA9T8MwEHXKVwlfBUYWixaJAVVJF2CrYGEsEmkrNVXlONfWquNEtoNURf0TLPwVFgZArAxs/BuctkjQcpLlp/fu6e5ekHCmtON8WYWV1bX1jeKmvbW9s7tX2j9oqjiVFDwa81i2A6KAMwGeZppDO5FAooBDKxhd53rrHqRisbjT4wS6ERkI1meUaEP1Smd+AAMmMgpCg5zYFT+IeajGkfmy5qRi+yDCH7VXKjtVZ1p4GbhzUEbzavRKn34Y0zQydsqJUh3XSXQ3I1IzymFi+6mChNARGUDHQEEiUN1setUEnxgmxP1Ymic0nrK/HRmJVL6o6YyIHqpFLSf/0zqp7l90MyaSVIOgs0H9lGMd4zwiHDIJVPOxAYRKZnbFdEgkoSYDZZsQ3MWTl4FXq15W3dtauX41T6OIjtAxOkUuOkd1dIMayEMUPaAn9IJerUfr2Xqz3metBWvuOUR/yvr4Bqr1n1g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OvpqHdnJr07GAq4B5qFqQBwG38Y=">AAACFHicbVA9T8MwEHXKVwlfBUYWixaJAVVJF2CrYGEsEmkrNVXlONfWquNEtoNURf0TLPwVFgZArAxs/BuctkjQcpLlp/fu6e5ekHCmtON8WYWV1bX1jeKmvbW9s7tX2j9oqjiVFDwa81i2A6KAMwGeZppDO5FAooBDKxhd53rrHqRisbjT4wS6ERkI1meUaEP1Smd+AAMmMgpCg5zYFT+IeajGkfmy5qRi+yDCH7VXKjtVZ1p4GbhzUEbzavRKn34Y0zQydsqJUh3XSXQ3I1IzymFi+6mChNARGUDHQEEiUN1setUEnxgmxP1Ymic0nrK/HRmJVL6o6YyIHqpFLSf/0zqp7l90MyaSVIOgs0H9lGMd4zwiHDIJVPOxAYRKZnbFdEgkoSYDZZsQ3MWTl4FXq15W3dtauX41T6OIjtAxOkUuOkd1dIMayEMUPaAn9IJerUfr2Xqz3metBWvuOUR/yvr4Bqr1n1g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OvpqHdnJr07GAq4B5qFqQBwG38Y=">AAACFHicbVA9T8MwEHXKVwlfBUYWixaJAVVJF2CrYGEsEmkrNVXlONfWquNEtoNURf0TLPwVFgZArAxs/BuctkjQcpLlp/fu6e5ekHCmtON8WYWV1bX1jeKmvbW9s7tX2j9oqjiVFDwa81i2A6KAMwGeZppDO5FAooBDKxhd53rrHqRisbjT4wS6ERkI1meUaEP1Smd+AAMmMgpCg5zYFT+IeajGkfmy5qRi+yDCH7VXKjtVZ1p4GbhzUEbzavRKn34Y0zQydsqJUh3XSXQ3I1IzymFi+6mChNARGUDHQEEiUN1setUEnxgmxP1Ymic0nrK/HRmJVL6o6YyIHqpFLSf/0zqp7l90MyaSVIOgs0H9lGMd4zwiHDIJVPOxAYRKZnbFdEgkoSYDZZsQ3MWTl4FXq15W3dtauX41T6OIjtAxOkUuOkd1dIMayEMUPaAn9IJerUfr2Xqz3metBWvuOUR/yvr4Bqr1n1g=</latexit>

B<latexit sha1_base64="iJdXLwSzYTGEjcqRLfw6lR+3IoY=">AAACFHicbVA9T8MwEHXKVwlfAUaWiBaJAVVJF2CrysJYJEorNVXlONfWqmNHtoNURf0TLPwVFgZArAxs/BuctkjQcpLlp/fu6e5emDCqtOd9WYWV1bX1jeKmvbW9s7vn7B/cKZFKAk0imJDtECtglENTU82gnUjAccigFY6ucr11D1JRwW/1OIFujAec9inB2lA95ywIYUB5RoBrkBO7HISCRWocmy+rT8p2ADz6UXtOyat403KXgT8HJTSvRs/5DCJB0tjYCcNKdXwv0d0MS00Jg4kdpAoSTEZ4AB0DOY5BdbPpVRP3xDCR2xfSPK7dKfvbkeFY5YuazhjroVrUcvI/rZPq/kU3ozxJNXAyG9RPmauFm0fkRlQC0WxsACaSml1dMsQSE5OBsk0I/uLJy6BZrVxW/JtqqVafp1FER+gYnSIfnaMaukYN1EQEPaAn9IJerUfr2Xqz3metBWvuOUR/yvr4BouNn0Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJdXLwSzYTGEjcqRLfw6lR+3IoY=">AAACFHicbVA9T8MwEHXKVwlfAUaWiBaJAVVJF2CrysJYJEorNVXlONfWqmNHtoNURf0TLPwVFgZArAxs/BuctkjQcpLlp/fu6e5emDCqtOd9WYWV1bX1jeKmvbW9s7vn7B/cKZFKAk0imJDtECtglENTU82gnUjAccigFY6ucr11D1JRwW/1OIFujAec9inB2lA95ywIYUB5RoBrkBO7HISCRWocmy+rT8p2ADz6UXtOyat403KXgT8HJTSvRs/5DCJB0tjYCcNKdXwv0d0MS00Jg4kdpAoSTEZ4AB0DOY5BdbPpVRP3xDCR2xfSPK7dKfvbkeFY5YuazhjroVrUcvI/rZPq/kU3ozxJNXAyG9RPmauFm0fkRlQC0WxsACaSml1dMsQSE5OBsk0I/uLJy6BZrVxW/JtqqVafp1FER+gYnSIfnaMaukYN1EQEPaAn9IJerUfr2Xqz3metBWvuOUR/yvr4BouNn0Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJdXLwSzYTGEjcqRLfw6lR+3IoY=">AAACFHicbVA9T8MwEHXKVwlfAUaWiBaJAVVJF2CrysJYJEorNVXlONfWqmNHtoNURf0TLPwVFgZArAxs/BuctkjQcpLlp/fu6e5emDCqtOd9WYWV1bX1jeKmvbW9s7vn7B/cKZFKAk0imJDtECtglENTU82gnUjAccigFY6ucr11D1JRwW/1OIFujAec9inB2lA95ywIYUB5RoBrkBO7HISCRWocmy+rT8p2ADz6UXtOyat403KXgT8HJTSvRs/5DCJB0tjYCcNKdXwv0d0MS00Jg4kdpAoSTEZ4AB0DOY5BdbPpVRP3xDCR2xfSPK7dKfvbkeFY5YuazhjroVrUcvI/rZPq/kU3ozxJNXAyG9RPmauFm0fkRlQC0WxsACaSml1dMsQSE5OBsk0I/uLJy6BZrVxW/JtqqVafp1FER+gYnSIfnaMaukYN1EQEPaAn9IJerUfr2Xqz3metBWvuOUR/yvr4BouNn0Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJdXLwSzYTGEjcqRLfw6lR+3IoY=">AAACFHicbVA9T8MwEHXKVwlfAUaWiBaJAVVJF2CrysJYJEorNVXlONfWqmNHtoNURf0TLPwVFgZArAxs/BuctkjQcpLlp/fu6e5emDCqtOd9WYWV1bX1jeKmvbW9s7vn7B/cKZFKAk0imJDtECtglENTU82gnUjAccigFY6ucr11D1JRwW/1OIFujAec9inB2lA95ywIYUB5RoBrkBO7HISCRWocmy+rT8p2ADz6UXtOyat403KXgT8HJTSvRs/5DCJB0tjYCcNKdXwv0d0MS00Jg4kdpAoSTEZ4AB0DOY5BdbPpVRP3xDCR2xfSPK7dKfvbkeFY5YuazhjroVrUcvI/rZPq/kU3ozxJNXAyG9RPmauFm0fkRlQC0WxsACaSml1dMsQSE5OBsk0I/uLJy6BZrVxW/JtqqVafp1FER+gYnSIfnaMaukYN1EQEPaAn9IJerUfr2Xqz3metBWvuOUR/yvr4BouNn0Q=</latexit>

RNN
<latexit sha1_base64="WNqRVHooK3MRbsx3jlRlp53Ez9s=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh49GCyCp5L0Yr0VvHgqVYwttKFsNi/t0s0m7G6EEnr04l/x4kHFq3/Bm//GbRtBWwcWhpk3vH0TpIxK5ThfRmlldW19o7xpbm3v7O5Z+wd3MskEAY8kLBGdAEtglIOnqGLQSQXgOGDQDkaXU799D0LShN+qcQp+jAecRpRgpaW+ddwLYEB5ToArEBPzptk0e8DDH6FvVZyqM4O9TNyCVFCBVt/67IUJyWIdJwxL2XWdVPk5FooSBhOzl0lIMRnhAXQ15TgG6eezQyb2qVZCO0qEflzZM/V3IsexlOM40JMxVkO56E3F/7xupqK6n1OeZgo4mS+KMmarxJ62YodUAFFsrAkmguq/2mSIBSa6A2nqEtzFk5eJV6teVN3rWqVRL9oooyN0gs6Qi85RA12hFvIQQQ/oCb2gV+PReDbejPf5aMkoMofoD4yPbx1cmZE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WNqRVHooK3MRbsx3jlRlp53Ez9s=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh49GCyCp5L0Yr0VvHgqVYwttKFsNi/t0s0m7G6EEnr04l/x4kHFq3/Bm//GbRtBWwcWhpk3vH0TpIxK5ThfRmlldW19o7xpbm3v7O5Z+wd3MskEAY8kLBGdAEtglIOnqGLQSQXgOGDQDkaXU799D0LShN+qcQp+jAecRpRgpaW+ddwLYEB5ToArEBPzptk0e8DDH6FvVZyqM4O9TNyCVFCBVt/67IUJyWIdJwxL2XWdVPk5FooSBhOzl0lIMRnhAXQ15TgG6eezQyb2qVZCO0qEflzZM/V3IsexlOM40JMxVkO56E3F/7xupqK6n1OeZgo4mS+KMmarxJ62YodUAFFsrAkmguq/2mSIBSa6A2nqEtzFk5eJV6teVN3rWqVRL9oooyN0gs6Qi85RA12hFvIQQQ/oCb2gV+PReDbejPf5aMkoMofoD4yPbx1cmZE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WNqRVHooK3MRbsx3jlRlp53Ez9s=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh49GCyCp5L0Yr0VvHgqVYwttKFsNi/t0s0m7G6EEnr04l/x4kHFq3/Bm//GbRtBWwcWhpk3vH0TpIxK5ThfRmlldW19o7xpbm3v7O5Z+wd3MskEAY8kLBGdAEtglIOnqGLQSQXgOGDQDkaXU799D0LShN+qcQp+jAecRpRgpaW+ddwLYEB5ToArEBPzptk0e8DDH6FvVZyqM4O9TNyCVFCBVt/67IUJyWIdJwxL2XWdVPk5FooSBhOzl0lIMRnhAXQ15TgG6eezQyb2qVZCO0qEflzZM/V3IsexlOM40JMxVkO56E3F/7xupqK6n1OeZgo4mS+KMmarxJ62YodUAFFsrAkmguq/2mSIBSa6A2nqEtzFk5eJV6teVN3rWqVRL9oooyN0gs6Qi85RA12hFvIQQQ/oCb2gV+PReDbejPf5aMkoMofoD4yPbx1cmZE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WNqRVHooK3MRbsx3jlRlp53Ez9s=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh49GCyCp5L0Yr0VvHgqVYwttKFsNi/t0s0m7G6EEnr04l/x4kHFq3/Bm//GbRtBWwcWhpk3vH0TpIxK5ThfRmlldW19o7xpbm3v7O5Z+wd3MskEAY8kLBGdAEtglIOnqGLQSQXgOGDQDkaXU799D0LShN+qcQp+jAecRpRgpaW+ddwLYEB5ToArEBPzptk0e8DDH6FvVZyqM4O9TNyCVFCBVt/67IUJyWIdJwxL2XWdVPk5FooSBhOzl0lIMRnhAXQ15TgG6eezQyb2qVZCO0qEflzZM/V3IsexlOM40JMxVkO56E3F/7xupqK6n1OeZgo4mS+KMmarxJ62YodUAFFsrAkmguq/2mSIBSa6A2nqEtzFk5eJV6teVN3rWqVRL9oooyN0gs6Qi85RA12hFvIQQQ/oCb2gV+PReDbejPf5aMkoMofoD4yPbx1cmZE=</latexit>

RNN
<latexit sha1_base64="WNqRVHooK3MRbsx3jlRlp53Ez9s=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh49GCyCp5L0Yr0VvHgqVYwttKFsNi/t0s0m7G6EEnr04l/x4kHFq3/Bm//GbRtBWwcWhpk3vH0TpIxK5ThfRmlldW19o7xpbm3v7O5Z+wd3MskEAY8kLBGdAEtglIOnqGLQSQXgOGDQDkaXU799D0LShN+qcQp+jAecRpRgpaW+ddwLYEB5ToArEBPzptk0e8DDH6FvVZyqM4O9TNyCVFCBVt/67IUJyWIdJwxL2XWdVPk5FooSBhOzl0lIMRnhAXQ15TgG6eezQyb2qVZCO0qEflzZM/V3IsexlOM40JMxVkO56E3F/7xupqK6n1OeZgo4mS+KMmarxJ62YodUAFFsrAkmguq/2mSIBSa6A2nqEtzFk5eJV6teVN3rWqVRL9oooyN0gs6Qi85RA12hFvIQQQ/oCb2gV+PReDbejPf5aMkoMofoD4yPbx1cmZE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WNqRVHooK3MRbsx3jlRlp53Ez9s=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh49GCyCp5L0Yr0VvHgqVYwttKFsNi/t0s0m7G6EEnr04l/x4kHFq3/Bm//GbRtBWwcWhpk3vH0TpIxK5ThfRmlldW19o7xpbm3v7O5Z+wd3MskEAY8kLBGdAEtglIOnqGLQSQXgOGDQDkaXU799D0LShN+qcQp+jAecRpRgpaW+ddwLYEB5ToArEBPzptk0e8DDH6FvVZyqM4O9TNyCVFCBVt/67IUJyWIdJwxL2XWdVPk5FooSBhOzl0lIMRnhAXQ15TgG6eezQyb2qVZCO0qEflzZM/V3IsexlOM40JMxVkO56E3F/7xupqK6n1OeZgo4mS+KMmarxJ62YodUAFFsrAkmguq/2mSIBSa6A2nqEtzFk5eJV6teVN3rWqVRL9oooyN0gs6Qi85RA12hFvIQQQ/oCb2gV+PReDbejPf5aMkoMofoD4yPbx1cmZE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WNqRVHooK3MRbsx3jlRlp53Ez9s=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh49GCyCp5L0Yr0VvHgqVYwttKFsNi/t0s0m7G6EEnr04l/x4kHFq3/Bm//GbRtBWwcWhpk3vH0TpIxK5ThfRmlldW19o7xpbm3v7O5Z+wd3MskEAY8kLBGdAEtglIOnqGLQSQXgOGDQDkaXU799D0LShN+qcQp+jAecRpRgpaW+ddwLYEB5ToArEBPzptk0e8DDH6FvVZyqM4O9TNyCVFCBVt/67IUJyWIdJwxL2XWdVPk5FooSBhOzl0lIMRnhAXQ15TgG6eezQyb2qVZCO0qEflzZM/V3IsexlOM40JMxVkO56E3F/7xupqK6n1OeZgo4mS+KMmarxJ62YodUAFFsrAkmguq/2mSIBSa6A2nqEtzFk5eJV6teVN3rWqVRL9oooyN0gs6Qi85RA12hFvIQQQ/oCb2gV+PReDbejPf5aMkoMofoD4yPbx1cmZE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WNqRVHooK3MRbsx3jlRlp53Ez9s=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh49GCyCp5L0Yr0VvHgqVYwttKFsNi/t0s0m7G6EEnr04l/x4kHFq3/Bm//GbRtBWwcWhpk3vH0TpIxK5ThfRmlldW19o7xpbm3v7O5Z+wd3MskEAY8kLBGdAEtglIOnqGLQSQXgOGDQDkaXU799D0LShN+qcQp+jAecRpRgpaW+ddwLYEB5ToArEBPzptk0e8DDH6FvVZyqM4O9TNyCVFCBVt/67IUJyWIdJwxL2XWdVPk5FooSBhOzl0lIMRnhAXQ15TgG6eezQyb2qVZCO0qEflzZM/V3IsexlOM40JMxVkO56E3F/7xupqK6n1OeZgo4mS+KMmarxJ62YodUAFFsrAkmguq/2mSIBSa6A2nqEtzFk5eJV6teVN3rWqVRL9oooyN0gs6Qi85RA12hFvIQQQ/oCb2gV+PReDbejPf5aMkoMofoD4yPbx1cmZE=</latexit>

u
<latexit sha1_base64="LFW6wPaDvB3y/CVRazOyp2YvgOQ=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNz4WeNX1KMHg63gqSS9qLeiF48VjC00oWw2L+3SzSbsboQSevTiX/HiQcWrf8Gb/8ZtG0FbBxaGmTe8fRNmjErlOF/G0vLK6tp6ZcPc3Nre2bX29u9kmgsCHklZKjohlsAoB09RxaCTCcBJyKAdDq8mfvsehKQpv1WjDIIE9zmNKcFKSz3ryA+hT3lBgCsQY7OW10wfePQj9KyqU3emsBeJW5IqKtHqWZ9+lJI80XHCsJRd18lUUGChKGEwNv1cQobJEPehqynHCcigmB4ytk+0EtlxKvTjyp6qvxMFTqQcJaGeTLAayHlvIv7ndXMVnwcF5VmugJPZojhntkrtSSt2RAUQxUaaYCKo/qtNBlhgojuQpi7BnT95kXiN+kXdvWlUm5dlGxV0iI7RKXLRGWqia9RCHiLoAT2hF/RqPBrPxpvxPhtdMsrMAfoD4+Mb04qZag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LFW6wPaDvB3y/CVRazOyp2YvgOQ=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNz4WeNX1KMHg63gqSS9qLeiF48VjC00oWw2L+3SzSbsboQSevTiX/HiQcWrf8Gb/8ZtG0FbBxaGmTe8fRNmjErlOF/G0vLK6tp6ZcPc3Nre2bX29u9kmgsCHklZKjohlsAoB09RxaCTCcBJyKAdDq8mfvsehKQpv1WjDIIE9zmNKcFKSz3ryA+hT3lBgCsQY7OW10wfePQj9KyqU3emsBeJW5IqKtHqWZ9+lJI80XHCsJRd18lUUGChKGEwNv1cQobJEPehqynHCcigmB4ytk+0EtlxKvTjyp6qvxMFTqQcJaGeTLAayHlvIv7ndXMVnwcF5VmugJPZojhntkrtSSt2RAUQxUaaYCKo/qtNBlhgojuQpi7BnT95kXiN+kXdvWlUm5dlGxV0iI7RKXLRGWqia9RCHiLoAT2hF/RqPBrPxpvxPhtdMsrMAfoD4+Mb04qZag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LFW6wPaDvB3y/CVRazOyp2YvgOQ=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNz4WeNX1KMHg63gqSS9qLeiF48VjC00oWw2L+3SzSbsboQSevTiX/HiQcWrf8Gb/8ZtG0FbBxaGmTe8fRNmjErlOF/G0vLK6tp6ZcPc3Nre2bX29u9kmgsCHklZKjohlsAoB09RxaCTCcBJyKAdDq8mfvsehKQpv1WjDIIE9zmNKcFKSz3ryA+hT3lBgCsQY7OW10wfePQj9KyqU3emsBeJW5IqKtHqWZ9+lJI80XHCsJRd18lUUGChKGEwNv1cQobJEPehqynHCcigmB4ytk+0EtlxKvTjyp6qvxMFTqQcJaGeTLAayHlvIv7ndXMVnwcF5VmugJPZojhntkrtSSt2RAUQxUaaYCKo/qtNBlhgojuQpi7BnT95kXiN+kXdvWlUm5dlGxV0iI7RKXLRGWqia9RCHiLoAT2hF/RqPBrPxpvxPhtdMsrMAfoD4+Mb04qZag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LFW6wPaDvB3y/CVRazOyp2YvgOQ=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNz4WeNX1KMHg63gqSS9qLeiF48VjC00oWw2L+3SzSbsboQSevTiX/HiQcWrf8Gb/8ZtG0FbBxaGmTe8fRNmjErlOF/G0vLK6tp6ZcPc3Nre2bX29u9kmgsCHklZKjohlsAoB09RxaCTCcBJyKAdDq8mfvsehKQpv1WjDIIE9zmNKcFKSz3ryA+hT3lBgCsQY7OW10wfePQj9KyqU3emsBeJW5IqKtHqWZ9+lJI80XHCsJRd18lUUGChKGEwNv1cQobJEPehqynHCcigmB4ytk+0EtlxKvTjyp6qvxMFTqQcJaGeTLAayHlvIv7ndXMVnwcF5VmugJPZojhntkrtSSt2RAUQxUaaYCKo/qtNBlhgojuQpi7BnT95kXiN+kXdvWlUm5dlGxV0iI7RKXLRGWqia9RCHiLoAT2hF/RqPBrPxpvxPhtdMsrMAfoD4+Mb04qZag==</latexit>

v
<latexit sha1_base64="z8Uo196wu96EVWWhjXXVmngSm98=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh49GGwFTyXpRb0VvXisYGyhDWWzeWmXbjZhd1MooUcv/hUvHlS8+he8+W/cthG0dWBhmHnD2zdByqhUjvNllFZW19Y3ypvm1vbO7p61f3Avk0wQ8EjCEtEOsARGOXiKKgbtVACOAwatYHg99VsjEJIm/E6NU/Bj3Oc0ogQrLfWs424AfcpzAlyBmJjVUdXsAg9/hJ5VcWrODPYycQtSQQWaPeuzGyYki3WcMCxlx3VS5edYKEoYTMxuJiHFZIj70NGU4xikn88OmdinWgntKBH6cWXP1N+JHMdSjuNAT8ZYDeSiNxX/8zqZii78nPI0U8DJfFGUMVsl9rQVO6QCiGJjTTARVP/VJgMsMNEdSFOX4C6evEy8eu2y5t7WK42roo0yOkIn6Ay56Bw10A1qIg8R9ICe0At6NR6NZ+PNeJ+Plowic4j+wPj4BtUbmWs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z8Uo196wu96EVWWhjXXVmngSm98=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh49GGwFTyXpRb0VvXisYGyhDWWzeWmXbjZhd1MooUcv/hUvHlS8+he8+W/cthG0dWBhmHnD2zdByqhUjvNllFZW19Y3ypvm1vbO7p61f3Avk0wQ8EjCEtEOsARGOXiKKgbtVACOAwatYHg99VsjEJIm/E6NU/Bj3Oc0ogQrLfWs424AfcpzAlyBmJjVUdXsAg9/hJ5VcWrODPYycQtSQQWaPeuzGyYki3WcMCxlx3VS5edYKEoYTMxuJiHFZIj70NGU4xikn88OmdinWgntKBH6cWXP1N+JHMdSjuNAT8ZYDeSiNxX/8zqZii78nPI0U8DJfFGUMVsl9rQVO6QCiGJjTTARVP/VJgMsMNEdSFOX4C6evEy8eu2y5t7WK42roo0yOkIn6Ay56Bw10A1qIg8R9ICe0At6NR6NZ+PNeJ+Plowic4j+wPj4BtUbmWs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z8Uo196wu96EVWWhjXXVmngSm98=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh49GGwFTyXpRb0VvXisYGyhDWWzeWmXbjZhd1MooUcv/hUvHlS8+he8+W/cthG0dWBhmHnD2zdByqhUjvNllFZW19Y3ypvm1vbO7p61f3Avk0wQ8EjCEtEOsARGOXiKKgbtVACOAwatYHg99VsjEJIm/E6NU/Bj3Oc0ogQrLfWs424AfcpzAlyBmJjVUdXsAg9/hJ5VcWrODPYycQtSQQWaPeuzGyYki3WcMCxlx3VS5edYKEoYTMxuJiHFZIj70NGU4xikn88OmdinWgntKBH6cWXP1N+JHMdSjuNAT8ZYDeSiNxX/8zqZii78nPI0U8DJfFGUMVsl9rQVO6QCiGJjTTARVP/VJgMsMNEdSFOX4C6evEy8eu2y5t7WK42roo0yOkIn6Ay56Bw10A1qIg8R9ICe0At6NR6NZ+PNeJ+Plowic4j+wPj4BtUbmWs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z8Uo196wu96EVWWhjXXVmngSm98=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNzUrxq/oh49GGwFTyXpRb0VvXisYGyhDWWzeWmXbjZhd1MooUcv/hUvHlS8+he8+W/cthG0dWBhmHnD2zdByqhUjvNllFZW19Y3ypvm1vbO7p61f3Avk0wQ8EjCEtEOsARGOXiKKgbtVACOAwatYHg99VsjEJIm/E6NU/Bj3Oc0ogQrLfWs424AfcpzAlyBmJjVUdXsAg9/hJ5VcWrODPYycQtSQQWaPeuzGyYki3WcMCxlx3VS5edYKEoYTMxuJiHFZIj70NGU4xikn88OmdinWgntKBH6cWXP1N+JHMdSjuNAT8ZYDeSiNxX/8zqZii78nPI0U8DJfFGUMVsl9rQVO6QCiGJjTTARVP/VJgMsMNEdSFOX4C6evEy8eu2y5t7WK42roo0yOkIn6Ay56Bw10A1qIg8R9ICe0At6NR6NZ+PNeJ+Plowic4j+wPj4BtUbmWs=</latexit>

global spatial
pooling

<latexit sha1_base64="3W6yy+2ai0f4QLKqE0g7VDHQpds=">AAACHHicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuykwRrLuCG5cVrC10hpLJ3E5DM8mQZIQy9Efc+CtuXKi4cSH4N6YPQVsPBA7nnJvknijjTBvP+3JWVtfWNzZLW+72zu7efvng8E7LXFFoUcml6kREA2cCWoYZDp1MAUkjDu1oeDXx2/egNJPi1owyCFOSCNZnlBgr9crnQQQJEwUFYUCN3YTLiHCsM+sTHgRuJqW9O3EDEPFPqleueFVvCrxM/DmpoDmavfJHEEuap3accqJ11/cyExZEGUY5jN0g15AROiQJdC0VJAUdFtPtxvjUKjHuS2WPMHiq/p4oSKr1KI1sMiVmoBe9ifif181Nvx4WTGS5AUFnD/Vzjo3Ek6pwzBRQw0eWEKqY/SumA6IItR1o15bgL668TFq16mXVv6lVGvV5GyV0jE7QGfLRBWqga9RELUTRA3pCL+jVeXSenTfnfRZdceYzR+gPnM9vB+yirg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3W6yy+2ai0f4QLKqE0g7VDHQpds=">AAACHHicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuykwRrLuCG5cVrC10hpLJ3E5DM8mQZIQy9Efc+CtuXKi4cSH4N6YPQVsPBA7nnJvknijjTBvP+3JWVtfWNzZLW+72zu7efvng8E7LXFFoUcml6kREA2cCWoYZDp1MAUkjDu1oeDXx2/egNJPi1owyCFOSCNZnlBgr9crnQQQJEwUFYUCN3YTLiHCsM+sTHgRuJqW9O3EDEPFPqleueFVvCrxM/DmpoDmavfJHEEuap3accqJ11/cyExZEGUY5jN0g15AROiQJdC0VJAUdFtPtxvjUKjHuS2WPMHiq/p4oSKr1KI1sMiVmoBe9ifif181Nvx4WTGS5AUFnD/Vzjo3Ek6pwzBRQw0eWEKqY/SumA6IItR1o15bgL668TFq16mXVv6lVGvV5GyV0jE7QGfLRBWqga9RELUTRA3pCL+jVeXSenTfnfRZdceYzR+gPnM9vB+yirg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3W6yy+2ai0f4QLKqE0g7VDHQpds=">AAACHHicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuykwRrLuCG5cVrC10hpLJ3E5DM8mQZIQy9Efc+CtuXKi4cSH4N6YPQVsPBA7nnJvknijjTBvP+3JWVtfWNzZLW+72zu7efvng8E7LXFFoUcml6kREA2cCWoYZDp1MAUkjDu1oeDXx2/egNJPi1owyCFOSCNZnlBgr9crnQQQJEwUFYUCN3YTLiHCsM+sTHgRuJqW9O3EDEPFPqleueFVvCrxM/DmpoDmavfJHEEuap3accqJ11/cyExZEGUY5jN0g15AROiQJdC0VJAUdFtPtxvjUKjHuS2WPMHiq/p4oSKr1KI1sMiVmoBe9ifif181Nvx4WTGS5AUFnD/Vzjo3Ek6pwzBRQw0eWEKqY/SumA6IItR1o15bgL668TFq16mXVv6lVGvV5GyV0jE7QGfLRBWqga9RELUTRA3pCL+jVeXSenTfnfRZdceYzR+gPnM9vB+yirg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3W6yy+2ai0f4QLKqE0g7VDHQpds=">AAACHHicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuykwRrLuCG5cVrC10hpLJ3E5DM8mQZIQy9Efc+CtuXKi4cSH4N6YPQVsPBA7nnJvknijjTBvP+3JWVtfWNzZLW+72zu7efvng8E7LXFFoUcml6kREA2cCWoYZDp1MAUkjDu1oeDXx2/egNJPi1owyCFOSCNZnlBgr9crnQQQJEwUFYUCN3YTLiHCsM+sTHgRuJqW9O3EDEPFPqleueFVvCrxM/DmpoDmavfJHEEuap3accqJ11/cyExZEGUY5jN0g15AROiQJdC0VJAUdFtPtxvjUKjHuS2WPMHiq/p4oSKr1KI1sMiVmoBe9ifif181Nvx4WTGS5AUFnD/Vzjo3Ek6pwzBRQw0eWEKqY/SumA6IItR1o15bgL668TFq16mXVv6lVGvV5GyV0jE7QGfLRBWqga9RELUTRA3pCL+jVeXSenTfnfRZdceYzR+gPnM9vB+yirg==</latexit>

r<latexit sha1_base64="Jctlm+cBm4menoiGMTyltpddS+U=">AAACBXicbVBPS8MwHE39O+u/qkcRgkPwNNpd1NvQi8cJ1g3WMtL0ty0sTUuSCqPs5MWv4sWDile/gze/jdlWQTcfBF7e+z2S34syzpR23S9raXlldW29smFvbm3v7Dp7+3cqzSUFn6Y8le2IKOBMgK+Z5tDOJJAk4tCKhlcTv3UPUrFU3OpRBmFC+oL1GCXaSF3nKIigz0RBQWiQY1vaAYj459p1qm7NnQIvEq8kVVSi2XU+gzileWLilBOlOp6b6bAgUjPKYWwHuYKM0CHpQ8dQQRJQYTFdY4xPjBLjXirNERpP1d+JgiRKjZLITCZED9S8NxH/8zq57p2HBRNZrkHQ2UO9nGOd4kknOGYSqOYjQwiVzPwV0wGRhJoOlG1K8OZXXiR+vXZR827q1cZl2UYFHaJjdIo8dIYa6Bo1kY8oekBP6AW9Wo/Ws/Vmvc9Gl6wyc4D+wPr4BgdfmQs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jctlm+cBm4menoiGMTyltpddS+U=">AAACBXicbVBPS8MwHE39O+u/qkcRgkPwNNpd1NvQi8cJ1g3WMtL0ty0sTUuSCqPs5MWv4sWDile/gze/jdlWQTcfBF7e+z2S34syzpR23S9raXlldW29smFvbm3v7Dp7+3cqzSUFn6Y8le2IKOBMgK+Z5tDOJJAk4tCKhlcTv3UPUrFU3OpRBmFC+oL1GCXaSF3nKIigz0RBQWiQY1vaAYj459p1qm7NnQIvEq8kVVSi2XU+gzileWLilBOlOp6b6bAgUjPKYWwHuYKM0CHpQ8dQQRJQYTFdY4xPjBLjXirNERpP1d+JgiRKjZLITCZED9S8NxH/8zq57p2HBRNZrkHQ2UO9nGOd4kknOGYSqOYjQwiVzPwV0wGRhJoOlG1K8OZXXiR+vXZR827q1cZl2UYFHaJjdIo8dIYa6Bo1kY8oekBP6AW9Wo/Ws/Vmvc9Gl6wyc4D+wPr4BgdfmQs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jctlm+cBm4menoiGMTyltpddS+U=">AAACBXicbVBPS8MwHE39O+u/qkcRgkPwNNpd1NvQi8cJ1g3WMtL0ty0sTUuSCqPs5MWv4sWDile/gze/jdlWQTcfBF7e+z2S34syzpR23S9raXlldW29smFvbm3v7Dp7+3cqzSUFn6Y8le2IKOBMgK+Z5tDOJJAk4tCKhlcTv3UPUrFU3OpRBmFC+oL1GCXaSF3nKIigz0RBQWiQY1vaAYj459p1qm7NnQIvEq8kVVSi2XU+gzileWLilBOlOp6b6bAgUjPKYWwHuYKM0CHpQ8dQQRJQYTFdY4xPjBLjXirNERpP1d+JgiRKjZLITCZED9S8NxH/8zq57p2HBRNZrkHQ2UO9nGOd4kknOGYSqOYjQwiVzPwV0wGRhJoOlG1K8OZXXiR+vXZR827q1cZl2UYFHaJjdIo8dIYa6Bo1kY8oekBP6AW9Wo/Ws/Vmvc9Gl6wyc4D+wPr4BgdfmQs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jctlm+cBm4menoiGMTyltpddS+U=">AAACBXicbVBPS8MwHE39O+u/qkcRgkPwNNpd1NvQi8cJ1g3WMtL0ty0sTUuSCqPs5MWv4sWDile/gze/jdlWQTcfBF7e+z2S34syzpR23S9raXlldW29smFvbm3v7Dp7+3cqzSUFn6Y8le2IKOBMgK+Z5tDOJJAk4tCKhlcTv3UPUrFU3OpRBmFC+oL1GCXaSF3nKIigz0RBQWiQY1vaAYj459p1qm7NnQIvEq8kVVSi2XU+gzileWLilBOlOp6b6bAgUjPKYWwHuYKM0CHpQ8dQQRJQYTFdY4xPjBLjXirNERpP1d+JgiRKjZLITCZED9S8NxH/8zq57p2HBRNZrkHQ2UO9nGOd4kknOGYSqOYjQwiVzPwV0wGRhJoOlG1K8OZXXiR+vXZR827q1cZl2UYFHaJjdIo8dIYa6Bo1kY8oekBP6AW9Wo/Ws/Vmvc9Gl6wyc4D+wPr4BgdfmQs=</latexit>

s
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Figure 2.8: Overview of the object relational network. Object features and
object masks are extracted from frames which are paired together in the visual
reasoning module to learn object relations over time using the notion of the arrow
of time [100, 138]. These features are further augmented with activity features
which learn from global and local motion. Figure from [9].

objects13 in a pairwise manner, similar to [9].

An in-depth ablation supports their design choices, namely the relational reasoning mod-

ules, but also the impact of temporal context when extracting features and the compar-

ison of feature scaling. In the case of temporal context, i.e. number of frames used as

input to the feature extractor, extracting global features doesn’t necessarily translate to

higher performance: They note the importance of correct reasoning of the relationships

between actors and objects. Perhaps unsuprisingly for the short clip videos, increasing

the temporal context leads to a direct increase in performance for their method. However,

they find that earlier features generally give better performance, though a combination

can achieve best performance.

Sudhakaran et al. [126] explicitly learn spatio-temporal discrimination of small objects,

proposing Long Short-Term Attention which, as a method, extends LSTM blocks. The

core part of their method is a pooling operation which learns to select attention maps

from a learnt set depending on the input features. This attention is applied in two parts

of the modified LSTM, on top of the visual features, using an RNN, and onto the output

gate. The proposed Long Short-Term Attention modules are placed on top of spatial

and temporal streams which are fused as in [33].

13The authors split the frames into an n×n grid of cells, extracting features for each. These are used
as a simplified representation of object proposals within the scene.
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The visual feature attention provides the largest boost in performance in their ablation

study, but the output attention also gives a large increase. Using two-streams allows for

each stream to learn complementary information, further increasing performance over

an RGB long short-term attention model. Similarly to [33], learned fusion gives a slight

boost in performance over the näıve method of late fusion. For EPIC-Kitchens, their

model performs well on verb prediction which they ascribe to their model’s ability to

reason for longer periods of time over the baseline TSN [136] approach.

As seen in the egocentric action recognition background, object modelling remains a

valuable tool in recognising fine-grained actions. However, methods are sure to model

the temporal relationships of objects and how they are manipulated, as opposed to

detection or simply extracting features over object trajectories.

Coarse-Grain Modelling for Fine-Grained Tasks

The other main approach towards fine-grained action recognition leads towards longer

temporal modelling allowing for aspects of the activity as a whole to be encoded.

For example, Wu et al. [142] focus on learning from longer sequences around the action

being recognised. Instead of only using frames from the video clip, their method also

extracts long-term features from frames both before and after the clip (throughout the

entire video). A feature bank operator then applies attention to the long-term features

using the short-term features which are passed into the classification network for the

current task.

They perform experiments on Atomic Visual Actions (AVA) [46], EPIC-Kitchens and

Charades, noting the benefit of their approach on all three datasets. Interestingly, for

AVA and Charades, the addition of a learned fully connected layer in the feature bank

operator gives best performance, whereas for EPIC-Kitchens this is eschewed in favour of

a simpler max pooling operation, which the authors believe is due to EPIC-Kitchens not

having the human-human interactions present in the other two datasets. Also of note,

they find that their performance increase on Charades is less than the other datasets as

they are predicting on the comparatively coarser-grained, video-level labels.

Feichtenhofer et al. [34] also avoid modelling the actor-object relationships, instead

proposing a two-stream network (SlowFast) which includes streams with different frame-

rates, helping model both long and short-term dependencies within an action whilst

also allowing for a lightweight stream. Both streams are fused via the use of lateral
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connections [32], with a unidirectional connection from the high-frame rate stream into

the low frame-rate stream. A key benefit to their approach is the recognition accuracy

the SlowFast network is able to achieve with a decreased cost in FLOPs, leading to

state-of-the-art performance on four different datasets including Kinetics-[400/600] and

Charades.

Concluding Remarks

As a relatively new task, fine-grained action recognition has seen two primary approaches

to discriminate between similar actions: Object relational modelling and temporal mod-

elling. Both approaches can be viewed as an extensions of ideas from egocentric action

recognition which contained finer-grained actions in comparison to third-person action

recognition datasets.

Nevertheless, fine-grained action recognition has remained a classification task. Even

when open-vocabularies are present within datasets, works convert the open vocabu-

lary labels into closed vocabulary labels via the use of a hierarchy (as in Something-

Something [44]) or explicitly or clustered into close-vocabulary classes (as in EPIC-

Kitchens [23]).

2.2.4 Action Recognition Conclusion

Beginning with a dataset containing only 6 different actions, [112], video action recogni-

tion as a task has undergone large additions in size, domain (both first person and third

person) and coarse-ness of its actions. Early approaches used spatio-temporal interest

points to generate local features which were encoded and classified using an SVM. For

third-person action recognition, the rise of deep learning’s popularity saw a renewed

focus on spatio-temporal modelling whereas for third-person action recognition objects

remained a key component.

Recently, fine-grained action recognition has become a popular and demanding task as

the scale of datasets continued to increase to match deep learning techniques. Including

a variety of similar tasks, fine-grained action recognition has, initially, seen approaches

focus on relational object modelling (including using actors in the scene for third-person

video) as well as longer temporal modelling.

Regardless, many works still focus on using a closed vocabulary of verbs (for coarse-
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grained) or verb-noun pairs as labels to perform action recognition. This thesis will

explore how an increasing vocabulary size, including using an open vocabulary, changes

the problem of action recognition and considerations that have to be made. Whilst some

works within action recognition have used a natural vocabulary or even treated it as

a multi-label problem all of these works still have the goal of using a closed vocabu-

lary.

2.3 Information Retrieval

Information retrieval is a common task that can be seen in many different areas such

as web search engines. As a generalisation, the aim of information retrieval is: Given a

query item, rank (and select) all relevant items within a dataset.

In computer vision, this has classically been seen as an image-to-image retrieval task, one

use-case is for matching buildings. For example, if a user has taken a picture of a building

the aim would be to return other pictures of that building (these can include different

viewpoints or during different seasons/change in weather conditions). In this case, the

relevancy criteria is clear, a pair of images are deemed relevant to one another if their

main focus is of the same building otherwise, the images are considered irrelevant.

With the advent of Google and YouTube cross-modal search, between vision and lan-

guage, has become more common. Typically, websites see users input a search query in

the form of a small amount of text and wish to retrieve visual example which is relevant.

In this case the issue of relevance is a lot more nuanced. Methods to solve this problem

need to take into account all aspects of the query sentence including presence of different

words such as verbs, nouns, adjectives or other parts of speech which refine the search

criteria.

Because of this, the cross-modal retrieval task is inherently an open vocabulary problem,

where classes (as in action recognition) are not available. This section first discusses

relevant works within the image retrieval literature, both within-modal and cross-modal,

in section 2.3.1 before presenting cross-modal video retrieval works in section 2.3.2 and

concluding notable findings from both tasks in section 2.3.3.
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2.3.1 Retrieval in Images

Image retrieval has been explored as both a within-modal (image-to-image) and a cross-

modal (text-to-image or vice versa) task. In this section, relevant works for both of

these tasks will be presented as well as approaches which tackle the zero-shot retrieval

task.

Finding Objects with Objects

Beginning with object retrieval, [92, 96], larger scale datasets included landmarks of

buildings [8, 55, 98, 99] in addition to images, taken from Flickr [2], being used to

construct datasets [51, 146]. Works are primarily focussed on instance retrieval which

requires relevant items to be the same object instance. In early datasets, such as [92],

only one of each object instance was present, but as the size of datasets grew it is common

for multiple instances to be found within a dataset.

Radenović et al. [102] train siamese convolutional neural networks to perform image-to-

image retrieval. Their method uses off-the-shelf networks which they train with both

hard negatives (i.e. examples which look visually similar but are irrelevant) and hard

positives (i.e. examples which look visually different but are relevant). They do this by

replacing the final fully connected layers of a CNN and instead use maximum activations

of convolutions (MAC) [43, 131] to find the embedded image representations (after the

convolutional layers, different forms of max pooling are applied over regions of the image

to get a global image descriptor). A contrastive loss is used to train the network:

L(xi, xj) =
1

2

(
Y d(xi, xj) + (1− Y )(max(0,m− d(xi − xj)))

)
(2.5)

where xi, and Xj represent two images, m a margin, d(a, b) a function which returns the

distance between a and b, and Y the relevancy which is set to 1 if xi and xj are relevant

and 0 otherwise. Intuitively, the loss attempts to pull relevant items close together in

space whilst pushing irrelevant items to be at least as far as the chosen value of the

margin parameter.

Their experiments show the importance of choosing pairs of images for their task, where,

for the positive examples, the choice of relevancy can lead to large changes in perfor-

mance. Firstly, when sampling hard negatives, they find that by ensuring that a high

variability of hard negatives over simply choosing the hardest negatives gives higher

mAP scores. Secondly, they construct the set of positive images via structure from mo-
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tion (SfM) information and compare to selecting images which have a low MAC distance.

Their results show that by allowing different viewpoints to create the set of positive ex-

amples higher performance can be achieved.

Diverging from previous approaches that used the notion of instance retrieval. Gordo

and Larlus [42] instead tackle the semantic retrieval task whereby they wish to retrieve

images depicting similar objects, not necessarily the same instances. They do this by

using textual information in the form of image captions to learn a semantic-visual space

with semantic similarity (heavily) correlating with visual/object similarity.

Similar to [135, 137], they propose using a triplet loss with multiple terms representing

the different pairs of modalities (e.g. visual-text, visual-visual etc., however, as they

focus on the image-to-image retrieval task, which they forgo using the text-to-text loss).

Their method, similar to their previous work in [43], uses an end-to-end triplet network

with a ResNET [48] backbone upon which MAC is applied. Perhaps surprisingly, the

addition of textual information during training on its own did not help the retrieval of

images — only the addition of a caption during testing gave a noticeable increase in

performance.

Trespassing the Boundary between Vision and Language

With the rise of social media, everyday images14, represent popular uploads. Generally,

on sites such as Flikr [2], images are often only labelled as tags or were provided with

captions from the user15, but some datasets, [49, 146], asked annotators to specifically

provide captions which describe the makeup of the image.

Image-to-text retrieval became a natural task once techniques started looking into em-

bedding cross-modal items close together [39, 40, 58, 64] for other tasks such as caption

generation. The concept of semantic relevancy is hard to pin down for this task, as small

changes in the caption can lead to them losing relevancy for an image. Because of this,

most approaches attempt cross-modal image retrieval as an instance retrieval task, i.e.

given an image return the corresponding caption, not any of the valid captions for other

images.

14I.e. images which have been captured by amateurs on the fly, with little regard to framing etc.
15This is not beneficial as most images from social media sites have been captioned in a way that

provides no information about the elements in the image. For example “Us in Spain” doesn’t provide
information about an image containing a couple standing on a beach.
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Given the cost of annotating images with captions for a large-scale dataset, Gong et

al. [40] instead propose to weakly learn a cross-modal embedding by using any available

data, such as titles, tags, descriptions etc. In doing so, they propose a method which uses

normalised canonical correlation analysis [39] and extended via an auxillary embedding

of the learned features. Whilst they use CNN extracted visual features, the textual

features are represented with the then-standard TF-IDF BOW representation.

Their main focus was using the above model to perform transfer learning from adding

in a large amount of weakly-annotated images to a (smaller) dataset that had been

fully annotated. Their experiments highlight two discoveries: Firstly, as the amount

of fully supervised images to use as training data increases, the gap between (higher)

performance of their proposed method and a fully-supervised method narrows. Secondly,

the auxillary embedding used in their method, which increases the dimensionality of the

embedding without degradation, is imperative for successfully using the combination of

fully and weakly labelled images.

Performing on both the caption generation and image retrieval task, Kiros et al. [63] use

an encoder-decoder network in the form of different LSTMs. To learn the embedding,

they use an LSTM to embed the caption and a CNN combines different parts of the

image to create the embedding. Interestingly, they use part of speech information, but

only in the decoder part of the network for generating the caption, which is used with

the embedded image information, not in the embedding.

Even when learning for the image captioning task, the latent embedding is found to

perform well on the image retrieval task (both image-to-text and text-to-image retrieval).

The retrieval results were also found to go against previous work in that both recurrent

models they used were found to outperform models which used object detectors.

Wang et al. [137] tackle the image-to-text retrieval task and scale it with the addition of

deep learning. They create two general cross-modal embedding networks which are able

to perform different sub-tasks, such as phrase localisation (i.e. given a part of the caption,

“fire-pit”, can a corresponding region in the image be localised?). They use features

extracted from neural networks (Fast R-CNN features [38] for images and Word2Vec

encoded with Fisher Vectors as in [64]), they construct two networks: An embedding

network, which is trained with a triplet loss, and a similarity network, trained with a

logistic loss. An overview of both methods can be seen in figure 2.9 (from [137]).
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Figure 2.9: Overview for the two models used for cross-modal retrieval between
images and text in [137]. Left: The embedding network uses a triplet loss to en-
sure that positive examples are closer than negative examples (see equation 2.6).
Right: The similarity network is created similarly, but replaces the triplet loss
with the element-wise (Hadamard) product before a fully connected layer is used
to predict similarity using a logistic regression loss. Figure from [137].

The triplet loss is used to train the embedding network, presented below:

L(x, y+, y−) = max(0,m+ d(x, y+)− d(x, y−)) (2.6)

Intuitively, it calculates the bi-directional ranking between an image (x) and its relevant

(y+) and irrelevant (y−) textual examples (in this case describing the image-to-text loss).

The function for the text-to-image loss can be similarly constructed between a text

caption and (ir)relevant images. Both triplet losses are used in the final loss function. In

this work, additional triplet losses are added in which only items from a single modality

are considered, e.g. for images:

L(x, x+, x−) = max(0,m+ d(x, x+)− d(x, x−)) (2.7)
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Note: That x and x+ represent different images/image patches in the formulation oth-

erwise the loss is trivially 0. In their results, the similarity network is able to achieve

comparable performance to the embedding network for the phrase localisation task,

however, for all ‘flavours’ of the image-retrieval task (including within-modal retrieval)

it achieves a very poor performance.

Retrieving the Unknown

Whilst retrieval can be thought of as intrinsically zero-shot (both the images and the

captions at test time have not been seen before), this can be extended further via search

and retrieval of visual elements that were not present in the training set. A cross-modal

embedding between text and images allows for prior knowledge of word semantics to

guide performance on unseen examples.

The two works of Zhang and Saligrama [150, 151] focus on zero-shot learning of images

via the use of attributes/histogram proportions to describe unseen classes. For example,

a “car” might be seen as a mixture of the classes “truck” and “boat”. Initially, in [150],

they create two embedding functions for the source and target domains in which the

latter includes zero-shot examples. By mapping classes and images into the same space,

they are able to generalise semantic similarity information to the unseen domain. In

the follow-up work [151], the authors propose modelling the zero-shot task as a binary

classification problem, training a classifier to predict whether the class labels in the target

domain are equivalent to those in the source domain.

Zellers and Choi [149] present the idea of using verbs as attributes to describe actions in

the zero-shot setting for action recognition in images. Their approach uses a combination

of word embeddings, from GloVe, with different lingustic and visual cues about the

action. For example, drink is an activity with low motion in a solitary setting with

an object that uses the head. By training a model which learns to embed dictionary

definitions or word embeddings they are able to perform text-to-attribute prediction and

image-to-verb prediction. They do this with the use of bi-directional Gated Recurrent

Units [19] (GRUs) and a final fully connected layer maps the output into a shared

embedding space.

Concluding Remarks

Image retrieval has been pursued in two main forms: cross-modal and within-modal

tasks. The challenge for both tasks has been how to determine whether two items are
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relevant, with most works focussing on a instance-based approach. Nevertheless, within-

modal information has been shown to improve cross-modal tasks in addition to textual

captions being used as a way of going beyond instance retrieval. It can be seen that a

successful retrieval method will therefore be aware of both within-modal and cross-modal

relationships.

2.3.2 Retrieval in Videos

Video Retrieval is akin to image-retrieval in that queries from one modality to another

are performed. Although, due to the inclusion of the temporal dimension in video,

and the higher complexity in their representations, approaches tend to employ features

instead of training CNNs end-to-end: These are either frame based and embedded using

a recurrent network or, instead, extracted using a spatio-temporal network to ensure

temporal information can be encoded. Additionally, video retrieval approaches can also

be broken down into those which focus on the visual embedding or the textual embedding,

in which the differences will be discussed during this section.

Similar to Image Retrieval, the notion of relevance can be difficult to define between

videos and textual captions. As a result, approaches perform instance retrieval where

relevant captions for a video are only those which were collected for that video, regardless

of how similar two videos/captions might be. Within this thesis, the term general video

retrieval task will be used to describe video retrieval in an instance-retrieval setting and

an alternative to this will be presented in chapter 5.

This section introduces works which focus on general video retrieval in addition to

presenting MSR-VTT, a video captioning dataset commonly used for this task, and

HowTo100M, a recent large-scale, weakly labelled dataset.

MSR-VTT [144] is a video captioning dataset primarily designed for video-to-text

tasks. It consists of 10, 000 videos which were compiled via 257 different text queries

from 20 different categories16 and used YouTube to collect 118 videos per query. For

each video, an automatic colour histogram approach was used to separate each video

16The categories are: Ad[vertisement]s, Animals, Animation, Beauty, Cooking, Doc[umentary], Edu-
cation, Food, Gaming, How To, Kids, Movie, Music, News, People, Science, Sports, Travel, TV Shows,
and Vehicles.
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Figure 2.10: Example Video-Caption Pairs from MSR-VTT. For each Video-
Caption pair, 4 frames of the video are shown along with 5 of the 20 corresponding
captions. Figure from [144].

into different shots. 15 Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [1] workers were then asked

to combine different shots to form video clips. To get the final list of video clips, the

list was curated such that only a maximum of 3 video clips appeared from each video

before a random selection of 10, 000 videos clips was used as the final dataset. Each clip

resulted in being between 10-30 seconds long.

In order to collect captions, for each video clip, 20 AMT workers were asked to watch

the clip and provide a caption. Short captions and/or captions with little description

were removed, leaving 200,000 different captions assigned in a 20:1 ratio to each video.

Example video-caption pairs can be seen in figure 2.10 (from [144]), note how in some

cases, for example the horse video (top left) that the captions can be very similar, whereas

for other videos, for example the basketball video (bottom right) that captions can have

varying amounts of detail depending on the annotator’s knowledge (“three Pointer” vs.

“playing basketball”).

In the original paper, MSR-VTT was evaluated for the task of video captioning. That

is, given a video can a human-readable sentence be generated that describes the video?

However, works which focus on the task of general video retrieval have started to use
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the dataset due to its large size and difficulty.

Using Semantics for Video Retrieval

Many works for video retrieval tend to target their efforts upon effectively modelling

language and thus, whether explicitly or not, align the video embedding to the textual

features.

Xu et al. [145] build a three-part model which aims to jointly model videos and sentences.

They use a compositional semantics language model which first breaks down the caption

into subject, verb, object triplets (SVO). These are then combined in a hierarchical

fashion through the use of RNNs to create the language representation. The initial

video features are extracted per frame from an ImageNet model, before being combined

using a temporal pyramid and a two-layer multi-layer perceptron (MLP).

Their joint model is evaluated on three different tasks — Subject, Verb, Object prediction

as well as both video-to-text and text-to-video retrieval — using the Microsoft Video

Description (MSVD) [18] dataset. The results show that that their method improves over

the baseline Canonical Correlation Analysis model both quantitatively and qualitatively,

giving sensible retrievals even if the verbs or objects are incorrect.

Mithun et al. [88] tackle the problem of separating the video into objects and actions

using RGB frames and flow/audio respectively. Then, they learn a video-text embedding

for each; using text features which have been created from an end-to-end word embedding

network with a final gated recurrent unit. To combine the two output embeddings, and

perform retrieval, the similarity scores between each of the visual embedding vectors with

the textual embedding are calculated and then summed together. They note that: “It

may be desired to use a weighted sum when it is necessary in a task to put more emphasis

on one of the facets of the video” however, they do not test this in their work.

MSR-VTT, along with MSVD [18], is tested for the tasks of both video-to-text and

text-to-video retrieval. Their method performs well against others which learn a single

embedding but, due to the differences in test sets used, their results cannot be compared

with those in [83].

Using Video Components for Video Retrieval

Conversely, a larger emphasis can be put on the video projection function as well as

the different representations used as input for the video such as RGB, Flow, audio or
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others17.

The approach proposed by Yu et al. [147] instead focuses on predicting visual concept

words for each video, thus allowing them to operate on a number of different video-to-

language tasks including video-to-text retrieval. The method uses LSTMs with attention

to predict concept words consistently across video frames. Different models can then be

added to the concept word prediction in an ad hoc way to train for the different tasks.

Relevant to this thesis, the video retrieval model uses an LSTM to encode the videos

and applies information from the word concept model onto the textual input in the

form of attention. The visual and textual streams are then projected together using a

Compact Bi-linear Pooling layer [36] and a maxout layer [41] using a max margin loss.

Their approach achieved the highest retrieval performance on the 2016 Large Scale Movie

Description Challenge Dataset (LSMDC) [107].

In their follow-up work, Yu et al. [148] note that “most previous approaches tend to

focus too much on sentence information and easily ignore visual cues”. To combat

this, they present the Joint Sequence Fusion Model which creates a matrix from the

Hadamard product between each word in the caption and each frame in the video. This

representation, which captures all pairwise correlations over time between the visual and

textual streams, is then passed into a convolutional hierarchical decoder that attempts

to find meaningful matches in the embedding in an iterative fashion, alternating between

positive pairs and negative pairs.

Similar to their previous work, the model can be used for multiple different tasks such as

video retrieval, multiple-choice test and fill-in-the-blank for the LSMDC 2017 challenge

and they also report results on MSR-VTT. Their ablation study shows the importance of

using audio and, more significantly, the combination of attention and the convolutional

hierarchy in their model across all tasks and datasets.

Miech et al. [83] use a multitude of different representations of video — including ap-

pearance, flow, audio and faces — in a mixture of experts model to create a video-text

embedding space. Their approach can be seen in Figure 2.11 (from [83]) which treats

the extracted feature from each video representation as an expert of that representa-

tion of video. Note how each representation of video creates a separate embedding (i.e.

an appearance-text embedding, a motion-text embedding etc.). These embeddings are

17Note, normally these would be described as different video modalities, but representation is used
here to differentiate between the vision-language modalities.
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Figure 2.11: Method diagram of the Mixture of Embedding Experts. Four
different modality inputs can be used to embed a video along with a textual
description. Figure from [83].

combined by a set of mixture weights, which are predicted from the caption of the video.

I.e. A caption such as “A person is singing” would potentially give a higher weight to

the audio and face streams.

The method can also work in the absence of a specific representation (for example if the

video had no sound or if the video doesn’t include a person’s face) by setting the mixture

weights of the missing representation’s embedding to 0 and re-normalising the weights

of the other embeddings. In this way, the method has a large amount of flexibility and

is able to scale to include more representations.

The mixture of embedding experts method was evaluated on three different datasets:

MPII Movie dataset [107], MSR-VTT and Microsoft Common Objects in Context [74]

(an image recognition dataset, also called MS-COCO). For the Large Scale Movie De-

scription Challenge (LSMDC) of MPII, their method outperforms all previous methods,

including the winners of previous years, when all modalities are used in addition to aug-
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menting training with the MS-COCO dataset. From the other results, it can be seen that

the augmentation provides large boosts to the proposed model and, where applicable or

available, the addition of faces also gives a large boost to performance.

The Mixture of Experts idea is expanded in Liu et al.’s work [76] where they propose

adding in more representations of video to be used as expert features18 in addition

to presenting a novel collaborative gating module, which replaces the learned mixture

weights.

The collaborative gating module considers all pairwise interactions between representa-

tions (if available) to gate the relevant features using an attention-based mechanism. In

the absence of a feature within the video, the same re-normalisation as above, in [83], is

performed.

The large combination of representations proves useful, and the method outperforms all

previous works on a variety of video retrieval datasets by large margins suggesting the

importance of using the many representations of video to train with more information.

Again, they find that the addition of face information provides a large boost to retrieval

performance, with speech, OCR and audio also giving similar increases in performance

over using appearance alone.

Learning from Weakly-Supervised and Noisy Data

HowTo100M [84] The HowTo100M dataset represents a large-scale video dataset

with 136 million video clips which were collected from 1.22 million annotated instruc-

tional videos. The collection process was designed to be easily scalable and low effort

that began via the acquisition of a list of activities from the WikiHow website19. They

curate the tasks to create a final list of 23,611 visual tasks, removing those which include

non-physical actions, such as “feel”, or abstract categories of instructions, such as rela-

tionships. Next, a search of YouTube videos was undertaken and popular videos with

English subtitles are chosen. These subtitles are split into lines and become the captions

of the video clips which are similarly split depending on when the caption occurred in

the video. Because of this, automatic labelling, the dataset can be thought of as weakly-

paired and, in general, are noisy (for example, only 51% of object/actions occur in a

18Including objects, scene info, actions, faces, optical character recognition (OCR), speech and audio.
19WikiHow allows users to upload instructional videos (as well as articles with accompanying images)

of how to do various tasks.
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clip).

Nevertheless, the collected dataset remains a useful resource given its size and diversity.

The authors test a video-text embedding model, similar to [83], for a variety of different

tasks and setups. Perhaps most notable is the increase in performance gained from

training on the large dataset, and testing on MSR-VTT, with performance not saturating

even when the full HowTo100M dataset is used. Additionally, when fine-tuning on the

target datasets, the model proves to be even more beneficial for retrieval tasks.

Retrieving the Unknown in Videos

Zero-shot retrieval of videos is another possible task, in part due to the power of the

learned cross-modal embeddings. Again, prior semantic knowledge from the unsuper-

vised word embeddings plays a key role in ensuring that the learned embedding space is

able to cope with unseen elements.

Directly embedding videos into a learned word embedding space was proposed in Hahn et

al. [47], for the task of video retrieval, with the name Action2Vec. The word embedding

is a pre-trained Word2Vec embedding which is directly compared to the output of a two

layer hierarchical LSTM to better capture temporal information from the video.

By explicitly embedding videos into a Word2Vec embedding, the properties of such a

space can be used, including vector arithmetic for analogy tests. In the paper they

show how a video of “playing piano” minus the word embedding of “piano” and plus

“violin” gives the video of “playing violin” as the nearest neighbour to the resulting

vector. Due to coarser grained action datasets being used for testing (such as HMDB-

51 and UCF101) the co-occurrences learned from the Word2Vec embedding represent

meaningful similarities and the classes can be clustered successfully20.

Dong et al. [26] propose a multi-level approach in which features from different levels of

their pipeline are concatenated before a final layer projects them into the joint video-text

space. Their hypothesis is that a powerful representation for video/captions, through the

use of decomposition, is necessary for zero-shot retrieval. Figure 2.12 shows an overview

of their method (from [26]). For each stream, visual and textual, three sets of features are

extracted at different levels of the method. The first level corresponds to base features

which are averaged temporally (image CNN features for the video stream and a one-hot

20Reasons as to why this doesn’t hold true for fine-grained actions are explored further in section 4.3.
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Figure 2.12: Method overview for the Dual Dense Encoding method. Videos
and text are embedded into a joint space using the concatenation of three differ-
ent features extracted at different parts of the method. Figure from [26].

encoding for text — similar to BoW). A bi-directional GRU is used to encode both

past and future contextual information and the mean-pooled becomes the second layer

encoding. Finally, the level 3 features are created via the GRU output undergoing a

1-d CNN transformation, using multiple filters of different scales, to find local patterns

within the data. The resulting three levels of features are then concatenated before

being projected into a cross-modal embedding space. Whilst not in the same vein as

their work, the method proposed in chapter 5 of this thesis similarly uses video and

caption decomposition to perform zero-shot retrieval.

Their experiments on MSR-VTT show the benefits of including all three encoding levels

into the final representation. Interestingly, layer 1 (mean pooling) gives the largest sole

performance on the video-to-text retrieval task, in comparison to level 3 (bi-directional

GRU + 1D CNN) which performs best for the text-to-video retrieval task. Nevertheless,

using all three layers gives retrieval scores that beat all previous works and baselines on

MSR-VTT.

Concluding Remarks

Works focusing on the visual projection show the importance of including a large amount

of data when training for the video retrieval tasks, whether through the addition of more
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video representations or simply more examples (even noisy ones). Even though it is

widely accepted that CNNs can be information hungry, always requiring more and more

data to learn successfully, with performance not saturating after 136 million videos using

HowTo100M it shows how important the training set can be. Additionally, using multiple

different representations of video has been consistently shown to allow for models to

create a more meaningful projection into the embedding space.

2.3.3 Information Retrieval Conclusion

Information Retrieval can almost be thought of as a polar opposite problem when

compared to action recognition: Retrieval is bi-directional whereas recognition is uni-

directional, one uses an open vocabulary and natural language whereas the other (gen-

erally) uses a closed vocabulary. Importantly, the techniques and challenges within the

information retrieval task represent useful knowledge when the vocabulary size is in-

creased for action recognition.

A key issue with information retrieval approaches has been the question of: How to

label two items as being (semantically) relevant? Most works forgo this question en-

tirely, assuming that for each visual item there is only a single relevant caption. Classes,

as defined in action recognition, could be used to provide a key benefit here in that,

intrinsically, videos are considered semantically relevant within each class. With labels

coming from an open vocabulary, where labels for videos in the same class are differ-

ent, videos from the same class can be considered relevant if they belong to the same

class, and similarly for captions. This notion of similarity will be discussed further in

chapter 5.

2.4 Conclusion

This chapter has presented an overview of the relevant works this thesis builds on. As

the work presented in this thesis relies upon Natural Language Processing and Lingustic

knowledge, related work and terms were first introduced.

The first two methods are evaluated on the task of action recognition, and so next

a background overview was given of this area, including the sub-tasks of third-person,
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first-person and, much more recent in its inception, fine-grained action recognition.

Finally, works that evaluate on the task of information retrieval were presented as chap-

ters 4 and 5 evaluate on the task of action retrieval.
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Chapter 3
Semantic Visual Embedding using a

Graph

This chapter will begin to explore the complex space of verbs for action recognition.

Specifically, as previous approaches used a small, closed vocabulary of verbs what are

the challenges in breaking this tradition?

By extending the size of the vocabulary, classes become ambiguous. In previous works,

when using a closed vocabulary setting for labelling a dataset, verbs were chosen to

ensure that during the annotation process annotators wouldn’t be confused between

them. I.e. there is a single correct answer to label each video. This is no longer true

when the vocabulary increases, which, considering the wealth of verbs that can be used

to describe similar actions, can cause significant overlaps between classes.

Action recognition approaches currently treat the task as a classification problem using

a one-vs-all approach. With significant overlaps between classes when using an open

vocabulary this chapter shows that these standard approaches, such as Support Vector

Machines (SVM), struggle as the vocabulary size increases.

The concept of an open vocabulary is explored first by collecting open vocabulary an-

notations for the Bristol Egocentric Object Interactions Dataset [22] (BEOID). Next, a

method is presented which attempts to link actions both semantically and visually via

the use of an underlying graph structure to deal with the ambiguity of the collected

annotations. Results of this method are presented against two baselines: k-Nearest

Neighbours and Support Vector Machines. Furthermore, the English lexical database,
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3.1 Closed Vocabulary of Action Classes

WordNet (see Section 2.1.1 for more info), is used to help relate the actions1.

In detail: Section 3.1 discusses the classical approach, that video action datasets are la-

belled with using a closed vocabulary. It comments on the implications of expanding the

number of labels under this regime and what happens when this is expanded. Section 3.2

includes information about the BEOID dataset for which annotations are collected with

an open vocabulary. Next, section 3.3 contains the method in which the annotations

were collected for BEOID in addition to their statistics. The method is presented in

section 3.4 and experiments conducted in section 3.5.

3.1 Closed Vocabulary of Action Classes

Action recognition datasets have been classically collected using a closed vocabulary.

Annotators were given a fixed set of verbs and nouns from which to choose class labels,

creating non-ambiguous and non-overlapping classes to perform action recognition. How-

ever even when a pre-selected vocabulary isn’t used, either from audio [5] or text [22], a

single label is chosen by way of majority vote. In this way, uncommon annotations are

treated as outliers or incorrect when they likely represent valid labels.

There are two main reasons for expanding the size of the vocabulary used for describing

actions. Firstly, humans do not communicate with a fixed, non-overlapping vocabu-

lary. Any task which requires human-computer interaction for action recognition would

therefore have to include some mapping between the human’s open vocabulary and the

computer’s closed vocabulary. Secondly, by including an expanded list of words, models

can learn more about the action taking place. For example, when is an “open door”

action a “pull” action and when is it a “push” action? For certain use cases, such as

robotics, having a model which can understand the nuances between how actions can be

performed is vital.

By expanding the vocabulary size, words which contain semantic overlaps will be col-

lected (i.e. words with the same or similar meaning). These overlaps can cause issues

for the standard task of action recognition due to the assumption that a single class is

correct. Figure 3.1 shows this in more detail: “Open” can describe both the act of pulling

1Note: this work was accomplished in late 2015 prior to utilising deep learning solutions. The latter
will be used in subsequent chapters
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3.2 Bristol Egocentric Object Interactions Dataset

Figure 3.1: Overview of the approach presented in this chapter. Left: When
an expanded vocabulary is used multiple correct verbs can be used to describe
an action. E.g. “pull drawer” can also be described by “open drawer”. Middle:
The classical method which uses one-vs-all classification can therefore struggle
to give the correct answer. Right: In this chapter an embedding approach is
presented in which the probability distribution for multiple classes can be found
for an unknown video. Colours represent classes.

open a drawer and pushing open a door. In the classification setup one-vs-all classifiers

attempt to choose the correct class which breaks down when multiple classes can be

considered correct. Note how the verbs shown in figure 3.1 describe object interactions.

This thesis focuses purely on object interactions for two reasons: Firstly, they require

an interaction to be performed and thus require temporal reasoning towards completion

of a goal. Secondly, object interactions require a noun to describe the action (compared

to say “walking”) and allow for an exploration into how similar/different verbs effect

similar/different objects.

In this chapter open vocabulary annotations will be collected, expanding the vocabulary

from what is used for standard video datasets and an embedding approach will be pre-

sented in which the probability distribution over potential labels can be returned.

3.2 Bristol Egocentric Object Interactions Dataset

The Bristol Egocentric Object Interactions Dataset (BEOID) [22] was collected in six

different locations: kitchen, workspace, printer, door, cardiac gym and weight lifting

machine. For each of the sequences within an area, the same script was used (i.e.
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3.2 Bristol Egocentric Object Interactions Dataset

Area Script Description No. Videos Objects

Cardiac
Gym

Use the treadmill machine and
the cycling machine.

9 treadmill, bicycle machine

Door Use a keycard to go through a
door.

10 Door handle, Door lock

Kitchen Prepare a hot drink using a coffee
machine.

10 tap, coffee machine, cup, sugar
jar, spoon

Printer Check paper is loaded in the
printer.

10 printer drawer, printer keypad

Weight Lift-
ing Machine

Use the weight lifting machine. 9 seat adjuster, pad adjuster,
weight adjuster, weight lifting
machine

Workspace Plug in a screwdriver and inter-
acting with objects.

10 Plug Socket, Box, screwdriver,
charger, tape roll

Table 3.1: Information of the BEOID dataset. The dataset was recorded in 5
different areas with the same script used within each area. The table includes
the number of videos per area and the objects that were interacted with. Table
modified from [22].

all kitchen videos had the same object interactions and order of object interactions).

The Kitchen, workspace, printer and door sequences had five different participants each

recording a video twice (for a total of 10 different videos for each area) and the cardiac

gym and weight lifting machine sequences were recorded by three different participants

each with three recordings (for a total of 9 different videos). Table 3.1 includes an

overview of the dataset in addition to the different scripts used and objects interacted

for each of the six locations.

Each participant was wearing a head mounted camera2 giving an egocentric or first-

person view of the scene. This allows for an unobstructed view of the action and the

objects being interacted with. However, the egocentric domain introduces a lot of motion

in comparison to a fixed camera view because of the participant’s head motion.

The BEOID dataset was released with object interaction bounding boxes and action

descriptions that were not temporally localised. These annotations had been used purely

to discover the task relevant objects and the different modes of interaction that could be

applied to those objects. In order to train a model for action recognition on this dataset

temporally localised annotations would have to be collected and, as discussed previously,

this was done with no limitations on the verbs/nouns that annotators can choose. Details

on how the annotations were collected can be found in the next section.

2ASL Mobile Eye XG
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3.3 Annotation of Action Videos using Synsets

3.3 Annotation of Action Videos using Synsets

This section details the annotation process which was used to annotate BEOID with

temporal action-level annotations using an expanded vocabulary of words.

The lack of any temporally localised action annotations on the BEOID dataset allowed

for annotator choice to be incorporated in both the vocabulary that they choose in

addition to the start and end points that are given for each action. It was hypothesised

that, in both cases, annotators would not agree 100% in either case leading to different

words being chosen as well as different temporal extents for each action.

As BEOID was to be collected using an open vocabulary, the size of the set of verbs

used would be much greater than in closed vocabulary datasets. Compared to CMU-

MMAC [130] or GTEA Gaze+ [31] the collected annotations would contain a large

number of overlaps between verbs because of this. In order for a method to be able to

understand and successfully learn from this information, external semantic knowledge

was proposed to be incorporated within the annotations.

This took the form of WordNet, a lexical English database (which was introduced in

section 2.1.1, this section contains information relevant only to this chapter). WordNet

contains a number of different semantic relationships which can be used to relate two

verbs. Specifically, the relevant relationships in this scenario are synonymy (whether

two verbs have the same meaning) and hyponymy (whether one verb has a more specific

meaning than the other verb). Additionally, the same verb can be used in different

contexts and have different meanings. For example, the word “hold” could be used in

the context of someone holding down a button or carrying an object in their hands.

WordNet defines synsets, sets of words each with the same meaning, to model this

behaviour. For example, the synset “hold.v.1” has the definition of “keep in a certain

state, position, or activity” whereas “hold.v.2” has the definition of “have or hold in

one’s hand or grip”.

In order to ensure that the annotations collected for BEOID could be related using the

two relationships from WordNet, annotators were asked to choose synsets in addition

to the verbs that describe the video segment. The annotators were given the following

instructions before using the annotator:

- You need to label the beginnings and endings of every object interaction

throughout the video.
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- The beginning of an object interaction is when you first recognise that the

user is initiating motion to interact with the object.

- The ending of an object interaction is when you first recognise that the

interaction is complete.

- We are interested in actions; this means that you should split every activity

(such as preparing a sandwich) into the actions of which [it] is composed (for

instance, cut bread, spread butter, etc.). An action itself may be interpreted

as being composed of other sub-actions. For example, cutting a slice of bread

requires a knife: If the action of picking the knife up is visible prior to the

cut, then you should split them as separate actions.

- Examples

Let’s consider a couple of examples to clarify what is the action granularity

we need. Look at the videos “goodExample.avi” and “badExample.avi”. Both

belong to a sequence of a man preparing a salad.

The first video shows the opening of a fridge, whilst the second shows both the

opening of the same fridge and vegetables being picked up. The bad example

is not a suitable segment for use because the two actions are clearly visible:

that of opening the fridge and that of picking up the vegetables. Although you

may think that opening the fridge is part of the picking action we need them

separated since we are focusing on small granular actions.

Thanks!

This was accompanied by an instructions sheet that guided the annotator on how to use

the annotation program which can be seen in Fig. 3.2. Note: The annotator would then

choose a synset by entering its number or type a new verb. The annotator’s chosen noun

was also collected without synset information but wasn’t used in this chapter.

Annotators were asked to annotate in sessions lasting up to half an hour at a time and

were offered breaks in between annotating videos. Some annotators took part in multiple

30 minute sessions and, for each session, the annotators were paid £5.

During the annotation process, annotators had free reign to select any verb that described

the action. Upon choosing a verb, a list of synsets were available to select from, whereby

annotators were asked to choose the meaning that, in their own opinion, best matched
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Go back 10 frames Play/Pause

Go back 1 frame. Go forward 1 frame.

Go forward 10 frames

Chosen Verb Meaning

Start/end the mark
Cancel the current mark

Verb which describes the action

Objects Effected

All Verb Meanings

Figure 3.2: The instructions given to BEOID annotators on how to use the
annotating interface. Top: The normal view of the player had the video in
view and allowed users to watch the video as well as skipping forward/backward
throughout the video. Once a mark had been started and ended the action screen
would appear. Bottom: The action screen allows the annotators to enter their
chosen verb. A list of synsets and their definitions would then be given from
WordNet.
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the action that had taken place. If no synsets existed for the chosen verb which matched

the context of the video, then they were asked to provide a new verb with a synset

that was correct. Note, this meant that the annotators were limited in some part on

which verbs they could choose, but, due to the number of synsets in the verb hierarchy,

annotators rarely had to change their verb choice.

In total, 21 different native English annotators were asked to annotate the dataset and

contributed 1, 225 different action segments. During the process, 10 different non-native

speakers also participated in the annotations, but it was found that whilst their choice

of verb was often correct, their choice of synset was not. In the end, the non-native

annotations were not used.

One annotator annotated every video to have a consistent set of labels across all videos.

They were given detailed instructions to have a set of annotations that could represent

a “gold standard”.

3.3.1 Collected Annotation Statistics

Each annotator annotated an average of 7.29±11.74 videos3. Of the 58 different videos in

BEOID the maximum number of times a video was labelled was 5 and the minimum was

ensured to be 2 (with one being the annotator which annotated every video). On average,

a video was labelled by 2.64±0.74 annotators and each segment had an average length of

1.6s4. The dataset could therefore be constructed using the standard vocabulary set-up

of a single verb per class, or use the multiple verbs chosen per class that will be used in

this chapter.

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 respectively show the average number of actions annotators chose

per video and the number of actions annotators chosen per location. The gym sequences

contained a high number of annotated actions, due to the repetitive nature of the tasks

compared to making a cup of tea in the kitchen sequence.

As a whole, for the 58 different actions, the annotators chose 140 different verb synsets

which consisted of 97 different verbs. 32 difference verbs were chosen with two or more

3This is somewhat skewed due to the single annotator that annotated every video. Not including
this annotator the average becomes 4.75± 3.10.

4Comparatively, CMU-MMAC and GTEA Gaze+ had average action lengths of 8.7s and 2.0s re-
spectively.
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3.3 Annotation of Action Videos using Synsets

Figure 3.3: Average number of actions chosen per video for BEOID.

Figure 3.4: Number of actions chosen by annotators per location.The two
gym sequences, “Weight Lifting Machine” and “Cardiac Gym”, contain the most
number of actions per video. Whereas the door sequences are very short with
only 2-3 actions per video.
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Rank Synset Count Description

1 “press.v.1” 363 “press (exert pressure or force to or upon)”
2 “push.v.1” 242 “move with force, “he pushed the table into a corner””
3 “pull.v.1” 219 “cause to move by pulling”
4 “pick up.v.1” 67 “take and lift upward”
5 “place.v.1” 65 “put into a certain place or abstract location”
6 “insert.v.1” 63 “put or introduce into something”
7 “pull.v.10” 49 “operate when rowing a boat”
8 “open.v.1” 44 “cause to open or become open”
9 “take.v.4” 40 “get into one’s hands, take physically”
10 “relax.v.2” 36 “make less taut”

Table 3.2: The top 10 selected synsets in the collected BEOID annotations
along with their definitions. Note the two “pull” synsets with one synset being
used solely on the rowing machine.

synsets. On average, 1.44 synsets were chosen per verb with a standard deviation of 0.84.

Additionally, the annotators chose 140 different nouns. The most common synset, with

363 different instances, was “press.v.1” which has the meaning of “exert pressure of force

to or upon”. This was most commonly paired with the noun of “button” (328 instances).

The top 10 synsets that were chosen can be seen in Table 3.2 and the top 10 chosen

verbs/nouns can be seen in Table 3.3. Note that both distributions are long-tailed with

a small number of classes making up a large majority of the dataset (the top 10 verb

synsets and verbs make up 60.9% and 66.6% of the dataset respectively).

Figure 3.5 shows the length of the actions in seconds that each annotator chose per

location. Between locations the annotations are consistently 1 ∼ 2 seconds long, but the

greatest amount of variance can be seen in the cardiac gym sequence. “Run.v.1” with

the meaning of “move fast by using one’s feet, with one foot off the ground at any given

time” was the longest action annotated with 74 seconds, however, it was only annotated

a single time by the annotators. On average each labelled action had a length of 2.00

seconds highlighting the fine-grained nature of the actions.

Additionally, Fig. 3.6 shows the lengths annotators chose for the top 10 synsets and verbs.

In both cases, the most common synset/verb (“press(.v.1)”) has the lowest median length

at just over 1 second. Interestingly, there is very little shift in median value between the

synsets and their verbs suggesting that other meanings of the same verb have a similar

length. For example, “push.v.1”’s distribution of lengths (top in Fig. 3.6) is very similar

to that of “push” (bottom in Fig. 3.6 highlighting that all “push” actions have a similar

length regardless of verb meaning and/or context.
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Rank Verb Count

1 “press” 364
2 “pull” 302
3 “push” 250
4 “pick up” 86
5 “insert” 67
6 “place” 65
7 “open” 46
8 “take” 44
9 “turn” 38
10 “relax” 37

Rank Noun Count

1 “button” 413
2 “rowing machine” 279
3 “handles” 222
4 “cup” 81
5 “jar” 57
6 “plug” 56
7 “spoon” 51
8 “tape” 48
9 “hand bars” 41
10 “mug”/“tap” 38

Table 3.3: Left: The top 10 collected verbs (left) and nouns (right) from the
open vocabulary annotations of the BEOID dataset. Both distributions exhibit
features of a long tail distribution.

Figure 3.5: The length of actions, in seconds, that annotators chose per loca-
tion.
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Figure 3.6: The lengths annotators chose for each action of the top 10 synsets
(top) and the top 10 verbs (bottom).
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Figure 3.7: Example annotations from five different annotators for two different
actions from a kitchen sequence showing “put down cup” (left) and “wash cup”
(right). The temporal bounds are also shown for each annotator as well as how
the synsets are linked within the WordNet verb hierarchy via synonymy (e.g.
“put.v.1” and “place.v.1”) and hyponymy (e.g. “wash.v.3” and “rinse.v.1”).

Finally, example annotations from a kitchen sequence are provided in Fig. 3.7. In these

two examples, the annotators have chosen many synsets for each action, all of which rep-

resent a correct label. It is also interesting to note that even when annotators choose the

same synset (or even verb), the start and end points of the action don’t necessarily align.

A subset of the WordNet verb hierarchy is also included in the figure, showing that the

verbs chosen by the annotators were linked via synonymy (e.g. “put.v.1” and “place.v.1”)

as well as being linked via hyponymy (e.g. “wash.v.3” and “rinse.v.1”).

3.4 Semantic Visual Graph Embedding

In this section, a method will be presented that aims to use semantic information with the

overlapping nature of the open annotations that were collected in the previous section.

The method, designated as SEMBED, is an adaption of the method presented by Fang

and Torresani [27] which was originally created for images using the noun hierarchy in

WordNet.

Firstly, the method on how to create a semantic-visual embedding in the form of a

semantic-visual graph is presented in section 3.4.1 before details on how to embed an

unknown video into the network is given in section 3.4.2. Finally, information on how

the synonymy and hyponymy relationships in WordNet can be used to assist in training

the method in section 3.4.3.
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3.4.1 Learning a Semantic Visual Graph

At a high level, the aim of the Semantic-Visual Graph (SVG) is to embed videos which

have a high semantic similarity and/or a high visual similarity close together. The SVG

does this in three ways: Firstly, videos which are semantically linked via WordNet will be

linked in the SVG. Secondly, videos which are visually similar (i.e. the video’s features

are similar) will also be linked within the SVG. Finally, edges between videos are weighted

so that the similarity between different pairs of videos can be found. This section first

details the steps in creating an undirected graph, SVGu, before normalising the edge

weights to create the directed graph SVG which has the properties listed above.

Creating the Undirected Semantic Visual Graph (SVGu)

Formally, given a set of videos, X, with xi representing the ith video, each video has

a corresponding class label C from the set of labels Y , a graph SVGu= (V,E) will be

created where V is the set of vertices and E the set of edges that link two vertices. As

the SVGu is embedding videos, the set of videos X makes up the set of vertices V . An

edge linking two videos xi and xj is thus defined as ei,j. In an effort to shorten notation,

ei,j ∈ SVG is used to show that the edge ei,j is a member of the set E belonging to the

graph SVG.

In order to relate videos semantically, a binary function, AX(xi, xj), is defined which will

return true if xi and xj are semantically related and false otherwise. The details of AX

are given in section 3.4.3 in which different variants are described for the different levels

of semantic relevancy between two videos. Edges are created to link two semantically

similar videos as follows:

ei,j ∈ SVGu ⇐⇒ AX(xi, xj) = true (3.1)

The edge ei,j is given a weight wi,j = Dv(xi, xj) where Dv(xi, xj) returns the distance

between the visual descriptors of the two videos xi and xj
5.

5Euclidean or cosine distance were both evaluated and found to give similar results.
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The next stage of building the SVGu is to add in the connections between videos which

are visually similar. First, the function rank is defined such that it returns the rank of

distance between two videos compared to all video pair-wise distances in the dataset as

a whole:

rank(Dv(xi, xj)) = n ⇐⇒ Dv(xi, xj) = minn(Dv(xk, xl))

∀xk, xl ∈ SVGu ∧ AX(xk, xl) 6= true (3.2)

where minn(Dv(xk, xl)) returns the nth smallest visual distance between every node

which isn’t semantically related. The top m visually closest pairs are then linked within

the SVGu as follows6:

ei,j ∈ SVGu ⇐⇒ rank(Dv(xi, xj)) ≤ m (3.3)

Again, the edge ei,j is given the weight wi,j = Dv(xi, xj) and m is a hyperparameter

which is chosen during training.

To further ensure that the graph is connected and as few unconnected cliques as possible

exist, videos are also linked to their most visually similar, semantically distinct node.

To do this, ranki is defined to give the rank of distances between the video xi and its

neighbours:

ranki(Dv(xi, xj)) = n ⇐⇒ Dv(xi, xj) = minn(Dv(xi, xl))

∀xl ∈ SVGu ∧ AX(xi, xl) 6= true (3.4)

Finally, the nodes are linked to their most visually similar, semantically different pair:

6it is possible that two edges have the same weight which would lead to them sharing the rank in
equation 3.2, however, this issue is resolved by choosing the top m connections in 3.3.
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ei,j ∈ SVGu ⇐⇒ ranki(Dv(xi, xj)) = 1

∀i 6= j (3.5)

Note that this differs from [27] as the top m connections are found to be enough to allow

the graph to be mostly connected for their purposes. This was due to the difference

between the verb and noun hierarchies in WordNet, notably the smaller number of

hyponymy connections in the verb hierarchy.

Creating the Directed Semantic Visual Graph (SVG)

The undirected SVG, SVGu, can now be converted into a directed graph via normali-

sation of the weights for each node. At a high level, the aim for the directed Semantic

Visual Graph, SVG, is that the sum of weights leaving a node add up to 1. Thus, each

undirected edge is first broken down into two directed edges:

∀ei,j ∈ SVGu ⇒ {e′i,j, e′j,i} ∈ SVG (3.6)

where e′i,j is the directed edge that links node i to node j. Note that the nodes themselves,

i.e. the set V , is unchanged between SVG and SVGu. The weight (wi,j) of the undirected

edge ei,j is initially used as the weights for the two new edges, e′i,j and e′j,i. Next, for

each node xi, the edge weights are normalised as follows:

w′i,j =
1/wi,j∑
k 1/wi,k

∀e′i,k ∈ SVG (3.7)

where w′i,j is the weight of the directed edge e′i,j. The reciprocal of the original weights

are used so that the edge weightings represent the similarity between two videos (i.e.

low distance is converted to a high similarity). By normalising the weights per node

to add up to 1, and thus represent a probability distribution, the weight of each edge

represents the probability of choosing it when performing a random walk through the
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graph. Additionally, a path with high probability will correspond to having small visual

distances between videos that make up the path.

3.4.2 Embedding in an SVG

The previous section detailed how to create a semantic visual graph such that videos are

linked both semantically and visually. The graph is directed and weighted so that each

edge represents the similarity between two videos.

In order to learn the class of a new, unknown video, and thus embed it into the graph,

the following steps are carried out: First, the z closest neighbours to the unknown video

are found within the graph. Second, a Markov Walk is undertaken for t steps throughout

the graph and a probability over all classes can be found. Finally, the class with the

highest probability is chosen as the label for the unknown video.

Specifically, to embed an unknown video xu, a set R is created so that it contains the z

closest neighbours that are already embedded within the graph.

R = {xi ∈ SVG | rank(Dv(xu, xi)) ≤ z} (3.8)

The unknown video, xu, is then embedded into the graph linked to the neighbours in

R. I.e. xu ∈ SVG and {eu,k, ek,u} ∈ SVG, ∀xk ∈ R. The weights between the unknown

video and the z closest neighbours are all normalised as in equation 3.7 (Note that this

updates the weights of all edges connected to the nodes in R).

Following this embedding, the class of xu can be found via a Markov Walk that traverses

the nodes in the graph to estimate the probability of the unknown video belonging

to a certain class. As the weights of edges between nodes have been normalised, the

probability to traverse an edge between two nodes is given simply by the weight of the

edge between the two nodes. I.e. P (xj|xi) = w′i,j, where p(xj|xi) denotes the probability

of reaching node xj from xi.

The probability distribution of reaching a certain node can be found given the Markovian
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assumption and a fixed number of steps, denoted by t using the following:

P (xi+t|xu) =
∏
xi∈R

(
P (xi|xu)

t∏
j=1

P (xi+j|xi+j−1)
)

(3.9)

Here, xi+j denotes the node in the path j steps from the original node xi. In order to

efficiently calculate the probability distribution P (xi+t|xu), the vector of probabilities q

is constructed as below:

q(i) =

P (xi|xu), if xi ∈ R
0, otherwise

(3.10)

The adjacency matrix of SVG, labelled as A, is given as follows: A(i, j) = w′i,j =

p(xj|xi)7. Therefore, equation 3.9 can thus be calculated using:

P (xi+t|xu) = qTAt (3.11)

where qT is the transpose of q and At is the matrix A raised to the tth power, representing

the t steps of the Markov Walk.

Next, the probability of each class, C, can be found by summing over the different

probabilities of each node. I.e. The probability of the video xu belonging to a class is

given by the sum of probabilities of reaching all videos in the graph within t steps that

belong to that class. Specifically:

P (C|xu) =
∑

xi+t∈C

P (xi+t|xu) (3.12)

7Note that this matrix is asymmetrical due to the normalisation of the weights for each node.
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Figure 3.8: Overview of the approach used to embed an unknown video into
the trained SVG. Videos in the SVG are linked either semantically (in green)
or visually (in blue) — In this case videos are linked semantically only if they
share the same verb label. For an unknown video x, the two closest neighbours
are found and then the probability distribution of ending at a certain node after
two steps is found (first step in red, second in orange). The class probability
distribution is shown to the right and a final class is chosen for the unknown
video, in this case “turn on”. Note that the graph doesn’t show the directed
edges in the graph for simplicity.

where C represents a class. Note that the set of possible classes changes depending

on the semantic relevancy function AX that is being used (see section 3.4.3 for more

details).

The semantic label of xu is chosen by selecting arg maxC P (C|xu). An overview of the

entire embedding method can be seen in Fig. 3.8. The figure has the values of the

hyperparameters z (the number of neighbours found for xu) and t (the number of steps

in the graph) to be both equal to 2.

3.4.3 Semantic Relevancy from WordNet

As discussed in section 3.3, the annotations were collected with synset information from

WordNet. Using this, in addition to the different relationships in WordNet, the different

verbs collected can be grouped together.

The two main relationships that are used in this chapter are synonymy and hyponymy.

• Synonymy: Two words are synonyms if they have the same exact meaning, i.e.

they are completely interchangeable. In WordNet, synonymy is represented by

multiple lemmas being contained within the same synset. For example, the synset

“put.v.1” with the meaning “put into a certain place or abstract location” has the
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following lemmas, and therefore synonyms: “put”, “set”, “place”, “pose”, “posi-

tion” and “lay”.

• Hyponymy: Two words are hyponyms if one has a more specific meaning of

the other. In WordNet the hierarchy of words includes hyponymy relationships

between them allowing for a tree structure with generic verbs as the root node

and specific verbs as the leaf nodes. For example, the synset “wash.v.3” has the

definition of “cleans with a cleaning agent, such as soap, and water”. “Rinse.v.1”,

which is a hyponym of “wash.v.3”8 has the meaning “wash off soap or remaining

dirt”.

Using these two relationships different levels of semantic relevancy can be defined.

Firstly, none of the relationships can be used, the synsets can be treated as independent

classes with different meanings. Of course, this is näıve given the structure of WordNet

but it can be treated as a baseline used only for comparison. This level of relevancy is

designated as Action Meanings, or AM.

Additionally, another relevancy can be created without using any of the relationships

from WordNet: Not using any semantic information from WordNet at all. In this case

the base verbs that were chosen are combined together. I.e. “put down.v.1” and “put

down.v.2” will be grouped together. This relevancy is also treated as a baseline to

compare against, and is labelled as Action Verbs, or AV.

Next, the notion of synonymy can be introduced and synsets can be grouped by their

synonyms. This relationship within WordNet is transitive meaning that if synset A is

a synonym to synset B and synset B is a synonym to synset C then A and C are also

synonyms. By incorporating this information the number of classes decreases as synsets

are grouped together and is designated Action Synonyms, or AS.

Finally, the hyponymy relationship can be used to further group synsets together. How-

ever, the hyponymy relationship can cause issues when grouping the synsets into classes.

For example, the synset “move.v.2”, “cause to move or shift into a new position or place,

both in a concrete and in an abstract sense” has a hyponym of“drop.v.1” with defini-

tion “let fall to the ground”. “Move.v.2” also has another hyponym of “lift.v.3”, “move

upwards”. From these relationships “move.v.2” is related to both other synsets, but the

8a hypernym is a more generic word — the opposite relationship to a hyponym, i.e. “wash.v.3” is a
hypernym of “rinse.v.1”.
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other synsets are not related to each other, having completely separate meanings. Two

classes for each synset cannot be created as this would cause “move.v.2” to be present

in both. In order to solve this issue the lowest common subsumer is chosen as the class

label and all verbs are grouped together accordingly. Note that this does mean that

for the “move.v.2” class both “drop.v.1” and “lift.v.3” are grouped under this general

verb. This semantic relevancy, denoted as Action Hyponyms or AH, further reduces the

number of classes compared to both AS and AM.

3.5 Experiments and Results

In this section, experiments and results are presented testing the proposed method in

the previous section on the annotations collected for BEOID in section 3.3. Firstly, sec-

tion 3.5.1 contains implementation details and baselines that will be used for comparison.

Next, evaluation using the verb meanings will be presented in section 3.5.2 before results

using only the verbs will be presented in section 3.5.3 which will also compare across

three different datasets: BEOID, CMU-MMAC and GTEA Gaze+.

3.5.1 Implementation and Baselines

Features Two different feature descriptors are used for all of the experiments: Im-

proved Dense Trajectories (IDT) [133] and Overfeat CNN features [113].

• Improved Dense Trajectories: Videos were split into action segments before

the dense trajectories were extracted. Due to the size of the features they were

randomly sampled so that 25% remained (this was found to have little effect on

the accuracy).

• Overfeat Convolutional Neural Network: The CNN was pretrained on Im-

ageNet classes. Starting from the first frame, every 5th frame from each action

segment was rescaled to 320x240 pixels and used as input. Features were taken

from the penultimate layer (i.e. before the final FC layer).

Encoding Methods Two different schemes are also tested on top of the extracted

features: Bag of Words (BoW) [21] and Fisher Vectors (FV) [111].
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• Bag of Words: A vocabulary or codebook is created using k-means clustering

over all of the different feature vectors. Codewords, i.e. the final representations

of each video, are then created as histograms of the cluster centres. Different

codebook sizes, λBoW are considered.

• Fisher Vectors: Similar to BoW, a codebook is created, however, this is modelled

as a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The representations per video thus encode

first and second order statistics of the data. The size of the codebook, λFV , is also

evaluated.

Additionally, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to the resultant features

to further reduce their size whilst keeping the important information from the feature-

encoding pair.

Baselines In all of the experiments two baselines are used to compare with SEMBED,

proposed in section 3.4. These are k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) and Support Vector

Machine (SVM).

• K-Nearest Neighbours: K-Nearest Neighbours is a non-parametric method in

which the class of an unknown item, xu is chosen to be the majority class of the

k closest training examples to xu. K-Nearest Neighbours is highly related to the

proposed method and can be considered a special case when t = 0 (the number of

steps, eq 3.9) in addition to the distance between neighbours not being considered,

instead only the majority class is returned.

• Support Vector Machines: Support Vector Machines (or SVM) is a machine

learning method which tries to classify data points via the construction of hyper-

planes that separate the data based on class. It does this via the use of support

vectors which define a margin which best split the data. Due to the use of the ker-

nel trick it is also possible to learn non-linear decision boundaries but, considering

the large number of overlaps between classes in an open vocabulary problem, this

can lead to overfitting.

Implementation All experiments were implemented as a leave-one-person-out cross

validation. I.e. for each video being used as the unknown example all videos that

participant annotated were also removed from the training set to remove bias.

The baselines and the proposed method were all written in C++98 using the BOOST
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library for matrix multiplication and libsvm [15] to implement the SVM. The SVM was

trained until the termination criterion ε = 0.001 was met which was found to be enough

for training to finish9.

Additionally, due to the long-tailed nature of the datasets (and especially BEOID), the

classes were weighted according to the following formula during the SVM training:

w(C) = 1/prior(C)λ (3.13)

where prior(C) returns the prior probability of class C and λ ∈ [0, 1] which is determined

to be the best fit for the distribution of actions per class for a given dataset. This re-

weighting was necessary in order for the model to learn both common and uncommon

verbs.

Unless otherwise stated, results were gained using k = 5 for k-NN, m = 240 for SEMBED

and the encoding parameters λBoW = 256 and λFV = 10 were used for Bag of Words

and Fisher Vectors respectively.

3.5.2 Results on Verb Meanings

Table 3.4 shows the results of SEMBED against the two baselines, k-Nearest Neighbour

and Support Vector Machines, for the four different semantic relevancies as described in

section 3.4.3. The results include all combinations of CNN/IDT features and FV/BoW

and all levels of relevancy AX∈{AM, AS, AH, AV}, values in brackets give the number

of classes for each AX.

From the results, the combination of Improved Dense Trajectories features and Bag

of Words as the encoding method consistently gives the highest results for the three

different methods across all levels of semantic relevance. As the CNN features were used

off the shelf with no fine-tuning it is likely that this caused the worse performance over

using the IDT features.

9see [15] for more details.
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Features Encoding Method AM AS AH AV
(108) (102) (84) (75)

Chance 5.5 5.8 6.2 7.1

CNN FV SVM 13.2 17.9 18.1 20.9
k-NN 24.6 25.6 25.0 34.4
SEMBED 26.2 27.1 26.9 37.5

BoW SVM 12.1 12.7 12.2 15.2
k-NN 7.8 8.1 7.4 19.2
SEMBED 11.7 12.7 16.3 19.6

IDT FV SVM 25.9 29.8 36.2 38.7
k-NN 28.5 30.4 33.1 36.0
SEMBED 32.2 33.5 34.5 37.4

BoW SVM 26.1 29.6 29.1 34.8
k-NN 31.6 33.6 35.2 39.6
SEMBED 38.2 40.6 41.9 45.0

Table 3.4: Results of SEMBED against the two baselines SVM and k-NN on
BEOID using the three different semantic relevancies AX ∈ {AM, AS, AH, AV},
numbers in brackets denote the number of different classes in the dataset. Re-
sults were evaluated using zCNN = {3, 3, 2, 4}, tCNN = {20, 20, 14, 8}, zIDT =
{6, 10, 13, 14} and tIDT = {20, 20, 2, 10} for {AM, AS, AH, AV} respectively.
Note that as the number of classes change between semantic relevancies, the
results cannot be directly compared across columns.

Especially of note is the poor performance of SVM in relation to the other two methods

for all semantic relevancy levels AX. Due to its nature of trying to separate out the

videos into classes it inherently struggles on the open vocabulary labels because of this.

Both k-NN and SEMBED don’t have this issue, and are shown to be able to deal with

class overlaps much better. In terms of encoding, SVM performs best using IDT FV

for Action Hyponyms (AH) and Action Verbs (AV), which can be attributed to how the

Fisher Vector representation was created to allow simple linear classifiers to be learned

on top of the representations.

The difference in number of classes between AV and Action Meanings (AM) shows the

high number of variation in the number of synsets that annotators chose. By introducing

semantic knowledge in the form of synonymy using the Action Synonyms (AS) relevancy,

an increase in accuracy of 1.6% is seen from a reduction of 6 classes. Adding in the se-

mantic relationship of hyponymy (AH), further reduces the number of classes much more

significantly, but a similar increase in accuracy is seen, 1.3%. These accuracy increases

are also mirrored in the results for both k-Nearest Neighbours and Support Vector Ma-
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chines, suggesting that the grouping of classes is the cause of the accuracy increase —

not the addition of semantic information. Nevertheless, SEMBED still outperforms the

two baseline methods on all four levels of action relevancy.

The results using Action Verbs (AV) again reinforces the notion that semantic knowledge

isn’t helpful. From the table, it can be seen that simply using the verbs by themselves,

and discarding the information provided by annotators using WordNet, gives the highest

accuracy. Further investigation as to why this is the case brings up two examples of where

annotators chose two or more different meanings for the same verb and will be explored

further below:

Firstly, for the verb “hold”, two different synsets were chosen: “hold.v.1” with the def-

inition “keep in a certain state, position” and “hold.v.2”, “hold in one’s hand”. In this

case, the synsets help differentiate between someone holding a button and someone hold-

ing/grasping an object, and would prove beneficial to the classifier.

Secondly, for the verb “turn”, again, two different synsets were chosen by the annotators:

“turn.v.1”, “change orientation or direction” and “turn.v.4”, “cause to move around or

rotate”. Note that these were used by the annotators interchangeably. Whilst both

synsets have very similar meanings from their definitions (it is hard to argue which one

is more correct in the case of “turn[ing] on [a] tap”) they are not linked in WordNet by

either synonymy or hyponymy. In fact, using the Wu Palmer’s distance [143] they are

both more related to the verb “close.v.1” (with the definition “move so that an opening

or passage is obstructed; make shut”) than each other.

Overall, 32 verbs had 2 or more synsets chosen with “pull” having the most at 7. Many

of these were used interchangeably, including “pull.v.10” which had the description “op-

erate when rowing a boat”: Even a synset with a very specific context within the dataset

of using the rowing machine was used in multiple different contexts by annotators. Fur-

thermore, in this and the other cases, using the semantic information within WordNet

doesn’t solve this issue. Three synsets (pull.v.1, pull.v.2 and pull.v.9) are all hyper-

nyms of “move.v.2” which all concern using a force to pull an object closer. Two other

synsets are hyponyms of the synset “move.v.1” which have definitions focused on mov-

ing/travelling. The final two pull synsets, “pull.v.4” (“apply force so as to cause motion

towards the source of the motion”) and “pull.v.5” (“bring, take, or pull out of a container

or from under a cover”) are not related to any of the other synsets at all. Other verbs

with multiple synsets include “take” with 4 different synsets chosen and “grab” with 3.

This multitude of synsets chosen per verb highlight the unsuitability of WordNet for this
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Figure 3.9: Differences in graph structure of the trained SVG on three differ-
ent levels of semantic relevancy using WordNet, Action Meanings(AM), Action
Synsets(AS) and Action Hyponyms(AH). Below each graph the number of visual
and semantic links are shown in blue and green respectively. Colours represent
classes for each level of action relevancy.

task, especially regarding the verb hierarchy: One would expect that many of the pull

synsets described above would have some common root (hypernym), however, there are

none, leading to no way of using the semantic knowledge from WordNet to link them

together.

Figure 3.9 shows the impact of the semantic relevances moving from the action mean-

ings to adding in synonymy and hyponymy relevances. The grouping of clusters in the

centre (blue, orange, purple, green) of AH shows the size of the “move.v.2” class. Com-

paratively, the AM and AS graphs are much more spread out in the plot due to the

lesser amount of semantic links. This leads to a large number of classes which can be

semantically and visually similar compared to labels from a closed vocabulary.

A qualitative example of the benefits of the SEMBED algorithm can be seen in Fig. 3.10.

It can be noted how the markov walk used in the SEMBED method is able to correct

errors that might be caused by simply using k-Nearest Neighbours. Additionally, SVM,

being a one-vs-all approach, struggles to deal with the amount of visual similarity be-

tween classes and predicts a class that is not connected semantically to the ground truth

class, but instead has a background that is visually similar.

Verb Meaning Conclusion

This section has presented results of applying the proposed method, SEMBED, on

BEOID with the collected annotations using WordNet synsets and semantic relation-
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Figure 3.10: An unknown video with the label “set down.v.4” (“cause to sit
or seat or be in a settled position or place”) is embedded into the graph. The z
closest neighbours are videos which are visually similar (“plug.v.5”, “plug in.v.1”
and “replace.v.3”) but incorrect semantically. By traversing the graph using a
markov walk the correct class can be found.

ships. Adding in synonymy and hyponymy links within the method allowed for some

modest improvements for SEMBED, but these improvements were similarly seen for both

k-Nearest Neighbour and SVM suggesting that the decrease in the number of classes

caused the increase in accuracy.

This was explained via the issues with the annotation process. The annotators chose a

large number of different synsets per verb which, combined with the relative sparsity of

relationships within the verb hierarchy of WordNet, led videos being split into different

classes of which there is no semantic relationship between them. Simply using the col-

lected verb labels with no semantic information from WordNet gave the best results, but

only visually similar verbs would be linked together within the SVG of SEMBED. This

means that two videos with labels “pull drawer” and “open drawer” are treated as two

distinct classes.

Other semantic knowledge bases could have been used to provide sense information for

the different verbs, such as OntoNotes [50, 139, 140, 141]. OntoNotes consists of a large

corpus of textual data that had been annotated with both structural and semantic infor-

mation. Importantly, whilst the (verb) senses in OntoNotes are a subset of the synsets

within WordNet, OntoNotes was annotated by multiple annotators with an agreement

of at least 90%. It can be assumed that OntoNotes would have less ambiguity between

verb senses, however the sparsity of the verb hierachy within WordNet would still be an

issue. The next chapter of this thesis will look into learning relationships between verbs

from context.
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3.5.3 Results on Verbs

Comparison of SEMBED on Closed Vocabulary Datasets

This section presents results of SEMBED on two other egocentric datasets: CMU-

MMAC [130] and GTEA Gaze+ [31]. Both datasets were originally collected by the

authors with the standard verb-noun label setup: The verbs and nouns were pre-selected

by the collectors and annotators had to choose the most valid word during the anno-

tation process. Additionally, full results of the features and encoding experiments are

presented as well as hyperparameter testing of z and t for SEMBED. Implementation of

SEMBED and the baselines of k-NN and SVM are the same as defined in section 3.5.1.

Unless specified, Action Verbs (AV) is used as the semantic relation function AX for

SEMBED (see section 3.4.1 for more details).

Table 3.5 contains the results of SEMBED against the two baselines on the three different

datasets. The difference in the number of classes of a closed vocabulary can immediately

be seen with CMU-MMAC and GTEA Gaze+ having a total of 12 and 25 different

classes respectively. Comparatively, BEOID includes 75 different classes.

On both of the closed vocabulary datasets, SEMBED underperforms, resulting in a 8%

drop in accuracy compared to SVM on the smallest dataset CMU-MMAC and a 3% drop

in accuracy compared to both baselines on GTEA Gaze+. It is interesting to note, that

as the size of the vocabulary increases, and thus the confusion between different verbs

increases due to the amount of semantic ambiguity, the difference in accuracy between

SEMBED and the other two methods decreases.

SVM outperforms SEMBED on both closed vocabulary datasets, specifically beating

both other methods by a large margin on CMU-MMAC. This can be explained due to its

nature compared to the larger GTEA Gaze+ dataset. The actions in CMU-MMAC are

unambiguous compared to those in GTEA Gaze+ with each verb being paired with only

one or two nouns. In contrast GTEA Gaze+ includes many more nouns per verb leading

to very similar looking actions, which can be seen in the results in which SVM performs

comparatively to k-NN. For BEOID, SVM performs worse than both other methods,

apart from with the combination of IDT and FV, suggesting that as the number of verbs

increases the one-vs-all approach doesn’t scale.
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Features Encoding Method CMU-MMAC GTEA Gaze+ BEOID
(12) (25) (75)

CNN FV SVM 58.6 15.6 20.9
k-NN 46.6 30.0 34.4
SEMBED 46.3 31.0 37.5

BoW SVM 55.9 25.1 15.2
k-NN 43.3 33.5 19.1
SEMBED 52.0 33.6 19.6

IDT FV SVM 69.4 43.6 38.7
k-NN 58.1 43.4 36.0
SEMBED 57.4 42.1 37.4

BoW SVM 55.9 27.8 34.8
k-NN 57.6 34.5 39.6
SEMBED 61.6 40.3 45.0

Table 3.5: Results of SEMBED against the two baselines SVM and k-NN
on three different datasets: CMU-MMAC, GTEA Gaze+ and BEOID, num-
bers in brackets denote the number of different classes in each dataset. Re-
sults were evaluated using γfv = 10 and γBoW = 256, m = 240, k = {3, 5, 5},
zCNN = {2, 6, 4}, tCNN = {20, 20, 8}, zIDT = {4, 5, 14} and tIDT = {4, 20, 10} for
{CMU-MMAC, GTEA Gaze+, BEOID} respectively. AV was used for the level
of semantic relevancy for results on BEOID.

Evaluation of Feature Extraction and Encoding Methods

Figure 3.11 shows results of varying both γBoW and γFV for both encoding methods

across all three methods and datasets. For the encoding schemes, there is a strong

preference for high values of γ for Bag of Words but small values of γ for Fisher Vectors.

This trend is noticed across all three datasets and methods with the optimal γBoW value

lying around 100 and the optimal γFV value of 10. Overall, using the combination of

IDT and BoW performed best across all datasets and methods, slightly outperforming

IDT and FV.

SEMBED Hyperparameter Study

Figure 3.12 shows the results of varying the hyperparameters of the SEMBED method

z (number of initial neighbours) and t (number of steps in the Markov Walk). Whilst

each combination of features and encodings causes large variation in optimal values of z

and t, across dataset for the same pair leads to relatively similar values of z and t that
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Figure 3.11: Results of using different values for γBoW and γFV . Values were
calculated with parameters k = 5, m = 240m z = 10 and t = 10. Note that due
to the size of the features for SVM γFV ∈ {5, 10} but similar performance was
seen.

lead to the highest accuracy.

However, by looking at good values of z and — especially — t, interesting insights about

the datasets can be found. In BEOID, for the semantic relevances AV, AM and AS,

SEMBED is less sensitive to the values of either z or t (especially for IDT features).

Conversely, for AH, lower values of t lead to optimal results. This is a clear outcome of

adding in the hyponym relationship, as described in section 3.4.3, verbs start to become

grouped together and therefore lower values of t are enough to ‘find’ the correct class in

the Markov Walk. This can be seen clearly in the class “move.v.2” which, as mentioned

in section 3.4.3, includes synsets with differing meanings such as “pull.v.2”, “push.v.1”

and “pick up.v.1”.

The results in CMU-MMAC present a similar story, in that this dataset generally favours

smaller values of t in addition to smaller values of z. Due to the nature of the closed

vocabulary of CMU-MMAC, this is expected as each class is semantically distinct and,

by increasing the values of z or t, it becomes likely that the method shifts the predicted

class from correct to incorrect.

For GTEA Gaze+, it can be seen that the t parameter has less of an effect compared to

the other datasets. Carefully choosing the z parameter is much more important which

seems to be optimal around values of 4-8. This suggests that so long as the correct

neighbours can be found the method is less likely to shift its focus to incorrect classes

given a minimum value for t (for IDT BOW a value of t > 8 gives best results for

SEMBED).
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Figure 3.12: Hyperparameter tests of z and t in the range of [2, 20] for all three
datasets and, for BEOID, all action relevances.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter the semantic ambiguity of verbs has been introduced. Temporal anno-

tations were collected for the BEOID dataset where annotators were allowed to freely

choose which verbs to label videos. This leads to a much larger vocabulary size than
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what is typically seen in classical video action recognition datasets such as CMU-MMAC

and GTEA Gaze+.

The larger vocabulary size causes a number of issues as the annotated verbs frequently

have similar meanings and cannot be split into the non-overlapping classes that are

frequently used within standard action recognition tasks. Two factors were introduced

to reduce the ambiguity of verbs: Using WordNet to determine the specific meaning of

each verb and to relate these meanings via relationships as well as presenting a method,

SEMBED, which links verbs both semantically and visually.

SEMBED outperforms the baseline methods of k-NN (of which the proposed method

is an extension) and SVM. Of particular note, the SVM classifier performs particularly

poorly on the extended vocabulary due to its nature of trying to split the classes. Given

the number of overlaps inherent in a large vocabulary this led to SVM underperforming

in comparison to the other two methods. For closed vocabularies, such as the ground

truth of CMU-MMAC and GTEA Gaze+, SVM achieves a higher accuracy because of

this.

The semantic knowledge from WordNet proved to be a hindrance leading to annotators

becoming confused between similar meanings of synsets. Additionally, the structure of

the verb hierarchy is sparse compared to the noun hierarchy, causing many synsets to

not be related even when their meanings are very similar. The combination of these

issues meant that when using semantic information from WordNet the proposed method

had a lower accuracy than not using any semantic knowledge at all.

This can be seen as an issue of context, where for some actions two verbs may be

interchangeable but for others this may not be the case. For example, “push” and “open”

are interchangeable for “open door” but not for “open jar”. These relationships would

be hard to discover within semantic knowledge bases. Given the multiple annotations

collected per video for BEOID, overlapping video segments could be explored to provide

a measure of semantic relevancy, but due to the variability of start/end times this could

lead to noisy results. The next chapter will explore the contextual relationships between

verbs further, where annotations will be collected specifically to overcome this issue.
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Chapter 4
Learning Semantic Information from

Context

This chapter focuses on dealing with the ambiguity of verbs when used for the task of

object interaction recognition. Primarily, this is done by introducing multi-verb labels

which can be used to discriminate between actions without the use of nouns. Two such

labelling methods are proposed, using soft and hard assigned labels respectively, which

have benefits for both action recognition and the task of action retrieval, introduced in

this chapter.

The previous chapter (chapter 3) introduced issues that become apparent when a video

is labelled by a single verb and when the vocabulary of verbs used for action recognition

is expanded. Notably, these are caused by the significant overlaps between verbs which

can be interchangeable in certain contexts but not in others. This chapter looks further

into the different types of verbs that can be used to describe an object interaction and

the relationships between verbs.

The inclusion of multiple verb types allows for the creation of verb-only representations.

Whereas a single verb label leads to ambiguity in the action described, the presence of

multiple verbs can be used to fully describe an object interaction. A verb-only represen-

tation also allows a further exploration into using an expanded vocabulary in the task

of action recognition which is a necessity for the task of action retrieval. The verb-only

representation is collected for three different datasets using an expanded vocabulary than

the original labels.
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Specifically, details of the different types of verbs that exist and how they are related

when used to describe actions can be found in section 4.2, information on why semantic

knowledge bases cannot be used for the automatic discovery of related verbs is detailed in

section 4.3. Then different verb-only representations are presented in section 4.4 before

details of their collection in section 4.5 and learning in section 4.7. Finally, experiments

and results can be found in section 4.8.

4.1 Moving Towards an Object-Agnostic Labelling

Figure 4.1: Examples of labelled verbs for two “open” videos. Both videos
share the three verb labels of “open”, “Pull” and “Grab”. However, they can be
uniquely identified via the presence of “Rotate” for “Open Door” and “Slide” for
“Open Drawer”.

In chapter 3 multiple annotators chose different verbs in order to describe an action.

For the simple action of opening a drawer annotators gave 4 different words (“pull”,

“slide”, “grab” and “open”, see Figure 4.1.). All of these verbs can be used to describe

the action, although “grab” would only depict the part of grabbing the handle and not

the full action. The combination of these verbs are interesting: On their own, each verb

can be interpreted as belonging to many different actions but together they provide more

detail as to the motion of the action. Compare this to pulling open a door, both “pull”

and “open” would still be used, but the addition of “rotate” or “turn” for turning the

door handle and “slide” for the drawer would differentiate the two actions (Figure 4.1).

Therefore, any action can be defined as a set of different verbs offering the chance for a

verb-only representation of actions.
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This diverges from standard approaches which use a combination of a single verb and a

single noun to differentiate an action. Indeed, Sigurdsson et al. [117] find from a study

on the charades dataset that using only a single verb without any accompanying nouns

caused confusion amongst annotators. However, the use of nouns forces the action to

be tied to instances of objects. That is, by describing an action as “pick-up plate” a

very similar action both visually and semantically, such as “pick-up bowl”, is treated as

a completely separate class when only the object is different. This can force methods to

learn a less generalisable model.

Additionally, this has another unforeseen effect of grouping different actions on the same

object for the same goal together. For example, doors can be opened either by pushing

or pulling. The verb to describe the action is the same, as is the object, however the

motion is different. This can also be seen in other actions and objects such as (light)

switches which are pressed/flipped/rotated or even taps which can be rotated/pressed.

A large benefit of this is the ability to distinguish affordances of objects, of particular

use for robot interaction.

Action Retrieval

The object-agnostic/verb-only representation also allows for exploration into another

task other than action recognition, that of action retrieval. With multiple verbs being

present in the representation, in addition to an order of verbs which are more relevant

than others (e.g in the example above of opening a door “open” is clearly more important

to describe the action than “grab”). These two factors, the multi-label nature of the

problem and the ability of ranking verbs means that the verb retrieval task can be used

to evaluate the multi-verb representations.

Formally, the retrieval task can be presented as follows: Given a query item, the task is

to retrieve all items, in order of their relevancy, to the query item. This can be binary

in that retrieved items are either relevant/irrelevant or each item can have a relevancy

score. For the multi-verb representation specifically, a video represents a query with the

aim of retrieving the relevant verbs in order of relevance. Therefore, for the “open door”

video an example ranking might be “open”, “pull”, “grab”, “rotate”, “turn” etc. As the

query item is a video and the retrieved items are textual in nature this is given the name

video-to-text retrieval.

Additionally, as videos can be described by one or more verbs so too can verbs be used to
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describe one more videos and, accordingly, text-to-video retrieval can also be performed.

In this case, the query item is a verb and the items to be retrieved are videos in which

that verb is relevant.

Although using an expanded or open vocabulary can cause issues for the task of action

recognition, mainly due to the requirement of discriminating and classifying videos into

certain actions, this is not present when evaluated for action retrieval. As the items

to be retrieved are ranked according to their relevancy there is no problem in having

multiple relevant verbs or even verbs with differing levels of relevancy. Because of this,

retrieval is highlighted here as an important task to evaluate on when using an open

vocabulary.

4.2 Types of Verbs

This section introduces the types of verbs that can be used to describe actions, using

the definitions of Manner verbs and Result verbs from linguistics, before presenting

relationships between the verbs present in a verb-only representation.

Given an example of a person opening a push-door there are many verbs that could be

used to describe the object interaction. “Open” is clearly one such verb, but other verbs

also exist. “Push” gives the direction the door opens but one can go further to describe

the interaction by describing also the motion that is used to turn the handle using verbs

such as “grab”, “hold” and “turn”. This sub-action, called such as it doesn’t define the

full action that takes place, is still necessary to be completed but is often ignored.

4.2.1 Manner and Result Verbs

As discussed in the previous section, many verbs can be used to describe the same action,

however they all rely on the action to be given context. For example, when opening a

bottle “open” and “twist” can both be used to describe the same action, whereas for

opening a door “open” and “push” are instead seen as complementary in describing the

action. These verbs aren’t related semantically, they are neither synonyms or hyponyms,

but there exists some relationship between them for when they can be used together and

when they can not.
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In linguistics, many works [6, 12, 35, 37, 45] describe verbs as being either result or

manner verbs (introduced in section 2.1.5):

• A result verb specifies the change in state of the action and its resulting state.

“Open” is the result verb for the open door example.

• A manner verb specifies the manner in which the action is carried out, i.e. the

motion required. E.g. in the earlier example, “Push” is the manner verb.

As discussed previously, Manner and Result verbs are related through context of the ac-

tion not semantically and as such, their relationships can be hard to discover in semantic

knowledge bases (see section 4.3.

4.2.2 Verb Importance and Relationships

The term main verb is introduced here to label verbs which describe the main part of

the action, these could be used solely to depict the full object interaction. In any case,

a main verb can be either a manner verb or a result verb. “Open” would be an example

of a main result verb for the action of open door. An action could have multiple main

verbs, but it should always have more than one.

The sub-action of an action also contains useful information about how the action is

performed or steps required to complete it. To describe these, the term Supplementary

Verb is introduced to name such verbs. These supplementary verbs don’t fully describe

the action, but examples are still either manner or result verbs describing either the

motion or end state of the action. Actions will generally have one or more supplementary

verbs.

Whilst it is possible that main verbs can be related semantically, e.g. “put” and “place”,

this is only common between main verbs which are either both manner or both result, due

to manner verbs and result verbs not being synonyms. For differing types of verbs they

are instead related via context. This is because the verb types describe very different

aspects of the action and therefore wouldn’t be semantically related. For example, “open”

is not related semantically to the manner verbs “pull”, “push” or “twist”, but “access”

or “unzip” are related semantically.

Supplementary verbs follow similarly to the main verbs as discussed above. They can be
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Figure 4.2: The relationships between different verbs that can be used to de-
scribe an action (“open door” in the photo). Manner and result verbs are labelled
in blue/yellow respectively. Whilst there are examples of semantic relationships
being present via synonymy and hyponymy the vast majority of verbs are related
through context which are difficult to find from semantic knowledge bases.

related to each other through context, i.e.“hold” and “turn”, but others can indeed be

found by being semantically related, e.g.“hold” and “grip” are related via hypernymy as

they are both manner verbs.

In conclusion, the relationships between main verbs and supplementary verbs are almost

exclusively found through context though some can be found via the semantic relation-

ship of hyponymy. If a main verb and a supplementary verb were synonymous then

either both verbs should be classed as a main verb or a supplementary as they have the

same meaning.

This is summed up in Fig. 4.2 showing the video of someone opening a door by pushing it.

In this case there are two main verbs: “open” (result verb) and “push” (manner verb).

These are not related semantically, only via context, as it is possible to open objects

without pushing them and vice versa. The figure also shows three supplementary verbs

that could be used to help describe the action, “hold”, “grip” and “shove”. With these

examples semantic relationships are seen in the form of synonymy and hyponymy but the

vast majority of relationships between verbs are still related through context alone.
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4.3 Gaining Context from Semantic Knowledge Bases

As explained in the previous section, verbs are largely related via context, a currently

underexplored relationship in lexical databases or corpora. This section introduces two

forms of semantic knowledge bases that are commonly used in computer vision and dis-

cussing their ability to be used for a verb-only label representation. More information

about both WordNet and Word2Vec can be found in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 respec-

tively.

WordNet Whilst the noun hierarchy is often used for objects in computer vision, the

verb hierarchy can similarly be constructed (see section 2.1.1). However, using the verb

hierarchy presents two main issues: Firstly, that the synset for each verb is required to

be able to successfully use the relationships presented above. Synsets with the same

lemma, e.g.“pull.v.1” (cause to move by pulling), “pull.v.12” (tear or be torn violently)

and “pull.v.14” (strip of feathers) have vastly different meanings. Secondly, the verb

hierarchy is much shallower than the noun hierarchy (average synset depth of 2.53 vs.

8.15) with a higher number of synsets per lemma (1.28 noun synsets per lemma vs. 2.19)

leading to a sparser and shallower set of unconnected trees.

The combination of these factors cause the verb hierarchy to be difficult to use for action

recognition purposes, as shown in the previous chapter, because if the choice of synset is

wrong then it is unlikely that any meaningful synsets will be linked either by synonymy

or hyponymy due to its relative sparsity.

Word2Vec Word2Vec as an unsupervised method has a number of issues for using it

as a semantic knowledge base for relating verbs. These stem from using co-occurrences

as the learning objective for similarity. Nouns which are commonly interchanged in the

text have a high similarity, e.g. “doors” and “cupboards” can both be opened and thus

the learned vectors for both words have a high similarity. However, for fine grained

action recognition, a door can both be “open[ed]” and “close[d]”. Word2Vec would try

to make the representation of the two words similar when they represent antonyms as

they co-occur with the same objects. Note that this is due to the inherent differences of

co-occurrences of verbs and nouns.

Another issue that becomes prominent with the unsupervised learning is that, as corpora

used to train word embeddings aren’t labelled with each word’s part of speech, there is
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Verb Relationships WordNet Word2Vec
synonyms/hyponyms (e.g. “push”-“shove”) X ×
result-manner(context) (e.g. “open”-“push”) × ×
main-supplementary(context) (e.g. “open”-“hold”) × ×

Table 4.1: Types of verb relationships and their presence in WordNet and
Word2Vec.

no way to differentiate “press” the noun and “press” the verb causing further confusion.

This leads to cases where “press” and “push” not being similar, but “push” is similar to

“pull”1.

Conclusion Table 4.1 shows the different verb relationships that were discussed and

whether they can be found in the two sources of semantic knowledge presented. Note that

WordNet can only find verbs related by synonymy and hyponymy whereas Word2Vec

doesn’t model any of the relationships.

In conclusion, both WordNet and Word2Vec cannot be used alone to find relationships

in a multiple verb representation. This is due to the large number of contextual rela-

tionships between both main and supplementary verbs which are absent (see Fig. 4.2).

Because of this the semantic knowledge bases are instead used as complement terms in

the loss function, details of which can be seen in section 4.7.1.

4.4 Representations of Visual Actions using Verbs

A verb-only representation can include singular verbs, as in the previous chapter, or

multiple verbs as discussed in section 4.1. This section introduces four different types

of verb representations that will be created from the annotations collected in section 4.5

and be used for the experiments in section 4.8.

Figure 4.3 shows an overview of the different verb-only representations using a simplified

set of verbs.

1This can somewhat be alleviated by running the corpus through a part-of-speech parser before
training, but generally require low levels of noise and correct sentence structures within the corpus.
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Figure 4.3: Comparisons of different verb-only labelling representations for a
video from GTEA Gaze+ with the verb-noun ground truth of “pour oil”.

Terminology To begin, the standard terminology of action recognition is presented:

Given a set of X videos where xi represents the ith video in X. Each video is given a

class label yi from the set of class labels Y .

Note that for this definition the set of Y typically contains verb-noun classes, each

encoded as a one-hot vector of size |C| where C is the set of all verb-noun classes.

In this chapter, verb only representations are used and so the terminology is updated

accordingly:

Given a set of verbs V , where the jth verb is given by vj, each video xi ∈ X can be

defined as having a corresponding label yi ∈ Y , where yi is a vector with length |V |.
Here, the term yi,j is used to represent the jth verb in yi. Note that yi isn’t a one-hot

vector in the multi-label case, see below.

Single-Verb Label (SV) The näıve verb-only representation involves labelling each

video with only a single verb. The label for a video, yi, is therefore of length |V | and

is represented as a one-hot vector. From the example in Fig 4.3, the verbs “pour” and

“fill” are both relevant, but only one can be used in this labelling representation, forcing

a singular verb description when multiple verbs can interchangeably be used. A more

general verb, such as “move”, is also avoided as this would further add ambiguity into

the complex space of verbs.

Verb-Noun Label (VN) The standard representation that is used for action recog-

nition is to use the combination of a noun and a verb to disambiguate and specify the

action. In this sense it is clear that the “open” in the action “open door” is different

from the “open” in “open jar”. This labelling representation is used as a baseline.

In order to define yi, a set of nouns, N , is used (similarly to verbs, the kth noun is

given by nk). yi is therefore of maximum length |V |.|N | though in practice, as not every

combination of verb and noun is likely to exist as an action (e.g. open table), this is
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reduced to be the size of actions in the dataset. In using this labelling representation, it

is normal for verbs with multiple meanings to be avoided as well as the verb vocabulary

being constructed such that there are minimal overlaps between verbs — similar to the

single verb representation.

Multi-Verb Label (MV) A standard multi-labelling approach can be used where yi

is modelled as a binary vector allowing for multiple verbs to describe each video, i.e.

hard assignment of verb labels to actions. In the example above, the added flexibility

of allowing more than one verb causes both “pour” and “fill” to be descriptors of the

action2.

However, including supplementary verbs in this representation leads to problems due to

the binary construction. For example, “hold” and “grasp” represent valid labels for the

action, they both occur at some point during the action, yet they couldn’t be used to

solely describe the action. This would cause confusion between videos for which a verb

constitutes the main part of the action for one video and the sub-action of another (e.g.

“hold” in “pour mixture” and “hold” in “hold button”). Because of this, the relationships

between main and supplementary verbs cannot be explored and, as a result, the size of

the vocabulary of verbs V is limited to verbs which can be main verbs.

Soft-Assigned Multi-Verb Label (SAMV) In order to allow for both main verbs

and supplementary verbs, a soft-assignment approach is used. For each verb in the

label vector, yi, a numerical value between 0 and 1 is assigned which determines how

applicable a verb is to describing the action. Due to this, main verbs can be given high

scores whereas, comparatively, supplementary verbs will be given low scores. Formally,

two verb scores yi,j > yi,k > 0 (representing scores of verbs vj and vk for the ith video)

are assigned such values when vi is more relevant to the action than vk but the latter is

still valid.

This is shown in Fig. 4.3 where the main verbs (“pour”, “fill”) have been assigned a

larger score than the supplementary verbs (“hold”, “grasp”). Due to the restrictions

of the previous representations being removed, this allows for the the set of verbs, V ,

to be larger and, arguably, allow for a full open vocabulary of verbs to be used in the

2The issue of importance is the key underlying implementation issue of using this representation.
From annotations it can be difficult as to to determine what a main verb is for each action (and so find
what is a relevant to use within this representation).
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labelling. Additionally, by using soft assignment, verbs can therefore be ranked by their

importance to an action and, because of this, the representation can be used to perform

action retrieval.

4.5 Annotation Procedure

This section details the annotation procedure in which the annotations were collected to

create the different verb-only representations discussed in the previous section. The

three datasets from chapter 3 are used, namely BEOID, CMU-MMAC and GTEA

Gaze+.

The vocabulary of verbs, V , was first constructed by combining the unique verbs from

all three datasets, including the action labels collected in chapter 3, giving a list of 93

different verbs. The decision was made to exclude the verbs “rest”, “read” and “walk”

due to the focus on fine-grained object interactions as opposed to other actions. The full

list of verbs can be seen in Table 4.2. In this case, the verbs have been manually split into

manner and result verbs, but this was only used for evaluation (annotators weren’t given

information as to what is a manner verb or result verb). It can be noted that certain

examples, such as “put”, stray the line between manner and result due to the inherent

bias of what “put” actions look like/involve. Additionally, somewhat interestingly, the

addition of a preposition (such as “up” or “down”) often causes a verb to move from

manner to result or vice versa. This can be seen in the case of “put down” or “turn on”

of which the former gives a motion to the result verb and the latter describes a state of

the manner verb.

Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) was used for the annotation process. In order for the

creation of the soft assignment scores for SAMV, as well as ensuring the noise of the

collected annotations was minimal, multiple annotators would be required. Due to the

size of the datasets (732 for BEOID, 404 for CMU-MMAC and 1001 for GTEA Gaze+)

annotating each video with multiple verbs by multiple annotators would have constituted

a considerable effort. To counter this, the decision was made to annotate only a single

video per original class (of which there were 95 across all three datasets) and apply the

same verb labels to all videos within its class with the assumption that all videos within

the original class contain the same action and therefore the verbs chosen for the single

video would apply to all. Examples of this can be seen in Figure 4.4 where representative

videos have been chosen for three different classes, note the intra-class similarity of the
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Figure 4.4: Representative videos were chosen such that the object interaction
was clear in the frame. Note that the actions taking place are in the same location
for all three datasets using the same objects. Because of this, the assumption
that a single video could be annotated and its labels applied to all other videos
within the class holds. For other datasets, such as EPIC-Kitchens, the variation
within classes would render this assumption invalid.

videos.

Figure 4.5 shows images of the annotator that the AMT workers used. The list of 90

verbs were broken down into 6 groups of fifteen to give a trade-off between (reducing)

the number of pages to click-through and (reducing) the number of verbs on screen at a

single time. Trials found that more than 15 verbs could cause annotators to skip-through

or miss important verbs.

The representative video per class was chosen carefully to ensure that the action being

performed was visible on-screen as well as good lighting was available in the scene. This

was done to further reduce noise as well as ensure that the action taking place was clear

so annotators only had to decide what verbs applied and not what the action actually

entailed.

The annotators were given the following as an instruction upon loading up the annotation

form:
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Figure 4.5: The annotating form that was used for Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) workers. The first page gave instructions with an example video from the
ADL dataset (not used in the collection) the following 6 pages included the video
to be annotated each with 15 different verbs. Each page also had the ability for
annotators to choose NONE OF THE ABOVE if they felt that none of the 15
verbs on that page applied to the action.

Instructions:

-You will be shown a video containing a short action and a number of verbs

below it.

-We want you to choose all verbs which correctly describe the main action of

the video.

-There are six pages of verbs. Each video segment will typically have 1-5
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verbs associated with it.

-Please only choose verbs that fit and not nouns. For example if the video

contains a spoon but is not a spoon action it is incorrect to label it as spoon.

-Please only select NONE OF THE ABOVE if none of the verbs in that

section are correct.

-Choosing only NONE OF THE ABOVE in ALL sections will result in no

payment.

Additionally, the a video from the Activities in Daily Living (ADL) dataset was used as

an example with the following text:

-In this case verbs such as open/move would be correct as the user is open-

ing/moving the fridge door.

In total 2, 939 annotators took part in the annotation process with a minimum of 30

annotators per video and a maximum of 50. Annotators were rejected if they tried to

game the system by choosing 0 verbs: From looking at collected examples, as long as one

verb was chosen by the annotators it was found to be relevant to the action and didn’t

constitute a noisy annotation.

After collection the verb scores were normalised by dividing the number of annotators

that chose a particular verb by the number of annotators which annotated that action.

Using ti to represent the collected, normalised annotations for the ith video, xi and ti,j

to represent the score of jth verb for xi each of the label representations introduced in

section 4.4 can be constructed using the following:

• SV The majority vote was used to assign each video a single verb. I.e. ∀i, yi,j = 1

if j = arg max(ti) and 0 otherwise.

• VN The verb was found using majority vote as in SV and the noun from the

original class was added (from the original annotations of BEOID3, CMU-MMAC

and GTEA Gaze+). The vector yi is then constructed as a one-hot vector where

the jth element is set to 1, corresponding to the verb-noun pair.

• MV A threshold of 0.5 was used to differentiate main verbs from supplementary

verbs. yi was then constructed over all i using: yi,j = 1 if ti,j > 0.5 and 0 otherwise.

3The annotations from the single annotator who annotated every video were used.
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Manner Result

carry, compress, drain, flip, fumble, grab,
grasp, grip, hold, hold down, hold on, kick,
let go, lift, pedal, pick up, point, posi-
tion, pour, press, press down, pull, pull out,
pull up, push, put down, release, rinse, reach,
rotate, scoop, screw, shake, slide, spoon,
spray, squeeze, stir, swipe, swirl, switch,
take, tap, tip, touch, twist, turn

activate, adjust, check, clean, close, crack,
cut, distribute, divide, drive, dry, examine,
fill, fill up, find, input, insert, mix, move,
open, peel, place, plug, plug in, put, relax,
remove, replace, return, scan, set up, spread,
start, step on, switch on, transfer, turn off,
turn on, unlock, untangle, wash, wash up,
weaken

Table 4.2: Manual split of the verbs from BEOID, CMU-MMAC and GTEA
Gaze+ into manner verbs and result verbs.

• SAMV The normalised scores were used directly as the soft-assignment scores.

i.e. ∀i, j yi,j = ti,j.

After collection, due to lack of knowledge base, the 90 verbs were manually split into

manner and result verbs which can be seen in Table 4.2. Out of the 90 verbs there is a

relatively even split with 47 manner verbs and 43 result verbs.

Examples of the result of the annotation process can be seen in Fig. 4.6 for two videos:

“Plug in Screwdriver” and “Close Freezer”. The agreement between annotators can be

used to discover what verbs are considered relevant, and thus describe the main action

with high assignment scores. Irrelevant verbs can also be found from the agreement be-

tween annotators as the verbs were agreed to have a low score, i.e. few to no annotators

chose the verb for the action. Supplementary verbs are those in which the annotators dis-

agree upon the relevancy, and as such, have middling assignment scores: By themselves

they do not fully describe the interaction yet they cannot be argued to be completely

irrelevant.

4.6 Annotation Statistics

This section presents statistics of the collected annotations from the previous section

across the three datasets. Figure 4.7 includes the main statistics with (a) providing the

frequency of each verb being chosen across all three datasets. In (b) the number of

verbs chosen by an annotator per original class is given across all three datasets. (c)

shows the number of unique verbs per class that were chosen. (d) gives the average soft

assignment score for every verb showing the maximums and minimums of the assignment

score given to each verb. Finally, (e) presents the top co-occurrences between verbs that
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Figure 4.6: The agreement and disagreement between annotators is used to
determine what verbs describe the main action, which are supplementary verbs
and which are irrelevant.

were annotated.

Verb Frequency (Figure 4.7(a)) The verb frequency shows a long-tail distribution,

with “move” being the most common appearing in all three datasets with a similar fre-

quency. This figure highlights the difference between BEOID and the other two datasets

in that it has scenes which aren’t in the kitchen, therefore requiring different verbs than

the other datasets to label the unique actions. E.g. “activate”, “switch”, “plug” and

“step on” are almost entirely seen in BEOID.

Verbs Chosen per Annotator (Figure 4.7(b)) Shorter actions, such as “close fridge”

and “open microwave”, were annotated with lower number of verbs (median of 5/6 resp.)

whereas actions which included more sub-actions, such as “pour baking pan [into] bowl”

and “take pam [from cupboard]”, had a median of 10 verbs chosen per annotator. From

the figure, the CMU-MMAC dataset has some of the highest number of verbs chosen

with, 9 out of the top 10 videos belonging to this dataset.

This is well explained from the construction of the dataset, in which the actions were

labelled contiguously with no gaps between actions. This causes the videos to contain

actions of a coarser grain nature. E.g. the action “take scissors” includes the action of

opening and closing the drawer where the scissors reside. Moltisanti et al. [90] show that

out of the three datasets, CMU videos have both a higher average length and a higher

total length.

Unique Verbs (Figure 4.7(c)) Similar to (b), the shorter actions of “open microwave”

and “close fridge” had the lowest number of unique verbs chosen per class at 19 and

20 respectively. However, the actions with the highest number of unique verbs chosen
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Figure 4.7: Annotation statistics of the collected annotations. (a) The frequency of the
verbs as chosen by the annotators across all three datasets. (b) The number of verbs chosen
by each annotator, given as a boxplot, per original ground truth class. (c) The number of
unique verbs per original ground truth class. (d) The average soft assignment score given to
each verb after dividing by the number of annotators per video. (e) The top 40 co-occurrences
of verbs in the annotations showing whether the annotators thought verbs were completely
interchangeable with one another.
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don’t correlate with the previous figure suggesting that for actions such as “put cup”

and “crack egg” annotator disagreement was higher than others.

Average Verb Score (Figure 4.7(d)) Verbs “crack”, “spray” and “pedal” are exam-

ples of verbs which were annotated with strong agreement between annotators for only

one or two actions. Comparatively, general verbs such as “move” have a much higher

range of assignment scores.

Verb Co-Occurrences (Figure 4.7(e)) The top 40 co-occurrences are shown here, i.e.

given a pair of words what is the percentage that they were both picked by an annotator.

This gives a measure of whether the annotators believed any pair of verbs were inter-

changeable (as they would have always been picked together). Even the verbs “plug” and

“plug in” aren’t seen as interchangeable by the annotators. They were annotated with a

similar number of instances (89 and 87 respectively) but were only chosen together 70%

of the time. Similarly, no other pair of verbs are found to be completely interchangeable

across all three datasets.

Main vs. Supplementary/Manner vs. Result Figure 4.6 includes two videos with

example distributions showing main verbs and supplementary verbs along with manner

and result verbs. It was found that the number of main verbs varied per video with an

average of 3.35 ± 1.49 main verbs per video and 4.21 ± 2.62 supplementary verbs per

video.

In regards to whether manner or result verbs were chosen no correlation was found with

either being more important to the action, i.e. number of manner verbs being main

verbs vs. number of result verbs being main verbs.

4.7 Learning Verb-Only Representations

This section introduces the comparative method used to learn the different labelling

approaches defined in section 4.4.

Formally, a function φ will be learned: φ :W 7→ R|V | which maps a video representation

W onto the verb labels. The predicted verb labels for the ith video, xi, is given by
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ŷi = φ(xi), with ŷi,j representing the predicted score for the jth verb of the ith video.

To distinguish between the learned function of each method, φX is used where X ∈
{SV, V N,MV, SAMV }.

Single Label Learning SV and VN represent single label (SL) representations and

it is typical to use the cross entropy loss over the softmax function σ:

LSL = −
∑
i

yi log(σ(ŷi)) (4.1)

Learning Multi Verb (MV) MV is represented as a binary vector, thus a sigmoid

cross-entropy loss is used as is common for multi-label classification:

LMV = −
∑
i

∑
j

yi,j log(S(ŷi,j)) + (1− yi,j) log(1− S(ŷi,j)) (4.2)

where S represents the sigmoid function.

Learning Soft Assigned Multi Verb (SAMV) With each verb being soft-assigned

a value between 0 and 1 the learning φSAMV can be seen as a regression problem. Ac-

cordingly, φSAMV is learned using euclidean error:

LSAMV =
∑
i

√
(yi − ŷi)T (yi − ŷi) (4.3)

Additionally, to evaluate the multi-label classification loss for the SAMV task, Eq. 4.2

is also used to train φSAMV (results in section 4.8.1). Note that by using Eq. 4.2 the

value of LML when yi,j = ŷi,j is not necessarily zero, however, the gradient will be zero

at these points. Figure 4.8 shows the values of the losses for different yi,j and ŷi,j as well

as the gradients.

4.7.1 Adding in Semantic Knowledge

Section 4.3 introduced two potential sources of semantic knowledge WordNet and Word2vec.

It was shown that, by themselves, both sources would be unable to be used for learning
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between a euclidean loss (Eq. 4.3) and a (sigmoid)
cross entropy loss (eq. 4.2) for regression. Note the line y = ŷ is zero when
considering a euclidean loss but this is not the case for cross entropy. However,
the gradients of these losses when y = ŷ are 0.

a multi-verb representation solely but it’s possible that they could still provide some

benefit to the learning. This section introduces loss terms that can be added to assist

the model in learning SAMV.

WordNet The WordNet synsets of the annotated verbs that were collected are not

known4 causing issues trying to find whether two verbs are synonymous or hyponymous.

Even if the synsets were known, as mentioned in section 4.3, the majority of relationships

in a verb-only representation are via context.

Therefore, a loss term that is constructed to penalise predictions which should be similar

would fall into the trap of estranged synsets being related in WordNet. For example, in

WordNet, a specific meaning of “open” is synonymous to specific meanings of both “cut”

and “move” via the definitions of “butterflying” meat and making an opening (“move”),

4If they were known it is likely that there would be > 90 synsets as the verbs across datasets could
have different meanings.
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neither of which occur in the three datasets.

In order to provide a weakly-supervised, beneficiary loss, the loss term is instead con-

structed to penalise verbs which are predicted together which, according to WordNet,

should never be seen together. I.e. for all synsets of a verb there exists no synonymy or

hyponymy relationship between them.

Accordingly, for each verb, vi, a set Bi is created which contains all verbs from the V

which are antonyms5 or are never synonyms or hyponyms regardless of verb meaning:

Bi = {vj : vj ∈ ant(vi) ∧ vj /∈ syn(vi) ∧ vj /∈ hyp(vi),∀vj ∈ V } (4.4)

where ant(vi) returns the set of antonyms to all lemmas of vi, syn(vi) finds the set of all

verbs related by synonymy to all synsets in which vi is a lemma and hyp(vi) gets the set

of all verbs related by hyponymy to all synsets in which vi is a lemma (both hyponyms

and hypernyms).

Equation 4.4 can then be used to create a loss term which punishes two verbs being

predicted highly for which there is no relationship between them in WordNet.

LWN =
∑
i

∑
vj∈V

1

|Bj|

|Bj |∑
k=1

ŷi,j · ŷi,k (4.5)

For example, Bcut = {“input”, “grasp”, “scoop”, “plug in”, “spray”}, which highlights

the issues of using WordNet for this task. Firstly, “cut” and “grasp” are never seen as rel-

evant, even when contextually they are common (“grasp[ing]” a knife while “cut[ting]”).

Secondly, the WordNet hierarchy has links between “cut” and verbs such as “step on” or

“pedal” which are not related within the context of the action recognition datasets.

Word2Vec The assumption of the co-occurrences of words in the corpus is an ap-

proximator of similarity was discussed in Section 4.3 to have issues when used to find

relationships between verbs in the multi-verb labelling. Accordingly, it is decided to

5The number of antonyms in the verb hierarchy of WordNet is low, with only 9.65% of verbs having
antonyms in one or more of their synsets. Additionally, it is common for the antonyms to not lie within
the 90 verb vocabulary.
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not use a loss term which penalises verbs which aren’t predicted together with a high

cosine similarity (similar to the constructed loss for WordNet). Instead, the loss term is

constructed such that it penalises verbs which are predicted together which have a low

similarity (and so did not co-occur in the corpus).

The set Di is created for a verb vi such that it contains all verbs from V which have a

low similarity:

Di = {vj : sim(vi, vj) < ζ, ∀vj ∈ V } (4.6)

where sim(vi, vj) returns the cosine similarity between the embedded word vectors of

vi and vj and ζ is a constant used as a threshold. For example, using the Wikipedia

corpora, D{put} = {“fumble”, “press”, “swirl”, “peel”, “pedal”, “dry”} with ζ = 0.1. The

loss term can thus be created in a similar way as before using the following:

LW2V =
∑
i

∑
vj∈V

1

|Dj|

|Dj |∑
k=1

ŷi,j · ŷi,k (4.7)

Final Loss The overall loss function for learning φSAMV using semantic knowledge

(denoted by LSIM) can now be formulated as follows:

LSIM = LSAMV + β1LWN + β2LW2V (4.8)

where β1 and β2 are constants used to weight the WordNet and Word2vec losses. Note

that if β2 (respectively β1) is set to 0 then only knowledge from WordNet (respectively

Word2Vec) will be used during training.

4.8 Experiments and Results

This section presents the experiments and results of testing the different verb-only rep-

resentations against the standard verb-noun representation including results for Action
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Recognition (section 4.8.1) as well as for Action Retrieval (section 4.8.2). Finally, the

per verb error is also evaluated (section 4.8.3).

Implementation Details φ ∈ {SV, V N,MV, SAMV } was trained as a two-stream

CNN using the code from [33]. It uses two VGG-16 networks [121]6 (a spatial stream

and a temporal stream). The networks were first trained on ImageNET [109] before the

temporal network was modified to have a stack of 10 optical flow frames as input. The

networks were then both pre-trained on the UCF101 dataset and fine-tuned on BEOID,

CMU-MMAC, and GTEA Gaze+ for 100 epochs which was enough for training to con-

verge for all four labelling representations. In each step the streams are trained individ-

ually before trained together with the late fusion described in the original paper (this

was found to give a good trade-off between accuracy and time spent training/number

of parameters of the model). For each of the three datasets 5 cross-fold validation was

used.

The learning rate was set to 0.001 which was decayed by a factor of 10 every 10 epochs

after the 20th epoch and a dropout ratio of 0.85 was applied during training. The batch

size for both streams was set to 256. Additionally the weight decay was set to 0.0005. ζ

was set to 0.1.

4.8.1 Action Recognition Results

This section evaluates the different labelling representations for the task of action recog-

nition comparing the verb-only labels to the classical verb-noun (VN) approach. It first

presents results for using semantic knowledge for and comparing the use of loss function

for φSAMV before comparing the different labelling representations previously introduced

in section 4.4.

Evaluation Metric

In order to compare the accuracy for the single-label and multi-label approaches the

following approach is used.

6The networks include 5 convolutional layers each followed by a maxpool layer before 3 fully connected
layers and a softmax layer.
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BEOID CMU GTEA+

β1 0 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.5
β2 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0.5 0.5

Accuracy 82.5 82.5 82.0 82.1 69.1 67.7 67.8 67.2 70.4 70.4 69.5 69.0

Table 4.3: Comparison of using semantic knowledge from WordNet and
Word2Vec. β1 and β2 are weighting factors of the loss terms for WordNet and
Word2Vec respectively given in equation 4.8.

Firstly, let V L
i be the set of verbs which are ground truth for the video xi using the

labelling representation L. The size of this set, k = |V L
i | is then used to find the top k

predicted verbs using the same representation, denoted by V̂ L
i . In the case of single-label

representations, i.e. L ∈ {SV, V N}, k = 1, however, for multi-label representations k

will differ depending on the video. The accuracy using the sets V L
i and V̂ L

i can then be

evaluated as:

A(L) =
1

|X|
∑
i

|V L
i ∩ V̂ L

i |
|V L
i |

(4.9)

Intuitively, this gives the percentage of correctly predicted ground truth verbs for each

labelling scheme. It is important for k to vary for each video as the number of verbs

which are important for describing an action differ (this can be seen in Fig. 4.6 where

the videos have a different number of main and supplementary verbs).

For SV and MV, the ground truth sets V SV
i and V MV

i are clear, it contains all verbs in

which yi,j = 1. But for SAMV, creating V L
i isn’t so obvious. Therefore, to get the ground

truth for SAMV, a threshold is used, denoted by α, creating a set of verbs such that

if yi,j > α then the verb is included in V SAMV
i

7. For the experiments, unless otherwise

noted, α was set to 0.3 so as to reduce noise from rarely chosen verbs. Additionally,

different values of α are tested in order to evaluate the ability for φSAMV ’s ability to

predict all verbs of importance.

Using Semantic Knowledge

Table 4.3 shows the results of using WordNet and Word2Vec for learning φSAMV for the

action recognition task. Across all three datasets setting β1 > 0 and β2 > 0 (equation 4.8)

7Note that if α = 0.5 then VMV
i = V SAMV

i
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Figure 4.9: Accuracy training φSAMV using euclidean loss (Eq. 4.3) com-
pared with using semantic knowledge from WordNet and Word2Vec, trained
with Eq. 4.8. Accuracy calculated using Eq. 4.9 with differing values of α.

leads to a decrease in overall recognition accuracy performing worse than using either

WordNet or Word2Vec on their own. Additionally, in all cases simply setting β1 = β2 = 0

performs comparatively or better showing their unsuitability for learning φSAMV .

Figure 4.9 shows how the accuracy of using WordNet and Word2Vec differs with varying

levels of α (from equation 4.9). Using either of the semantic knowledge bases leads to the

results being comparable or a reduction in accuracy. As highlighted in section 4.3, both

WordNet and Word2Vec don’t include all of the relationships present in a multi-verb

representation giving reason for the drop in accuracy.

Qualitative results of using semantic knowledge can be seen in Fig. 4.10 for the largest

of the three annotated datasets, GTEA Gaze+. As expected, in videos where semantic

relationships are present, using both WordNet and Word2Vec offer considerable boosts

to performance. For example, “put plate” commonly has “put” being confused with

“take” however both WordNet and Word2Vec are able to predict the ground truth

ranking much better. This is also seen somewhat in “Open Fridge” where the model

predicts both “open” and “close”. Not using any semantic knowledge leads to “close”

being predicted with a higher score (“close”: 0.494 vs. “open”: 0.399) whereas using

WordNet and/or Word2Vec mitigates this somewhat by predicting “open” with a higher

score (“close”: 0.349 vs. “open”: 0.575 when β2 = 0.5).

Unfortunately, outside these cases, the addition of semantic knowledge struggles to help

the verb prediction. For “Compress Sandwich”, in which in WordNet both “press” and

“compress” are related through a number of synsets, it actually has an adverse effect

causing “press down” to not be predicted at all. The addition of the semantic loss terms

also causes problems with verbs that are related via context. For “cut knife+pepper”

setting β1 = β2 = 0 correctly predicts the top 4 verbs, albeit in a slightly different order,
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whereas using either WordNet or Word2Vec causes these supplementary verbs to be

(largely) lost.

Euclidean vs. Sigmoid Cross Entropy

Dataset BEOID CMU-MMAC GTEA Gaze+

Euclidean Loss 82.5 69.1 70.4

Sigmoid Cross Entropy Loss 87.8 73.5 72.9

Table 4.4: Comparison between using euclidean loss (eq. 4.3) and using sigmoid
cross entropy loss (eq. 4.2) across all three datasets for learning φSAMV . Results
shown in accuracy (using eq. 4.9).

Table 4.4 shows the difference of using a euclidean loss and using a sigmoid cross en-

tropy loss for learning φSAMV . Across all three datasets accuracy increases using the

cross entropy loss seeing an increase of accuracy of 5.3%, 4.4% and 2.5% respectively.

From the gradients shown in Figure 4.8, it can be seen that the Sigmoid Cross-Entropy

Loss is harsher towards large disparities between y and ŷ (ground truth and predicted

respectively). Comparatively, the linear nature of the gradient of the euclidean loss

gives a (relatively) higher penalty when y and ŷ are similar. This causes the sigmoid

cross-entropy loss to focus more on highly erroneous examples whilst not over-penalising

examples with a small error.

Figure 4.11: Accuracy training φSAMV using a euclidean loss (Eq. 4.3) and
using a sigmoid cross entropy loss (Eq. 4.2). Accuracy calculated using eq. 4.9
with differing values of α. Over all datasets and α using a sigmoid cross entropy
loss to train φSAMV outperforms a euclidean loss.

Figure 4.11 compares φSAMV being trained with a euclidean loss and a sigmoid cross

entropy loss for different values of α (thus changing what is considered ‘ground truth’
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Figure 4.10: Qualitative results showing the ranking of verbs given the ground
truth of videos from GTEA Gaze+. Green and Red represent correct and
incorrect results whereas orange denotes correct verbs which have been pre-
dicted significantly higher/lower than in the ground truth. Whilst WordNet
and Word2Vecshow benefits in videos where antonyms are predicted together,
e.g.“put” and “take”, they struggle when relating verbs via context causing detri-
mental results compared to learning the SAMV representation alone.
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for SAMV). Similarly, for all three datasets, regardless of the value of α, using a sigmoid

cross entropy loss results in an increase of accuracy. Due to these results the remaining

results in this chapter for φSAMV were evaluated using the model trained with the sigmoid

cross entropy loss.

Comparison of Labelling Techniques

BEOID CMU GTEA+

φSV φV N φMV φSAMV φSV φV N φMV φSAMV φSV φV N φMV φSAMV

No. of verbs∗ 20 40 42 90 12 29 31 89 15 63 34 90

Accuracy 78.1 93.5 93.0 87.8 59.2 76.0 74.1 73.5 59.2 61.2 71.7 72.9

Table 4.5: Action recognition accuracy results for φ{SV,V N,MV,SAMV } using
Eq. 4.9. Additionally, number of verbs that each method learns is given (for
φV N this represents number of classes in the public dataset).

The action recognition accuracy of the different labelling representations can be seen

in table 4.5. Over all three datasets, φMV performs comparably with φV N for BEOID

(−0.5%), worse on CMU-MMAC (−1.9%) and significantly better on GTEA Gaze+

(+10.5%). The largest improvement can be attributed to the higher overlap in actions

in GTEA Gaze+ compared to the other two datasets: The same action, and therefore

verbs, are applied to multiple objects and vice versa leading to a much larger number

of actions per verb compared to BEOID and CMU-MMAC, as well as significantly more

verb-noun classes. φSV , as expected, performs worse than all other approaches due to

the ambiguous nature of describing an action with a single verb. However, for GTEA

Gaze+ φSV performs only marginally worse than φV N .

Comparing the use of soft or hard assignment leads to φMV performing better on BEOID

and CMU-MMAC but getting outperformed on GTEA Gaze+. Generally, φMV seems to

perform better on datasets which don’t have a large number of overlapping actions.

Conclusion of Action Recognition Results

The results first showed that, for action recognition, using semantic knowledge from

WordNet or Word2Vec isn’t useful for learning a verb-only representation. Whilst in
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some cases it can be beneficial for videos where semantic relationships such as synonyms

and hyponyms are present, it mostly has a detrimental effect on relating verbs contextu-

ally. Next, experiments tested the use of a sigmoid cross entropy loss for learning φSAMV

which can be thought of as a regression problem finding that the loss classically used

in multi-label learning was able to learn a better model. Finally, for action recognition

φMV was found to perform comparatively to a φV N across all three datasets with φSAMV

only outperforming on the largest of the three testing datasets, GTEA Gaze+.

4.8.2 Action Retrieval Results

In this section the verb only representations are evaluated on the task of action re-

trieval.

In order to evaluate φSV,MV,SAMV on the action retrieval task, the output of φ is treated

as an embedding space where each verb is represented by a single dimension. Due to

this, singular verbs can be ‘embedded’ into this space via a one-hot vector whereas

videos can be embedded using the values of their label representation. This allows for

both video-to-text (VT) retrieval by finding the closest verbs to a video in this space

and text-to-video (TV) retrieval by finding the closest videos to a verb8. Additionally,

the verb labels are also evaluated qualitatively to check their consistency across datasets

by providing cross-dataset retrieval results.

Evaluation Metric

For all retrieval tasks, mean average precision (mAP) is used. This finds the mean of

the average precision for each query. It is common for recall@k to be used within the

literature for retrieval-based tasks, however, mAP is used here to additionally ensure

that the returned ranking of the relevant/irrelevant items is evaluated — recall@k only

calculates the percentage of correctly retrieved items within the top k. The definition

used to calculate mAP is provided below:

To begin, the average precision for a query xi from a test set modality X is found: The

set Y +
i is created such that it includes all of the relevant retrievals for xi. Note that

8More verbs can also be used as a query by constructing a binary vector or, if the relevances are to
be taken into account, a real vector can be used instead.
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xi /∈ Y +
i . Next, the retrieved items are ranked by their distance to the query item xi,

denoted by Ri. The average precision is defined by the precision at m (Pr@m) at all

places where the mth ranked retrieval is relevant, i.e. it is in the set Y +
i . In summary,

the averaged precision of a query is given below:

AP (xi) =
1

|Y +
i |

|Ri|∑
m=1

Pr@m(Ri)× Im (4.10)

where Pr@m(Ri) returns the precision of the first m items in Ri and Im is an indicator

function which returns 1 if the mth ranked item is relevant and 0 otherwise.

The mAP can then be calculated by finding the mean of the averaged precision over all

queries:

mAP (X) =

∑N
i AP (xi)

N
(4.11)

where AP is the average precision calculated in Eq 4.10.

Video-to-Text Retrieval

This section evaluates the φ on their ability to retrieve verbs given query video that are

correct and (in the case of SAMV) in the correct order.

Figure 4.12: Results of Video-to-Text retrieval across all three datasets.
For each φ the mAP is shown on each of the three labelling schemes L ∈
{SV,MV, SAMV }.

As each method is simply retrieving verbs, it is possible to perform retrieval of each φ

on all labelling representations. I.e. φSAMV can be used to retrieve the SV ground truth
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(the majority verb). Figure 4.12 shows the results of these retrievals where for each

φSV,MV,SAMV the mAP of retrieving the ground truth of each verb-only labelling method

(L ∈ {SV,MV, SAMV }) is shown. As expected, each φ performs best on its own ground

truth, however, the generalisability of φSAMV is apparent, showing comparable results

to φSV and φMV on the ground truth of both SV and MV. This suggests that a soft

assigned multi verb representation is able to learn both the most common verb used

to describe an action in addition to the distinction between the set of main verbs and

supplementary verbs.

Figure 4.13: Qualitative results of φSV,MV,SAMV . Correct and incorrect re-
trievals are denoted green and red respectively. Orange verbs are those which
have been predicted substantially higher than the ground truth ranking. Gener-
ally, φSAMV is able to predict more correct verbs than the other two approaches.

Qualitative results of video-to-text retrieval can be seen in Fig. 4.13 for each verb-only

labelling method. Green and red verbs denote correct and incorrect predictions whilst

orange verbs represent those which have been retrieved significantly higher than the

ground truth ranking. It is noted that φSAMV is able to predict more, correct verbs than

the other two representations, though it is common to see “move” ranked higher than it

should have been.
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Text-to-Video Retrieval

Figure 4.14: Results of text-to-video retrieval across all three datasets. Queries
are tested with an increasing number of verbs and reported using mAP.

The introduction to this chapter stated how by themselves verbs are ambiguous but

using multiple verbs can help overcome this issue. This is evaluated by performing text-

to-video retrieval with an increasing number of verbs. The learned embedding space

is queried using all combinations of co-occurring verbs from 1 to 5 as binary vectors.

The results for φSV,MV,SAMV can be seen in Fig. 4.14 for all three datasets. For both

BEOID and GTEA Gaze+, the mAP of φSAMV increases as the number of verbs used

to query the embedding space increases, causing it to significantly outperform both φSV

and φMV . Similarly, for φMV , by increasing the number of verbs used to query, the

mAP is either stable or sees an increase suggesting that for main verbs it is important

to query with a larger number. For CMU-MMAC there is a drop in performance for all

φ, which is attributed to the coarser grained nature of the videos (which can be seen in

both Fig. 4.7 and when comparing the average lengths of videos: 8.7s for CMU-MMAC,

1.6s for BEOID and 2.0s for GTEA Gaze+). This causes a significantly higher overlap

between supplementary verbs, though φSAMV still outperforms alternatives at n ∈ [4, 5].

Given these results it suggests the suitability of φSAMV for the task of text-to-video

retrieval.

Cross Dataset Retrieval

Video-to-video (VV) retrieval can be performed across datasets using φSAMV by finding

the closest representation of a video in a different dataset. I.e. given ŷBEOIDi represent-

ing an embedded video from BEOID, what is the closest ŷLk where L ∈ {CMU -MMAC,
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Figure 4.15: Examples of video-to-video retrieval being performed across
datasets using the output of φSAMV .

GTEA Gaze+}? Figure 4.15 shows qualitative examples of cross dataset retrieval be-

tween all three datasets (BEOID in blue, CMU-MMAC in red and GTEA Gaze+ in

green).

“Pull drawer” and “open freezer” are two actions which describe almost the exact same

action, even though the actions are labelled by different verbs and different nouns in

the original ground truth labels. Also noteworthy, is φSAMV ’s object-agnostic nature in

which “stir egg” and “stir spoon” are found via query. Finally, similar motions but with

different end states can be seen as comparable, the query of“twist on cap” returns “turn

on burner”, yet the presence of result verbs allows differentiation between the two.

The embedding space of all three datasets can also be inspected, and this is shown in

Fig. 4.16 using a t-SNE representation of videos from all three datasets with φ{SV,MV,SAMV }.

In each case, the videos are coloured by the verb with the highest soft assignment score.

Moving from φSV to φMV to φSAMV the importance of the majority verb is reduced

leading to an increased overlap in clusters. Two pairs of examples are highlighted in

the left of the figure: “pull drawer” and “open freezer” along with two examples of

“turn-on tap”. For the former case φSV places the videos far apart due to the different

verbs chosen to label the video (manner vs. result in this case), but φMV and φSAMV ,

using a multi-verb representation, embed these videos much closer in space. The second

example pair includes two taps which are turned off in different ways, pushing down for

(c) and rotating for (d). φSV only uses a single verb and is therefore unable to make

this distinction. As φMV applies an equal importance score to each verb these videos are

actually placed far apart in this embedding, whereas φSAMV embeds these videos close

together, but still separable due to the different manners required.
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Figure 4.16: T-SNE representations of φSV,MV,SAMV with videos from all three
datasets. Each video is assigned a colour based on its majority verb. Two pairs
of videos are highlighted in this example: “open freezer” and “pull drawer”(a)
and (b) as well as “turn off tap” (c) and (d).

Conclusion of Action Retrieval Results

As expected, using a singular verb as a label leads to a lot of ambiguity causing φSV

to perform significantly worse for both video-to-text and text-to-video retrieval. Unlike

for action recognition, φMV is outperformed by φSAMV for the action retrieval task with

the latter being a suitable substitute for the other three labelling representations for

video-to-text retrieval making φSAMV a clear choice for retrieval tasks. This is shown

further with the qualitative results of cross dataset retrieval in which φSAMV is able to

relate similar motions across datasets regardless of objects being interacted with.
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4.8.3 Verb Prediction Error

In this section, the error of verb prediction is evaluated via the root mean square error

metric. This section shows how φSAMV is able to not only learn a much larger vocabulary

than φSV and φMV but also with a lower error due to the soft assignment of verbs.

Evaluation Metric

The per verb prediction error can be found using the root mean square error (RMSE)

per verb using the following equation:

E(vj|φ) =
1

|{xi; yi,j > 0}|
∑

i;,yi,j>0

||yi,j − ŷi,j|| (4.12)

Note: this equation only counts the error of verbs that are present in the ground truth

of the video as error in assignment score is to be evaluated.

Results

The per-verb RMSE can be seen in Fig 4.17 across all three datasets. Both φSV and

φMV struggle to predict the correct values of each verb leading to a large per verb error.

φSAMV instead is able to learn a much larger vocabulary of verbs, yet has a much lower

verb prediction error.

BEOID CMU GTEA+

φSV φMV φSAMV φSV φMV φSAMV φSV φMV φSAMV

No. of verbs 20 42 90 12 31 89 15 34 90

RMSE 0.73 0.78 0.06 0.78 0.56 0.09 0.74 0.67 0.11

Table 4.6: Average RMSE of φSL, φML and φSAMV for the three different
datasets.

Table 4.6 summarises these results showing the average RMSE per dataset. Generally,

increasing the size of the vocabulary causes a reduction in prediction error per verb

across all three datasets with φSAMV using the soft assignment scores seeing a significant
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Figure 4.17: Per Verb RMSE over all datasets for φSV,MV,SAMV . Verbs are
grouped by their presence in the different labelling representations. Number of
verbs learned by each representation is shown in the legend.
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decrease in RMSE. Interestingly, φSAMV is able to learn uncommon verbs very well, with

“crack” and “spray” having a very low error even though they are very uncommon in

the annotations (see figure 4.7).

Figure 4.18: Qualitative video-to-text retrieval results of manner (blue) and
result (yellow) verbs showing examples of their relationship.

Figure 4.18 includes qualitative retrievals for result and manner verbs using φSAMV

showing the top 3 result (yellow) and manner (blue) verbs for four different actions.

Quantitatively, φSAMV learns both manner and result verbs similarly across all three

datasets, seen in table 4.7.

RMSE BEOID CMU-

MMAC

GTEA

Gaze+

Manner 0.051 0.094 0.107

Result 0.061 0.077 0.102

Table 4.7: Average RMSE of φSAMV for manner verbs and results verbs over
all datasets.

4.9 Conclusion

In conclusion, this chapter has presented the notion of using verb-only labels for action

recognition through the use of multiple verbs, overcoming the issue of using a singular

verb to label a video. It has highlighted the different types of verbs that are present in

a multi-verb representation as well as the relationships between verbs. Notably, most

verbs that can be used to describe a video aren’t related semantically, rather they are

related through context given by the action.

Due to this issue, semantic knowledge bases, such as WordNet and Word2Vec couldn’t be

used solely to discover these multi-verb representations and accordingly annotations for

three datasets (BEOID, CMU-MMAC and GTEA Gaze+) were collected. Two multi-

verb representations were proposed along with the standard verb-noun representation
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and the single verb representation from chapter 3 to be compared against for the task

of action recognition.

The results show the benefits of a multi-verb representation for action recognition, with

the soft assigned representation being useful for the largest dataset which includes a

large overlap of actions. The multi-verb representations could also thought to be an

embedding space and so the task of action retrieval could be evaluated when comparing

the different verb-only labelling representations. For this task, the soft assigned multi-

verb representation was also found to outperform the other representations for the task

of video-to-text and text-to-video retrieval.

The multiple verb representations, as discussed in this chapter, could only be collected

through the use of multiple annotators for each example video. This represents a large

annotation effort in comparison to the single-verb or verb-noun labelling representation.

Accordingly, the next chapter will look into how this drawback can be eased, whilst still

keeping the generalisability and performance of the soft-assigned approach.
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Chapter 5
Part of Speech Embeddings for Large-Scale

Datasets

Chapter 4 introduced multi-verb, verb-only representations for action recognition and

action retrieval. Results showed that ranking verbs (i.e. by using a soft assignment

score per verb) outperformed the other verb-only representations for action retrieval.

However, the annotation effort for even the largest dataset, GTEA Gaze+, was consid-

erable. With the popularity of deep learning, large-scale datasets are becoming more

and more common in order for successful training, leading to the multi-verb approach

being unscalable.

This chapter explores this issue two-fold: Firstly, it presents an exploration into cate-

gorising verbs and nouns for a large-scale dataset, EPIC-Kitchens, which used an open

vocabulary during collection. Secondly, it presents a method which embeds actions into a

unified space creating separate part of speech embeddings, building upon the findings of

the multi-verb representations of the previous chapter for the task of fine-grained action

retrieval.

As EPIC-Kitchens was collected with an open vocabulary via narration, the original

annotations are quite different to the standard verb-noun class labels that have been

used for action recognition. Whilst both a verb and a noun are present in the annotation,

many contained additional nouns or other parts of speech (such as adjectives or adverbs)

leading to each video being labelled with a short caption. These captions provide another

route for verb understanding as well as understanding of other parts of speech which was
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the motivation for the proposed method which disentangles the video captions into their

constituent parts of speech.

The previous chapter introduced the task of action retrieval: Given a video can the

relevant verbs be retrieved. However, with the short form captions, in addition to the

disentanglement of other parts of speech, other forms of retrieval can be evaluated.

Namely, retrieving the relevant nouns and retrieving the relevant captions. This chapter

also presents a formulation of the latter retrieval task, named as fine-grained action re-

trieval, noting its differences to the general video retrieval task introduced in section 2.3.2

Finally, the notion of disentangling different parts of speech is also applied to the general

video retrieval task, noting its benefits, and a full study on how different parts of speech

change the underlying embedding.

This chapter is broken down as follows: Section 5.1 details the EPIC-Kitchens dataset

providing information on how it was collected with an open vocabulary and how the

closed vocabulary classes were created. Section 5.2 discusses how the closed vocabulary

classes of EPIC-Kitchens, in addition to the original open vocabulary captions, can be

used for retrieval and, specifically, on the fine-grained action retrieval task. The proposed

method is given in section 5.3 before experiments on EPIC-Kitchens and MSR-VTT [144]

are conducted in sections 5.4 and 5.5 respectively.

5.1 An Open Vocabulary Action Recognition Dataset

EPIC-Kitchens [23] was created to be a large-scale dataset in the field of egocentric

vision. Additionally, the dataset was collected with two aims relevant to this thesis:

Firstly, scaling the creation of a large dataset and, secondly, with the aim of being as

realistic as possible. This section includes a brief overview of the collection process of

EPIC-Kitchens in addition to its make-up before discussing the pertinent parts of the

process to this thesis, namely being the method in which the open vocabulary of the

EPIC-Kitchens dataset can be clustered for use in action recognition.
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5.1.1 Dataset Collection

EPIC-Kitchens was collected by 32 different participants in 32 unique kitchen envi-

ronments across 4 different countries. Each participant was asked to start the video

recording from the moment they stepped foot inside their own kitchen to when they left

it1.

After recording for 2-3 days, participants were then asked to narrate their clips. They

were asked to provide short sentences including a single verb with one or more nouns to

describe the fine-grained actions they completed. It was imperative that the participants

recorded their own videos in order to make sure the action description was correct. This

narration was collected by the participants in real-time watching back the videos they

had recorded. They had a choice of their native language or English depending on which

they felt more comfortable with.

The narrations were then transcribed and, where applicable, translated to English, both

via the use of Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Once the action had been transcribed,

AMT workers could then choose suitable start and end times for an action segment.

Each action would therefore consist of a short phrase consisting of a verb and one or

more nouns and an accompanying video segment (length: µ = 3.7s, σ = 5.6s). Note

that while multiple language captions exist in EPIC, only English captions were used

within this thesis.

5.1.2 Dataset Make-Up

As a whole, EPIC-Kitchens contains 39.6K action segments over training and testing. In

order for the generalisability of methods to be tested on EPIC-Kitchens, it was decided

to create two different test sets based on the kitchens that the dataset was collected in.

In the training set only 28 of the 32 kitchens are present allowing for the creation of

two test sets. The first contains test examples from the 28 kitchens in the training set,

labelled as the SEEN test set, and the second which contains all of the action segments

from the 4 withheld kitchens, called the UNSEEN test set. In this way, the UNSEEN

test set can be used to show the generalisability of a method on EPIC via the use of

1The kitchen as a home environment sees humans performing a large variety of different fine-grained
actions compared to the living room or other areas in the home.
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the unseen environments. Additionally, due to the open vocabulary used during the

collection process, and splitting of the dataset into train and test, it is common for the

test sets to contain classes which were not seen in testing, i.e. zero-shot classes. This is

explored in more detail in chapter 6. Overall, the training set contained 28, 561 action

segments, the SEEN test set 8, 064 action segments and the UNSEEN test sets 2, 939

action segments.

5.1.3 The Open Vocabulary of Epic

As the annotations of EPIC-Kitchens were collected with participants narrating over the

videos that they had recorded, they were not limited in any way as to how they described

the actions. In fact, the participants were encouraged to use words and phrases which

felt natural to them, i.e. not force them to call a “baking tray” a “pan” or use the verb

“place” instead of “put” as well as translations diversifying the vocabulary even further.

The captions were parsed using a combination of models from SpaCy [3]2. Because of

this, the 39.6K action segments included over 629 different verbs and 1, 240 different

nouns. Table 5.1 shows the counts of some example verbs and nouns from all parts of

the long-tail distribution.

For the action recognition task, this list of verbs and nouns would prove impossible to

train a standard one-vs.-all classifier for. Both the list of verbs and nouns contained

a large number of overlaps between different words. This would lead to many of the

problems discussed in chapters 3 and 4. Notably, that using an open vocabulary cannot

be solved using hard assignment of singular labels.

In order for the labels to be usable for action recognition, which classically requires a

closed vocabulary and a single-label setup, the verbs and nouns were clustered. Each

cluster was constructed such that all of the words within a single cluster would be

interchangeable for the purposes of describing the action in addition to having minimal

overlap with other clusters. In this sense, if the video contained someone putting a

chopping board on the counter, then “place” or “put” would be a valid candidate for

a verb but “move” would not. Similarly, “cutting board” or “board” would be a valid

noun and “surface” would not be. This means that the verb clusters contain main

verbs (see figure 4.6) which are all synonymous with each other whereas all of the nouns

2The small, medium and large English parsing models were used in a cascade fashion, if the small
model found no verbs then the medium model was employed etc.
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Verb Count

put 4310
open 3734
pick-up 3520
take 3175
put-down 2931
close 2492
rinse 1675
wash 1619
stir 934
pour 890
place 774
get 730
cut 708
move 653
turn-on 576
... ...
start 24
knead 23
put-back 23
take-off 23
push 22
fill-up 22
pour-up 22
change 21
roll 20
toss 20
transfer 18
rinse-off 17
place-in 17
take-up 16
spray 16
... ...
knife 1
open-to 1
regulate 1
take-into 1
plug 1
remove-inside 1
drape 1
get-in 1
tip-in 1
turn-muffin 1
unroll 1
reseal 1
squish-into 1
plate-on 1
twist 1

Noun Count

tap 1531
plate 1263
knife 1184
drawer 984
spoon 968
pan 947
cupboard 925
fridge 836
hand 812
bowl 798
lid 785
glass 654
onion 646
fork 597
water 546
... ...
salmon 45
tuna 43
measuring cup 42
temperature 41
avocado 41
packet 41
utensil 41
lime 40
v60 40
wrap 39
strainer 39
grill 39
pesto 38
tin 38
clothes 37
... ...
stove:gas 1
laundry liquid 1
plastic spoon 1
coconut jar 1
pizza pan 1
coke 1
cake container 1
inside microwave 1
plain flour 1
electronic kettle 1
turkey breast 1
cooking time 1
broccoli sort 1
cheese container 1
other glass 1

Table 5.1: Examples of the open vocabulary of EPIC for both verbs and nouns.
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within a cluster are valid synonyms or contextually relevant within EPIC-Kitchens. The

non-overlapping clusters would allow for EPIC-Kitchens to be trained for the standard

single-label classification task.

5.1.4 Clustering an Open Vocabulary

From chapters 3 and 4 the verb hierarchy for WordNet has been found to be poor in

comparison to the noun hierarchy, which is well known for its ability to relate nouns

within the literature. Because of this, a manual approach was adopted for the verb

clustering and WordNet along with the Simplified Lesk algorithm [62, 71] was attempted

for noun disambiguation and clustering.

Simplified Lesk Algorithm The simplified Lesk Algorithm is used for the task of

word sense disambiguation. Specifically, given a dictionary of words and their different

senses (e.g. meanings or synsets in WordNet) in addition to a sentence, the simplified

lesk algorithm tries to disambiguate the meaning of the word by computing the overlap

between the sentence, excluding stop words, and the definitions of the different word

senses.

For example, the word “knife” has three different synsets in WordNet with the following

definitions:

• knife.n.01 “Edge tool used as a cutting instrument; has a pointed blade with a

sharp edge and a handle.”

• knife.n.02 “A weapon with a handle and blade with a sharp point.”

• tongue.n.03 “Any long thin projection that is transient.”

Given a sentence from EPIC-Kitchens, such as “cut tomato with knife” knife.n.01 would

be given as the word sense due to the overlap between “cut” in the caption and “cut[ting]”

in the definition.

Immediately a drawback of using the simplified lesk algorithm on the captions from

EPIC-Kitchens can be seen in that the captions themselves are very short3. With most

3Other word sense disambiguation methods can improve upon the results of the simplified lesk
algorithm, but they require a longer caption, or indeed at least a full sentence still performing badly on
EPIC-Kitchens.
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captions only consisting of a verb and a noun4 there is very little overlap between the

definitions and the captions leading to most of the nouns within EPIC-Kitchens being

given an incorrect synset. E.g. for the caption “pick up knife” there is no overlap with

any of the three definitions listed above. In this case, the most common synset is often

chosen but frequently this can cause erroneous word sense disambiguation. Because of

the number of errors of using the Simplified Lesk Algorithm, and the manual checking

that was required, the notion of automatically clustering the nouns was dropped and

a semi-manual clustering approach was used instead, the details of which can be found

next.

Manual Clustering For the verbs, a full manual clustering was performed. The

entire list of 629 verbs was collated and then 6 researchers, who provided recordings for

the dataset, went through and grouped verbs which were deemed to be interchangeable

regardless of context. Multiple rounds of revisions took place by the participants until

no major changes were made to the clustering, and an agreement had been met.

An automatic first pass was used for the nouns where similar nouns were bagged together

first. This was done by splitting the compound nouns with the final noun in the pair

being chosen as a cluster. If the noun constituted of a single word then that was used

in a cluster. This means that nouns such as “baking pan”, “pan” and “large pan” would

be automatically clustered with “pan” whereas “baking tray” or “saucepan” would not:

baking tray would be put with other trays and saucepan is a single word. The nouns

then went through the same process as the verbs with 6 participants going through and

manually verifying and updating the clusters.

The result of this clustering meant that the 629 verbs and 1, 240 nouns were reduced

to 125 verb clusters (average of 3.50 ± 3.91 verbs per cluster) and 331 noun clusters

(average of 2.69 ± 3.64 nouns per cluster). For example, the “close” cluster includes

the verbs “close”, “close-off” and “shut”, whereas the noun cluster “cheese” includes

“cheese slice”, “mozzarella”, “paneer”, etc.

4Mean length of captions in the EPIC-Kitchens training set is 2.85± 1.62.
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5.1.5 Defining Actions Classes from Clusters

With the individual verb and noun clusters found, each video still required an action class

for the purposes of action recognition. The action class was defined as a cross product

between the verb class and the first noun class assigned to each video, leading to the

verb-noun action representation introduced in section 4.4. The extension to multi-label

noun recognition was decided to be left for future work.

This gave a total of 3, 033 different action classes with an average of 13.0 examples per

class. As with the verbs and nouns, this set heavily follows a long tail distribution with

36.5% of actions only containing a single example.

Many Shot and Zero Shot The construction of the dataset naturally lends itself to

many shot, few shot and indeed zero shot tasks. A many shot training set was created

by choosing examples of which there were > 50 examples per verb and noun class within

the training set. This creates a list of 1, 836 different action classes from the 26 different

many shot verbs and 314 different many shot nouns and a reduction of 1, 762 videos or

6.19%. This has the benefit of a much larger number of zero shot verb and noun classes

present in the SEEN and UNSEEN test sets, see chapter 6 for more details.

5.2 From Classes to Captions

Previous chapters have been focused, at least in part, on the task of (video) action

recognition. That is, given a video return the correct class. This chapter focuses solely

on retrieval in which, given a query item, the task is to retrieve all relevant items. For

this task there is not a reliance on classes and instead there is a move towards captions

being used as class labels. This change in focus was motivated due to the benefits shown

at the end of the previous chapter in verb understanding and the ability to learn an open

vocabulary.

The focus shifts from classes to captions. Simply, these captions could be the verb-noun

action class as was defined in section 4.4 that was created for EPIC-Kitchens on the

action recognition task, but it is often that datasets used for the general video retrieval

task contain much longer captions. Generally, these captions are loosely structured as

sentences which can range from as small as a couple of words to as long as twenty
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words.

As mentioned in the literature review for general video retrieval (section 2.3.2), datasets

are constructed with the idea of matching the cross-modal pairs together, via instance-

based relevancy. This is somewhat limiting as two captions which are similar but belong

to different videos are classed as irrelevant. The clusters that were created for EPIC-

Kitchens in section 5.1.4 can be used as a way of overcoming this issue and provide

semantic relevancy information for not only the standard cross-modal retrieval tasks

(i.e. video-to-text and text-to-video retrieval) but also within-modal retrieval tasks (i.e.

video-to-video and text-to-text retrieval). For example, the “put” cluster allows for “put

down”, “place” and all other verbs within the cluster to be treated as valid retrievals for

the fine-grained action retrieval task. Nouns can be treated similarly, giving a similar

ability to know the relevant and irrelevant retrievals for each noun. The combination of

verb and noun, as with the construction of the action classes, naturally create valid and

invalid action retrievals.

However, even with only verbs and nouns the size of possible actions can be very large.

Using EPIC-Kitchens as an example, which has 125 verb classes and 352 noun classes,

there are a maximum number of 44, 000 different action classes. Of course, a lot of

these are nonsensical verb-noun pairs (e.g. pour oven) with only 3, 151 combinations

occurring in either the training or test sets. This raises another important issue with

using EPIC-Kitchens and other open vocabulary datasets: The long tailed nature of the

actions. Of the 3, 151 different actions only 568 have more than 10 occurrences and 149 of

those have more than 50 occurrences. Given the small number of instances, this chapter

proposes learning these actions via disentangling the caption into its constituent parts

of speech. This has three main benefits: Firstly, this allows for better understanding of

the individual parts of speech. Secondly, the part of speech tags can be found with no

additional training effort by using a part of speech tagger and allows the injection of this

additional information. Finally, by considering only a single part of speech in turn, i.e.

verbs, it allows for generalisation as it forces learning of the verbs in different contexts

without regard to the other parts of speech. In this way while there might be a small

number of instances of “put meat” by disentangling the caption the method can learn

“put” and “meat” separately for different contexts.

Retrieval on EPIC-Kitchens therefore consists of a hybridised problem, lying in between

fine-grained action recognition and the general video retrieval task that is common in
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the literature. It differs from the latter5 in three main aspects: Firstly, relevance is

defined semantically (using the verb/noun clusters from EPIC-Kitchens) as opposed to

the instance based approach. Secondly, captions are generally shorter as the actions they

describe are shorter. Finally, the long-tailed distribution of the action frequency, due to

the fine-grained nature, leads to some actions being orders of magnitude more common

than others.

This task, presented under the name of fine-grained action retrieval, attempts to perform

retrieval on a cross-modal pair that consists of a short video containing a fine-grained

action and a small caption.

Figure 5.1: Large-Scale action recognition datasets are often long-tailed in
nature: They include a large number of actions with the majority of videos
representing a minority of action classes. Splitting an action into its constituent
parts of speech allows for direct learning of these minority classes whilst also
allowing generalisation of the part of speech embeddings.

An example of the employed approach can be seen in Fig. 5.1 in which the video has

the caption “I put meat on a ball of dough”. This is separated into verbs (“put”) and

nouns (“meat, ball, dough”) and two different embeddings are created, one for each part

of speech, in which the video and the caption are both embedded. The results of these

individual part of speech embeddings are combined into an action embedding. This

5See section 2.3.2 for more details of the this task.
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final embedding space (in addition to the part of speech embedding spaces) allow for

retrieval of both videos and captions given a query item of either. Essentially, all four

possible pairs of retrieval can be performed: video-to-video, video-to-text, text-to-video

and text-to-text retrieval to retrieve relevant verbs, nouns or actions.

It is noted here that in an action recognition setting the video from Fig. 5.1 would only

have the label of “put meat” (see section 5.1.5) and so the extra information about the

action taking place would be lost. Captions increase not only the number of words

but the number of parts of speech as the descriptions become sentences: From purely

verbs and nouns in action classes, captions include other parts of speech in the form of

pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, etc. providing more knowledge of the contents of the video

whilst also increasing the space of actions considerably. This also allows exploration into

the different parts of speech that make up datasets as well as discovering how useful the

different parts of speech are for different datasets, which can be seen in section 5.5.

5.3 Joint Part of Speech Embeddings, (JPoSE)

This section introduces the method in which an action embedding can be learned via the

use of multiple part of speech embeddings. First, a multi-modal embedding is defined

(section 5.3.1), before describing the training process of a part of speech embedding

(section 5.3.2) and finally the entire system in which the part of speech embeddings are

learned jointly with the action embedding is detailed (section 5.3.3). An overview of the

method can be seen in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the Joint Part-of-Speech Embeddings (JPoSE) method.
A caption is disentangled into its constituent parts-of-speech and separate multi-
modal embedding networks are learned for each part-of-speech (in this example
verbs and nouns). The output of the part-of-speech embeddings are combined
and passed through a final embedding to learn an action embedding. The vi-
sual and textual embedding functions are respectively denoted by f and g with
L{verb,noun} representing the part-of-speech embedding losses and Laction the ac-
tion loss. Non-trained modules, i.e. modules with frozen weights or pooling
operations, are shown in grey.

5.3.1 Multi-Modal Embeddings

This section describes a Multi-Modal Embedding Network (MMEN) which can be used

to embed two items from different modalities (in this example videos and captions though

others can be used) in the same space.

Let {(vi, ti)|vi ∈ V, ti ∈ T} be a multi-modal object, with vi representing the ith video

from the (totally ordered) set of videos V , and ti representing its corresponding caption

(i.e. the ith caption) from the (totally ordered) set of captions T . The aim is to learn

two embedding functions f : V → Ω and g : T → Ω, such that f(vi) and g(ti) are

close in the embedded space Ω6. Note that f and g can be simple linear projection

matrices or, in the case of this chapter, deep neural networks — the weights of which

are given by θf for f and θg for g. These functions are learned jointly with a weighted

combination of cross-modal and within-modal triplet losses (described below). Note that

other losses which list, compare pairs or are point-wise losses are valid alternatives to

the triplet ranking loss so long as the objective that relevant items are close together in

the embedding space and irrelevant items are far apart is held.

6Additionally, semantically relevant videos and captions should also lie close to f(vi) and g(ti).
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Cross-Modal Losses These losses are central to the task of embedding multi-modal

objects near each other in the output space. I.e. They ensure that the embedded

representations of the query item and a relevant item for that query are closer than the

representation of the query item with that of a non-relevant item.

Firstly, sets of triplets, T , are created for each pair of cross modalities:

Tv,t = {(i, j, k) | vi ∈ V, tj ∈ Ti+, tk ∈ Ti−} (5.1)

Tt,v = {(i, j, k) | ti ∈ T, vj ∈ Vi+, vk ∈ Vi−} (5.2)

where Ti+, Ti− respectively define sets of relevant and non-relevant captions for the ith

caption and Vi+, Vi− define the same set of relevant and non-relevant videos for the ith

video, note that intrinsically vi is always relevant to ti for all i. These sets of triplets are

then used in the cross-modal triplet losses [137]. Note for brevity fvi represents f(vi) ∈ Ω

and similarly gti denotes g(ti) ∈ Ω.

Lv,t(θ) =
∑

(i,j,k)∈Tv,t

max
(
m+ d(fvi , gtj)− d(fvi , gtk), 0

)
(5.3)

Lt,v(θ) =
∑

(i,j,k)∈Tt,v

max
(
m+ d(gti , fvj)− d(gti , fvk), 0

)
(5.4)

where m is a constant used as the margin, θ = [θf , θg], and d(., .) is a distance function in

the embedded space Ω. Here v, t describes the video-to-text loss and t, v the text-to-video

loss.

Within-Modal Losses These secondary losses, also called structure preserving losses [135,

137], ensure that the neighbourhood structure within each modality is preserved in the

learned space. Intuitively, this helps ensure that by learning the cross modal space

items from the same modality have their distances somewhat preserved. Similarly to the

cross-modal losses, the sets of triplets are first created for both the video-to-video and

text-to-text modalities:

Tv,v = {(i, j, k) | vi ∈ V, vj ∈ Vi+, tk ∈ Vi−} (5.5)
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Tt,v = {(i, j, k) | ti ∈ T, vj ∈ Vi+, vk ∈ Vi−} (5.6)

using the same notation as the cross-modal losses, the within modal losses can then be

defined as:

Lv,v(θ) =
∑

(i,j,k)∈Tv,v

max
(
m+ d(fvi , fvj)− d(fvi , fvk), 0

)
(5.7)

Lt,t(θ) =
∑

(i,j,k)∈Tt,t

max
(
m+ d(gti , gtj)− d(gti , gtk), 0

)
(5.8)

MMEN Loss The final loss for training the parameters θ = [θf , θg] of the multi-modal

embedding network is a weighted combination of all four losses described above using all

triplets in T :

L(θ) = λv,vLv,v + λv,t + Lv,t + λt,vLt,v + λt,tLt,t (5.9)

where λ{vv,vt,tv,tt} are the weights for each loss term.

5.3.2 Part of Speech Embeddings

The last section introduced a multi-modal embedding network, generalised for any us-

age. This section describes the disentangled part of speech embeddings that are used in

the Joint Part of Speech Embedding (in Fig. 5.2 these are the noun and verb embed-

dings).

To create the part of speech multi-modal embedding network (PoS-MMEN), the caption

is first broken down into its constituent parts of speech, grouping words by their tags. For

example, “I divided the onion into pieces using wooden spoon” can be divided into verbs,

[divide, using ], pronouns, [I ], nouns, [onion, pieces, spoon] and adjectives, [wooden].

Part of Speech Embeddings could be created for each of these types, however, as the

captions of the EPIC-Kitchens dataset contain mostly verbs and nouns, in addition to

clusters only being available for these parts of speech, only verb and noun embeddings
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are created7. Each embedding is trained using the MMEN as described in the previous

section, expanded on below, creating a space where (groups of) words with the same

part of speech tag lie close to videos in which they describe the video in part.

In order to train the PoS-MMENs, the method of relevancy is adapted from the standard

multi-modal Embedding Network, which impacts the make-up of the sets, Vi+, Vi−, Ti+, Ti−.

Specifically, the notion of relevance for the set Vi+ includes all videos which are related to

the PoS portion of vi. For example, the caption “cut tomato” is split into verbs, “cut”,

and nouns, “tomato”. Considering a verb PoS-MMEN the caption “cut carrot” would

be relevant and a part of Ti+ due to the shared verb between them whereas the caption

“place tomato” would be irrelevant and exist in the set Ti−. For a noun PoS-MMEN the

relevancy of the captions flips for this example, with “cut carrot” becoming irrelevant to

“cut tomato”, whereas “place tomato” is now a relevant caption.

The same final loss to train the MMEN, equation 5.9, is used to train the PoS-MMENs,

though the loss is given the name of PoS-aware as they focus on the individual parts of

speech.

It is important to note that, whilst the inputs to the text embedding functions, g, differs

for different PoS-MMENs, the visual input stays the same. In this sense, each visual

embedding function, f , should learn different projections and can be seen as learning

multiple views of the video sequence for the relevant part of speech.

These PoS-MMENs can be used for part of speech specific retrieval tasks, either verb

retrieval for the verb PoS-MMEN, retrieving the correct verb/action in the video/caption,

or noun retrieval, retrieving the correct noun/object in the video/caption. Results of

these part of speech retrieval tasks can be found in section 5.4.3.

5.3.3 Joint Embeddings

This section now describes how the outputs of individual Part-of-Speech Multi-Modal

Embedding Networks can be combined to create an action embedding that is able to be

used for action retrieval.

Firstly, the embedding functions of the kth PoS-MMEN can be denoted by fk : V → Ωk

7The JPoSE method is generalisable to include more parts of speech, see section 5.3.3
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and gk : T → Ωk for the visual and textual embedding functions with parameters θk =

[θkf , θ
k
g ] respectively and Ωk representing the output space of the kth PoS-MMEN.

With the objective of learning an output space that combines the output spaces of the

K different Part of Speech Multi-Modal Embeddings, the embedded visual items and

embedded text items can be given as:

v̂i = ev(f
1
vi
, f 2
vi
, ..., fKvi )

t̂i = et(g
1
ti
, g2ti , ..., g

K
ti

)
(5.10)

where ev and et represent encoding functions that combine the outputs of the K PoS-

MMENs into a space of visual representations, V̂ , and textual representations, T̂ . Differ-

ent forms for the encoding functions are tested using pooling operations, concatenation,

max, average8.

Now, considering the combined Part of speech representations v̂i and t̂i as input, more

advanced functions can be used which further embed v̂i and t̂i into an action embed-

ding. Formally, the parameters θ̂f̂ and θ̂ĝ of two embedding functions f̂ : V̂ → Γ and

ĝ : T̂ → Γ will transform the combined Part of Speech representations into an action

embedding. This is done by considering the task as another Multi-Modal Embedding

Network with the inputs of v̂i and t̂i, following the process in section 5.3.1. However,

the notion of relevance differs from that described in the previous section and so the

triplets present in Tv,t, Tt,v, Tv,v, Tt,t are thus modified for action relevancy. That is, a

video/caption is relevant to another video/caption if both the verbs and the nouns are

the same9. For example, the caption “I cut tomato” would only be relevant to another

caption with a verb synonymous to “cut” and a noun synonymous to “tomato” e.g. “I

slice tomato”. In the case where multiple nouns are present the first noun is used to

determine the relevancy. So “I cut tomato using knife”, “I cut tomato using fork” and

“I cut tomato” are all considered relevant whereas “I cut carrot using knife” would be

considered irrelevant. This is done using the assumption that the first noun within the

caption is the most important, and thus is more key to differentiating the action. In

the case above the knife is simply the tool for the action: It could be omitted and the

caption would still make sense, the reverse is not true. These triplet sets are thus used

8The latter two of which require that Ωk has the same dimensionality for all k
9In the generalised case, it might be expected that this forces for each Part of Speech the words to

be identical in order for the actions to be relevant. However, this may not be useful depending on the
Parts of Speech present. For example, the caption “I beat the eggs rapidly” and “he whisks the eggs
thoroughly” could be argued to represent a relevant pair even though the pronouns and adverbs are
different. This exploration is left for future work.
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with the loss in equation 5.9 which is denoted as L̂(θ̂).

The system can be trained jointly, using the losses for each of the underlying Part of

Speech Multi-Modal Embedding Networks, in addition to the action loss as described

below:

L(θ̂, θ1, ..., θK) = L̂(θ̂) +
K∑
k=1

αkLk(θk) (5.11)

where αk are weighting factors for the Part of Speech Embeddings. This loss is used to

train the entire system shown in Fig. 5.2, noted as the Joint Part of Speech Embedding

(JPoSE). The next two sections present experiments using JPoSE on both the fine-

grained action retrieval task (using EPIC-Kitchens) and the general video retrieval task

(using MSR-VTT). Additionally, the individual PoS-MMENs for the task of Part of

Speech Retrieval are tested on EPIC-Kitchens as well as a Part of Speech study is

conducted on MSR-VTT to break down the usefulness of different parts of speech.

5.4 Experiments on EPIC-Kitchens

This section contains the experiments using the JPoSE method described in the previous

section for the task of fine-grain action retrieval (section 5.4.1) in addition to testing

the constituent PoS-MMENs that make up its structure for the tasks of Part of Speech

Retrieval (section 5.4.3). A full ablation study of the proposed approach is also conducted

(section 5.4.2).

5.4.1 Fine Grained Action Retrieval Results

This section includes the results of JPoSE on the task of fine grained action retrieval

on the EPIC-Kitchens dataset. Firstly, details of the methods implementation including

feature extraction are given before results on both cross-modal retrieval and within-modal

retrieval are presented.
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Implementation

Triplet Relevancy Relevancy of triplets for the Part of Speech Multi-Modal Embed-

ding Networks are constructed using the verb and noun classes as discussed in section 5.1.

Note that while these classes are generally used for action recognition by way of majority

vote, i.e. “put” is used for actions such as “place”, “put down” etc., this is only used

to determine relevancy. The training and testing of JPoSE is done using the full gamut

of open vocabulary verbs and nouns. This means that a video “place cup” would be

considered relevant to “put plate” for the purposes of the verb PoS-MMEN as “put”

and “place” share the same semantic grouping and the textual input representations

would differ. To train the Joint Part of Speech Embedding, action level relevancy, as

mentioned in section 5.3.3, is defined as both the verb and the noun class having to be

identical for the videos/captions to be deemed relevant. Therefore, for each embedding

(verb/noun/action), the triplet relevancy sets are distinct.

Video Features Flow and appearance features are extracted from a pre-trained model

on Kinetics [60] and fine-tuned on the training set of EPIC-Kitchens10. Both networks

had been originally trained for the task of action recognition and, in the case of EPIC-

Kitchens, used the closed vocabulary clusters. The model was a TSN BNInception

model [136] with a separate model trained for appearance and flow features. The features

were extracted at the second to last fully connected layer and the resultant appearance

and flow features concatenated in order to provide a 2048 dimensional vector which was

used as vi for all experiments.

Text Features Part of Speech tags from the EPIC dataset were determined using the

tags discussed in section 5.1. Any other tags that were required were gathered using

the large English spaCy parser [3]. Word vectors were extracted using a 100-dimension

Word2Vec model trained on the Wikipedia corpus.

Architecture Details Both the verb and noun PoS-MMEN were implemented in the

same way. fk and gk were coded as a 2 layer perceptron: Two fully connected layers,

each with a ReLU layer for non-linearity. The feature inputs and embedded output

vectors were L2 normalised. The size of the output space, Ω, for both the verb and noun

10The model did not have access to the SEEN or UNSEEN test sets within EPIC.
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PoS-MMEN was set to 256, other sizes in the range of 64-1024 were found to have a

similar performance. f̂ and ĝ were implemented as a single shared weights layer and ev

and et as the concatenation function — see the ablation study in section 5.4.2 for more

information.

Training Details The weighting parameters for the MMEN loss, defined in equa-

tion 5.9, were set as follows: λv,t = λt,v = 1.0 and λv,v = λt,t = 0.1. Similar to [137]

the within-modal loss terms, whilst important, were found to be detrimental if given

an equal or greater weights than the cross-modal loss terms. This was true for both of

the PoS-agnostic losses and the PoS-aware losses. The weights for the final JPoSE loss

function, αverb and αnoun, were also set to 1 (in equation 5.11). A learning rate of 1e− 5

was used along with an adam optimiser. The action embedding functions f̂ and ĝ were

trained on top of the rest of the network and their weights, θ̂, were initialised via PCA.

These hyperparameters were found on initial experimentation with a random 80/20 split

of the training set into train/validation sets (with 22, 776 and 5, 694 videos respectively).

For all final experiments the full training set was used with no validation set.

Evaluation Metrics All results are reported using the mean average precision metric

(mAP) as in the previous chapter. Every video/caption in the test set is treated as a

query in turn. For the task of within-modal retrieval the query item (either video or

caption depending on if the task is video-to-video or text-to-text) is removed from the

test set.

Dataset Both test sets, seen and unseen, of EPIC-Kitchens were used for evaluation.

See section 5.1 for further details about the test sets.

Compared Approaches The following approaches are used as comparison to the

JPosE learned PoS-MMENs:

• Random: Return a random order of items for a given query, included as a lower

bound.

• CCA Baseline: Canonical Correlation Analysis is used to align both modalities

to create an embedding space in which both cross-modal and within-modal retrieval

can be performed [40].
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• Features (Word2Vec): Uses the Word2Vec embedding as the output space for

the purposes of ranking items. Only valid for text-to-text retrieval.

• Features (Video): Uses the video features as an embedding for the output space

for the purposes of ranking items. Only valid for video-to-video retrieval.

• MMEN(Caption): A Multi-Modal Embedding Network is trained with the vi-

sual features as normal but the textual features are all words from the caption with

the word vectors averaged together.

• MMEN(Verb): A Multi-Modal Embedding Network is trained with the visual

features as normal but the textual features are all the verbs from the caption with

the word vectors averaged together.

• MMEN(Noun): A Multi-Modal Embedding Network is trained with the visual

features as normal but the textual features are all the verbs from the caption with

the word vectors averaged together.

• MMEN(Caption RNN): A Multi-Modal Embedding Network is trained with g

being modelled as an RNN instead of a two layer perceptron. The textual input

to the network is the entire caption11.

• MMEN([Verb, Noun]): A Multi-modal Embedding Network is trained with

the visual features as normal but the textual features are only the verbs and nouns

from the caption. Individually, the verbs and nouns are averaged and the resulting

verb/noun representation is concatenated.

Cross-Modal Results

Table 5.2 shows the cross-modal results of JPoSE against the various baselines defined

above for both test sets of EPIC-Kitchens. It is noteworthy that, individually, verbs and

nouns perform poorly on their own for the task of action retrieval, yet their combination

is able to outperform over using the entire caption. This suggests for the task of fine-

grained action retrieval these parts of speech are vital to the task, and the inclusion of

11NetVLAD [7] was also tested, but was found to have similar results as using an RNN and so was
omitted here.
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EPIC SEEN UNSEEN
vt tv vt tv

Random Baseline 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.9
CCA Baseline 20.6 7.3 14.3 3.7

MMEN (Verb) 3.6 4.0 3.9 4.2
MMEN (Noun) 9.9 9.2 7.9 6.1
MMEN (Caption) 14.0 11.2 10.1 7.7
MMEN (Caption RNN) 10.3 13.8 6.3 9.0
MMEN ([Verb, Noun]) 18.7 13.6 13.3 9.5

JPoSE(Verb,Noun) 23.2 15.8 14.6 10.2

Table 5.2: Cross-modal action retrieval results on EPIC comparing JPoSE with
different MMENs.

others directly impacts the result.

The addition of the RNN for the text embedding function provides an increase in mAP

performance for text-to-video retrieval for both SEEN (+2.6 mAP) and UNSEEN(+1.3

mAP) but sees a larger decrease in video-to-text performance. Regardless, the text-to-

video retrieval results are still comparable to MMEN([Verb,Noun]).

Whilst disentangling the verbs and nouns from the caption is beneficial over using the

full caption, JPoSE, which creates separate embedding spaces for each, outperforms all

other baselines for cross-modal retrieval.

Figure 5.3 includes qualitative results of JPoSE against MMEN (caption) and MMEN (cap-

tion RNN) 12.

Within-Modal Results

Within-modal results for the task of fine-grained action recognition on EPIC-Kitchens

can be seen in Table 5.3. Similarly to cross-modal retrieval, verbs and nouns on their

own provide a poor basis for text-to-text retrieval, but perform better than the base

video features for the SEEN test set and comparatively for the UNSEEN test set.

12A video of the qualitative examples can be seen at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

FLSlRQBFow0
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Figure 5.3: Qualitative cross-modal results for the task of fine-grained action
recognition on the EPIC-Kitchens dataset. Both video-to-text (VT, top) and
text-to-video (TV, bottom) retrieval results are presented with the query example
along with the first 50 retrievals represented by the coloured bar. Green/grey
respectively represent a relevant/irrelevant retrieved item. The number in front
of each coloured bar shows the rank of the first relevant retrieval (lower rank is
better).

Importantly, the results show how the addition of different modalities is beneficial for

within modal retrieval with all methods using captions or the combination of verbs and

nouns outperforming the base features on the SEEN dataset. For the within-modal

task representing g as an RNN benefits the embedding leading to increases in video-to-

video and text-to-text performance over simply using the caption. Regardless, JPoSE

outperforms all other methods on both test sets and modality searches.
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EPIC SEEN UNSEEN
vv tt vv tt

Random Baseline 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.9
CCA Baseline 13.8 62.2 18.9 68.5
Features(Word2Vec) – 62.5 – 71.3
Features(Video) 13.6 – 21.0 –

MMEN (Verb) 15.2 11.7 20.1 15.8
MMEN (Noun) 16.8 30.1 21.2 34.1
MMEN (Caption) 17.2 63.8 20.7 69.6
MMEN (Caption RNN) 17.6 73.5 22.1 76.1
MMEN ([Verb, Noun]) 17.6 83.5 22.5 84.7

JPoSE(Verb,Noun) 18.8 87.7 23.2 87.7

Table 5.3: Within-modal action retrieval results on EPIC.

5.4.2 Ablation Study

In order to understand more about the performance of the JPoSE an ablation study

is performed by ablating: the inclusion of the action loss L̂ (Eq. 5.11), the encoding

functions (ev, et) (Eq. 5.10) and the action embedding functions f̂ , ĝ (Eq. 5.10). The

results can be seen in table 5.4. Of the three encoding functions, concatenate is proven

to provide the highest performance over the other two functions whether the action loss

is used or not. The action loss provides a marginal benefit, around 1% increase for cross-

modal retrieval and only benefiting within-modal retrieval results when the sum and max

encoding functions are used. Finally, the addition of the action embedding functions

provide a marginal benefit for cross modal retrieval and video-to-video retrieval over

the simple combination of the embedding spaces. When comparing the MMEN[Verb,

Noun] results from tables 5.2 and 5.3, the largest increase in mAP comes from the

two embedding spaces for verbs and nouns over using a single embedding space for

actions.

Also shown in the ablation study is the impact of the shared weights between the action

embedding functions f̂ and ĝ. On their own, the action embedding functions don’t

improve the embedding, causing a decrease in mAP over using the concatenated PoS-

MMENs. By sharing the weights, JPoSE is able to improve upon using the PoS-aware

loss suggesting that the shared weights layer can help align the two modalities in the

deeper network.
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EPIC SEEN

Learn L̂ (ev,et) (f̂ , ĝ) shared vv vt tv tt

indep × Sum × — 17.4 20.7 13.3 86.5
indep × Max × — 17.5 21.2 13.3 86.5
indep × Conc. × — 18.3 21.5 14.6 87.1

joint X Sum (Id, Id) — 18.1 21.0 14.3 87.3
joint X Max (Id, Id) — 18.1 22.4 14.8 87.5
joint X Conc. (Id, Id) — 18.3 22.7 15.4 87.6

joint X Conc. (θ̂f̂ , θ̂ĝ) × 17.6 19.3 11.9 85.6

joint X Conc. (θ̂f̂ , θ̂ĝ) X 18.8 23.2 15.8 87.7

Table 5.4: Ablation study of JPoSE showing the impact of the PoS-aware loss,
L̂, the encoding functions (ev, et), the action embedding functions (f̂ , ĝ) and, in
the presence of the action embedding functions, whether shared weights (shared)
were used. Three encoding functions are tested which fuse the outputs of the
part of speech embeddings: Sum, Max and Concatenate. The identity matrix
(Id) is used to test the absence of the learned functions f̂ and ĝ.

To further evaluate the differences between the verb and noun embeddings maximum

activation examples from the visual functions (f) are shown in Fig. 5.4. For each part of

speech, two different neurons are shown and the 9 videos which maximally activate the

neurons. Note how similar objects are related in the noun visual embedding function

(different items of cutlery and chopping boards) whereas similar actions are grouped

together by the verb embedding function (open/close vs. put/take).

5.4.3 Part of Speech Retrieval Results

In this section, the value of using the Joint Part of Speech Embedding for the task of Part

of Speech retrieval is evaluated. Specifically, this is using the outputs of the underlying

PoS-MMENs (i.e. fk(vi)) instead of the action space (f̂(v̂i)). This tests the notion

that by introducing the PoS-agnostic loss, L̂(θ̂), the knowledge of actions can help the

performance of the individual part of speech embeddings.
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Figure 5.4: Example maximum activations from two neurons from the noun
visual embedding function (top) and the verb visual embedding function (bot-
tom). Examples of similar objects used in different actions can be seen in the
noun embedding, chopping boards (left) and cutlery (right). Conversely, in the
verb embedding examples of the same action performed on different actions with
open/close (left) and put/take (right). A video containing these examples can
be seen at https://youtu.be/FLSlRQBFow0?t=64 .

Implementation

The implementation of the JPoSE was exactly the same as in the previous section (sec-

tion 5.4.1).

Compared Approaches The following approaches are used as comparison to the

JPosE learned PoS-MMENs:

• Random: Return a random order of items for a given query, included as a lower

bound.
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• CCA Baseline: Canonical Correlation Analysis is used to align both modalities

to create an embedding space in which both cross-modal and within-modal retrieval

can be performed [40].

• Features (Word2Vec): Uses the Word2Vec embedding as the output space for

the purposes of ranking items. Only valid for text-to-text retrieval.

• Features (Video): Uses the video features as an embedding for the output space

for the purposes of ranking items. Only valid for video-to-video retrieval.

• MMEN(Caption): A Multi-Modal Embedding Network is trained with the vi-

sual features as normal but the textual features are all words from the caption with

the word vectors summed together.

• MMEN([Verb, Noun]): A Multi-modal Embedding Network is trained with

the visual features as normal but the textual features are only the verbs and nouns

from the caption. Individually, the verbs and nouns are summed and the resulting

verb/noun representation is concatenated.

• MMEN(Caption RNN): A Multi-Modal Embedding Network is trained with g

being modelled as an RNN instead of a two layer perceptron. The textual input

to the network is the entire caption.

• PoS-MMEN(Verb): An individual PoS-MMEN is trained with a verb triplet

loss (Eq. 5.9 using the verb triplet sets described in section 5.3.2). This is only

used for the task of verb retrieval.

• PoS-MMEN(Noun): An individual PoS-MMEN is trained with a noun triplet

loss (Eq. 5.9 using the noun triplet sets described in section 5.3.2). This is only

used for the task of noun retrieval.

Results

Verb Retrieval Results of using JPoSE for verb retrieval are presented in Table 5.5

on the Seen test set of the EPIC-Kitchens dataset (section 5.1). As one would expect,

the PoS-MMEN(Verb) performs the best out of the single embedding methods as the

task is focused solely on verb retrieval and, as such, any other extraneous information
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EPIC (SEEN)
vv vt tv tt

Random Baseline 12.6 12.6 12.6 12.6
Features(Word2Vec) – – – 50.0
Features(Video) 21.0 – – –
CCA Baseline 21.3 23.3 25.7 37.7

MMEN(Caption) 32.0 53.1 47.2 90.0
MMEN([Verb,Noun]) 33.2 55.7 48.9 96.1
MMEN(Caption RNN) 31.2 33.7 49.2 92.6

PoS-MMEN(Verb) 31.1 56.2 48.5 97.1

JPoSE 33.7 57.1 49.9 97.1

Table 5.5: Verb retrieval results on the seen test set of EPIC-Kitchens. Results
are given in mean Average Precision (mAP, higher is better).

from the caption isn’t required. Interestingly, it is seen that using the action loss does

indeed improve performance by a small amount across all query modalities apart from

text-to-text retrieval.

Noun Retrieval Table 5.6 shows the noun retrieval results on the seen test set of

EPIC-Kitchens. As with the verb retrieval, knowledge of the actions helps the underly-

ing embedding giving a moderate increase in performance over the base noun PoS-MMEN

alone. Additionally, it is clear from comparison that the noun retrieval task is more diffi-

cult than the verb retrieval task. The random baseline having a much lower performance

for the noun retrieval task highlights the larger number of nouns and noun classes within

EPIC-Kitchens compared to verbs and verb classes.

5.4.4 Conclusion of Fine-Grained Action Retrieval Results

For EPIC-Kitchens, in which fine-grained action retrieval was performed, the importance

of different parts of speech is paramount. Disentangling the verb and noun from the

caption leads to increased performance over using the entire caption. This importance

can also be seen in the ablation study that was ran for the proposed method JPoSE.

Whilst adding in the action loss and the action embedding functions f̂ and ĝ give small

increases in performance, the largest boost came from simply training the two part of

speech embeddings.
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EPIC (SEEN)
vv vt tv tt

Random Baseline 2.17 2.17 2.17 2.17
Features(Word2Vec) – – – 30.9
Features(Video) 10.6 – – –
CCA Baseline 11.9 16.9 19.2 52.2

MMEN(Caption) 18.7 26.2 20.7 70.9
MMEN([verb,Noun]) 18.3 29.8 23.8 90.1
MMEN(Caption RNN) 17.9 20.3 22.0 74.0

PoS-MMEN(Noun) 17.8 31.5 23.6 92.6

JPoSE 18.6 32.2 25.5 92.6

Table 5.6: Noun retrieval results on the seen test set of EPIC-Kitchens. Results
are given in mean Average Precision (mAP, higher is better).

Additionally, by learning the underlying PoS-MMENs verb and noun retrieval can be

performed allowing for an increased understanding of the embedding space of these

different parts of speeches.

5.5 Experiments on MSR-VTT

This section performs experiments of the JPoSE method and part of speech disentan-

glement for the general video-to-text retrieval task on MSR-VTT. As discussed in sec-

tion 2.3.2, MSR-VTT is a commonly-used dataset for the task of general video retrieval,

representing a good test bed for the generalisability of the notion of Part-of-Speech disen-

tanglement. The adaptions to the main method described in section 5.3.3 are described

in section 5.5.1 before results on this task are presented in section 5.5.2. Further results

of a part of speech study are presented in section 5.5.3.

5.5.1 JPoSE for General Video Retrieval

For the task of general video retrieval there are two main differences from fine-grained

action retrieval as defined in section 5.2: The instance level pairings of cross-modal items

and lack of semantic clusters of words are present in the dataset.

For example, in the MSR-VTT dataset [144] for each video there are 20 captions that

are considered relevant and for each caption there is a single video that is considered
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relevant. This leads to cases where “A cooking tutorial” and “A person is cooking”

are considered as (semantically) irrelevant as “woman is giving a speech on stage” even

though the former two captions share a verb. As discussed in chapter 2, for the general

video retrieval task only video-to-text and text-to-video retrieval are performed using

the notion of instance-level relevancy, not semantic relevancy, as this is the only defined

relevancy within the dataset.

Although text-to-text retrieval could theoretically be performed, as the reasonable as-

sumption that captions that are all relevant to the same video are themselves relevant, it

is likely that semantically relevant items could belong to different videos. For video-to-

video retrieval on this task, there is no instance level relevancy between videos defined in

MSR-VTT apart from the very coarse grained categories which represent very high level

information. In this chapter, following from previous works, only results on cross-modal

retrieval tasks (i.e. video-to-text and text-to-video) are presented.

In order to test the notion of disentangled parts of speech, JPoSE, as defined in section 5.3

is modified as follows:

Firstly, the Mixture-of-Embeddings (MEE) model from miech et al. [83] is used as the

base for the Multi-Modal Embedding Network (see chapter 2 for further details of their

approach). Secondly, the part of speech information can be found using a part of speech

tagger from spaCy (similar to EPIC-Kitchens in section 5.1) but there is no higher level

semantic information available, i.e. there is no way to know which verbs are related to one

another. Because of this, the Part of Speech embeddings that make up JPoSE cannot be

trained with a PoS-aware loss and so the PoS-agnostic loss is used instead for each of the

PoS-MMEN. Note that the input to each PoS-MMEN still only contains the words from

its specific part of speech — so a verb-MMEN contains only the verbs from a caption,

but will be trained with the PoS-agnostic loss. Finally, as in [83] the bi-directional

max-margin ranking loss is used instead of the triplet loss defined in equation 5.9:

L(θ) =
1

B

B∑
i

∑
j 6=i

max
(
γ+d(fvi , gti)−d(fvi , gtj), 0

)
+max

(
γ+d(fvi , gti)−d(fvj , gti), 0

)
(5.12)

where B is the batch size. This loss performs similarly to the cross-modal triplet loss

terms, but, instead of sampling triplets, it compares the relevant item (the corresponding

caption in the other modality) with all other irrelevant items in the batch. Thus, it

enforces that relevant items are closer together than the average distance between non-
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relevant items.

5.5.2 General Retrieval Results

Implementation

As mentioned above, the experiments in this section used the code provided by the

authors of [83]. The same video, audio and face (where available) features were used to

train the embedding. The text features were not used from the authors and were instead

generated using the same Word2Vec embedding as used in Section 5.4.1. Part of speech

tags were found using SpaCy’s large parser model. The original authors use NetVLAD

to aggregate the sentences which is tested here against the simple average used in the

previous section which was found to outperform it (see the relevant discussion for further

information). The encoding functions, (ev, et) were modelled as concatenation.

Compared Approaches

The following approaches are compared to the proposed model:

• Random: Return a random order of items for a given query, included as a lower

bound.

• CCA Baseline: Canonical Correlation Analysis is used to align both modalities

to create an embedding space in which both cross-modal and within-modal retrieval

can be performed [40].

• MMEN(Caption): A Multi-Modal Embedding Network is trained with the vi-

sual features as normal but the textual features are all words from the caption with

the word vectors summed together.

• MMEN(< PoS >): A Multi-modal Embedding Network is trained with the

visual features as normal but the textual features are only the < PoS > from the

caption. Multiple Parts of speech tags in square brackets show the results when

multiple parts of speech are used as inputs. i.e. MMEN([verb, noun]) uses all

verbs and nouns from a caption as input the to MMEN.
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• CT-SAN [147] This method uses a set of tracing LSTMs to discover concept

words from video, represented as tracked regions. Semantic attention is applied on

top of these representations to create an embedding.

• JSFusion [148] Joint pairwise features are calculated between visual features

from video frames and word embedding features from captions. This pairwise joint

representation is then fed through a convolutional hierarchical decoder to evaluate

the similarity between the cross modal items.

• MEE [83] This underlying method as is explained in section 5.5.1 with the only

difference being the word embeddings. Additionally, the paper only reported text-

to-video retrieval results.

Additionally, in the part of speech study, MMEN approaches include NetVLAD to denote

when NetVLAD was used to aggregate the sentences and AVG when the average was

used.

Evaluation Metrics

The following experiments employ the same evaluation metrics as in the literature. When

using the MSR-VTT dataset for the task of video retrieval it is common to use two

evaluation metrics, recall@k and median rank.

Recall@k (R@K) shows the recall of first k items returned by a search using the

query item. I.e.

recall@k =
1

|V |

|V |∑
i=1

topk(vi) ∩ |Ti+|
|Ti+|

(5.13)

where topk(vi) gives the top k ranked search items for the query vi. Note that while

equation 5.13 is given for video-to-text retrieval this can be modified for text-to-video

retrieval by replacing vi with ti and Ti+ with Vi+.

However, as it is common to only find a single corresponding caption or video the recall@k

for the ith item is simply 1 if the relevant item exists within the top k results or 0

otherwise. The recall@k is then found by averaging over all queries as above.

It is common to set k = 1, 5, 10 for the MSR-VTT dataset and larger values of recall@k
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Video-to-text Text-to-Video
MSR-VTT Retrieval R@1 R@5 R@10 MR R@1 R@5 R@10 MR

CT-SAN [147] – – – – 4.4 16.6 22.3 35.0
JSFusion [148] – – – – 10.2 31.2 43.2 13.0
Mixture of Experts [83]* – – – – 12.9 36.4 51.8 10.0

Random Baseline 0.3 0.7 1.1 502.0 0.3 0.7 1.1 502.0
CCA Baseline 2.8 5.6 8.2 283.0 7.0 14.4 18.7 100.0

MMEN(Verb) 0.7 4.0 8.3 70.0 2.9 7.9 13.9 63.0
MMEN(Caption\Noun) 5.7 18.7 28.2 31.1 5.3 17.0 26.1 33.3
MMEN(Noun) 10.8 31.3 42.7 14.0 10.8 30.7 44.5 13.0
MMEN([Verb,Noun]) 15.6 39.4 55.1 9.0 13.6 36.8 51.7 10.0
MMEN(Caption) 15.8 40.2 53.6 9.0 13.8 36.7 50.7 10.3

JPoSE(Verb, Noun) 15.5 39.3 53.8 9.0 13.7 37.6 52.2 9.6
JPoSE(Caption\Noun, Noun) 16.4 41.3 54.4 8.7 14.3 38.1 53.0 9.0

Table 5.7: MSR-VTT Video-Caption Retrieval results. For all results apart
from Mixture of Experts, the average of 10 runs was taken. *Results are
included from [83], only available for Text-to-Video retrieval, but note that
MMEN(caption) is identical apart from using a different word2vec embedding.

are better.

Median Rank (MR) Gives the median rank of the first relevant item returned by a

search using a query item. I.e.

Median Rank = median({rank(vi), ∀i ∈ [1, |V |]}) (5.14)

where rank(vi) returns the rank of the first relevant item to vi in the search query and

median(X ) returns the median value of X . Again, Eq. 5.14 is constructed for video-to-

text retrieval but by substituting vi with ti and V with T it can be used for text-to-video

retrieval.

For median rank, lower values of MR are better.

Cross-Modal Results

Table 5.7 shows the general video retrieval results on the MSR-VTT dataset for the

task of both video-to-text and text-to-video retrieval. Immediately it is clear that for

MSR-VTT verbs are not as important as they are for the task of fine-grained action re-
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trieval, performing much worse for both video-to-text and text-to-video retrieval. Nouns

represent a significant source of information within the dataset, providing a large boost

in performance in comparison to verbs. This can especially be seen in the results for

MMEN(Caption\Noun) which uses the full caption as textual input after removing all

the nouns performing much worse than nouns on their own.

In comparison to the fine-grained action retrieval results, using only the verbs and nouns

from a caption (MMEN([Verb,Noun])) only gives comparable results to using the full

caption. However, this still suggests that for general video retrieval the whole caption

isn’t necessarily important and that by using only the verbs and nouns similar perfor-

mance can be achieved. Further discussion about the usefulness of each part of speech

can be found in the part of speech study.

The results show two different versions of JPoSE. The first creates separate verb and

noun embeddings (denoted by JPoSE(Verb, Noun)) achieving comparable video-to-text

retrieval results to MMEN(caption) whilst slightly outperforming it for text-to-video

retrieval. This is expected due to the poor performance of MMEN(Verb). From the

results above, using verbs by themselves creates a poor embedding space and so it can

be expected that, as one of the underlying spaces, the verbs provide little benefit and

the performance would suffer as a result. Regardless, this still performs comparably

to MMEN(Caption) for video-to-text retrieval and slightly better for text-to-video re-

trieval.

The final version of JPoSE, denoted by JPoSE(Caption\Noun, Noun), creates an em-

bedding space with all parts of speeches without nouns along with the noun embedding

space. As from the MMEN results Caption\Noun proved to be much more informa-

tive than verbs, and as such creates a better space for general video retrieval than

JPoSE(Verb,Noun).

Figure 5.5 shows some qualitative results of the proposed method JPoSE(Caption\Noun,

Noun) against MMEN(Caption). JPoSE is able to frequently rank videos for a caption

higher than the baseline approach.

5.5.3 Part of Speech Study

Given the results in Table 5.7 it was deemed important to evaluate the importance of

the different parts of speech within the MSR-VTT dataset. The top 5 parts of speech
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Figure 5.5: Qualitative text-to-video results of action retrieval on MSR-
VTT. A ← B shows the rank B of the retrieved video from using the full
caption MMEN(caption), equivalent to MEE [83], and the A the rank of
the same video when disentangling the caption using the proposed method
JPoSE(Caption\Noun, Noun).

for MSR-VTT were tested in different combinations. The results can be seen in ta-

ble 5.8.

Average vs. NetVLAD For MSR-VTT using NetVLAD provides a considerable ben-

efit over simply averaging the word representations for all experiments but MMEN(Verb).

This is in stark comparison to the EPIC-Kitchens results which can be explained due to

the difference in length of captions. Due to the much longer captions in MSR-VTT the

NetVLAD aggregation is much more important than simple averaging, outperforming it

greatly13.

Individual Part of Speech Results The results show that, on their own, parts of

speech other than verbs and nouns provide very little discriminative information for the

embedding. Verbs and nouns perform much better relatively, but are still beaten by

using the whole caption.

Combining Different Parts of Speech Combining the verbs and nouns together

leads to a boost in performance compared to using the individual parts of speech, espe-

cially when using NetVLAD for aggregation. Determiners add little to the embedding,

providing a drop in accuracy. Considering the determiners present in MSR-VTT this

can be expected: “the” and “a” add little to understanding and discriminating between

captions.

13For EPIC-Kitchens, the opposite was found, likely due to the much shorter captions.
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However, by adding in the adverbs and adjectives to the embedding, small increases in

performance can be seen which becomes comparable to using the entire caption for both

video-to-text and text-to-video retrieval.

Caption Disentangling with JPoSE Table 5.8 also includes the results using

JPoSE(Caption\Verb, Verb). It could be theorised that due to the much lower perfor-

mance of verbs compared to nouns for an MMENthat this verb disentanglement would

lead to much worse results than JPOSE(Caption\Nouns, Noun) but it actually achieves

higher recall@10 and a lower median rank for video-to-text retrieval. Otherwise, it seems

to perform comparably to JPoSE(Verb, Noun).

5.5.4 Conclusion of General Video Retrieval Results

Whilst JPoSE doesn’t provide the huge gain in retrieval performance for the task of

General Video Retrieval that it did for Fine-Grained Action Retrieval by disentangling

the caption using knowledge of the different parts of speech can lead to an increase in

the final results. It can also be theorised that with the semantic knowledge of how the

verbs and nouns in MSR-VTT are related (or indeed other parts of speech) JPoSE could

see a larger increase in performance.

The importance of disentangling the caption as well as different parts of speech is clear

from the results. As with EPIC-Kitchens, using the whole caption isn’t necessarily

important — determiners particularly cause a drop in performance for retrieval.

5.6 Conclusion

This chapter has presented work on understanding different parts of speeches, indeed

expanding the scope of previous chapters which focus solely on verbs, for a large-scale

dataset EPIC-Kitchens. It has shown that disentangling the caption into its constituent

parts of speech can provide a gain in performance for both the task of fine-grained action

retrieval as well as the general video retrieval task.

Whilst multi-verb annotations could not be collected for EPIC-Kitchens due to its size,

the clustering of verbs and nouns allows for the method to intrinsically learn which
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words are semantically similar and construct a relevant embedding space. Accordingly,

an approach that factored in this knowledge was created by learning separate part of

speech embeddings, themselves useful for tasks where only the act or object are required,

with a final action embedding learned on top.

This approach was tested for two different retrieval tasks, the fine-grained action retrieval

task on EPIC-Kitchens which includes shorter captions/videos and the general video-

retrieval task on MSR-VTT with comparatively longer videos and captions.

The importance of disentangling the caption was clear to see from the results whereby

only using certain parts of speech using a standard cross-modal embedding technique

gave comparable or higher performance than using the entire caption. The proposed

method increased results even further, not only for action retrieval but also showing

that by including knowledge of the entire action then the underlying part of speech

embeddings can be improved.

The proposed approach does simplify the intra part-of-speech relationships however, with

the word vectors being combined via averaging. For example, “put bowl in pan” would

have the same representation as “put pan in bowl”. For EPIC-Kitchens, the captions are

short and generally simple enough that this doesn’t prove much of a problem. However,

modelling the relationships within each part of speech (and indeed explicitly doing so

between different parts of speech) is an obvious extension of the work.

Finally, while the method can be used to predict multiple verbs for an action this is

somewhat limiting compared to the multi-verb representations explored in chapter 4.

Only main verbs can be predicted due to the absence of contextual clues for supplemen-

tary verbs. Another extension of the method would be to try to capture this information

using a similar clustering method on EPIC but for supplementary verbs.
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Video-to-text Text-to-Video
MSR-VTT Retrieval R@1 R@5 R@10 MR R@1 R@5 R@10 MR

CT-SAN [147]* – – – – 4.4 16.6 22.3 35.0
JSFusion [148]* – – – – 10.2 31.2 43.2 13.0
Mixture of Experts [83]* – – – – 12.9 36.4 51.8 10.0

Random Baseline 0.3 0.7 1.1 502.0 0.3 0.7 1.1 502.0
CCA Baseline 2.8 5.6 8.2 283.0 7.0 14.4 18.7 100.0

MMEN(DET AVG) 0.0 0.2 0.5 214.0 0.3 1.0 2.2 264.0
MMEN(ADJ AVG) 0.0 0.3 0.7 216.0 0.1 1.1 2.6 260.0
MMEN(ADP AVG) 0.1 0.6 1.5 172.0 0.7 2.8 5.0 185.0
MMEN(Verb AVG) 1.1 5.4 11.1 57.0 3.2 10.9 17.4 57.0
MMEN(Noun AVG) 10.0 28.0 40.0 16.0 10.7 29.7 43.5 15.0

MMEN(DET NetVLAD) 0.0 0.1 0.3 241.0 0.1 1.1 2.4 255.0
MMEN(ADJ NetVLAD) 0.0 0.0 0.1 232.0 0.2 1.2 2.0 262.0
MMEN(ADP NetVLAD) 0.1 0.7 1.5 174.0 0.6 2.9 4.9 190.0
MMEN(Verb NetVLAD) 0.7 4.0 8.3 70.0 2.9 7.9 13.9 63.0
MMEN(Noun NetVLAD) 10.8 31.3 42.7 14.0 10.8 30.7 44.5 13.0

MMEN([V, N, DET] AVG) 9.0 28.4 41.0 15.0 7.7 24.2 36.0 20.0
MMEN([V, N] AVG) 12.9 34.0 46.7 12.0 12.6 32.6 46.3 12.0
MMEN([V, N, ADP] AVG) 13.0 33.0 46.0 13.0 12.2 33.0 46.0 13.0
MMEN([V, N, ADJ] AVG) 12.4 32.9 45.3 13.0 11.0 31.2 44.3 13.0
MMEN([V, N, ADJ, ADP] AVG) 13.0 32.3 45.9 12.0 11.1 31.5 44.3 13.0

MMEN([V, N, DET] NetVLAD) 14.8 38.3 52.5 9.1 12.4 33.6 46.3 13.0
MMEN([V, N] NetVLAD) 15.6 39.4 55.1 9.0 13.6 36.8 51.7 10.0
MMEN([V, N, ADP] NetVLAD) 15.8 40.3 55.1 8.5 13.8 36.7 51.0 10.0
MMEN([V, N, ADJ] NetVLAD) 16.3 40.1 54.1 8.9 14.0 36.2 50.9 10.0
MMEN([V, N, ADJ, ADP] NetVLAD) 16.1 39.7 53.8 8.9 13.4 36.2 51.3 10.0

MMEN(Caption AVG) 12.4 32.8 45.6 12.0 11.4 31.2 43.8 14.0
MMEN(Caption NetVLAD) 15.8 40.2 53.6 9.0 13.8 36.7 50.7 10.3

JPoSE(Verb, Noun) 15.5 39.3 53.8 9.0 13.7 37.6 52.2 9.6
JPoSE(Caption\Verb,Verb) 15.9 39.2 55.5 8.0 13.4 36.8 52.0 10.0
JPoSE(Caption\Noun,Noun) 16.4 41.3 54.4 8.7 14.3 38.1 53.0 9.0

Table 5.8: Part of Speech study on the MSR-VTT dataset using verbs (V)
nouns (N) adjectives (ADJ) adpositions (ADP) and determiners (DET). A com-
parison between using NetVLAD and simply averaging the word representations
was evaluated. Results calculated using recall@k (R@k, higher is better) and me-
dian rank (MR, lower is better). For each row, an average of 10 runs is reported.
*Results are included from [83, 147, 148], only available for Text-to-Video re-
trieval.
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Chapter 6
Zero Shot Recognition and Retrieval Using

an Open Vocabulary

A zero-shot task is one in which classes are present in the testing set that aren’t in

the training set. Naturally, this makes for a very challenging problem as it can be

difficult to train models to successfully predict and recognise unseen classes. This chapter

will present two tasks focused around the notion of performing zero-shot recognition or

retrieval.

Firstly, the contextual annotations from chapter 4 will be used to perform zero-shot

recognition of verbs. Due to the multi-label nature of the collected annotations classes

which haven’t been used in training can be expressed using verbs which have been seen.

This emulates how a human would describe an unseen task. For example, given an

action that someone has never seen before, such as “poaching”, the words “cook”, “boil”

or “simmer” might be used to describe this cooking technique.

Secondly, the disentangling of various Parts of Speech in the method from chapter 5 can

be used to perform zero-shot retrieval for unseen (combinations of) classes. I.e. If the

verb “put” has been seen but the noun “saucer” hasn’t, the task is to evaluate whether

the caption “put saucer” be correctly retrieved?

The makeup of this chapter will be as follows: The definition of a zero-shot task will

be given in section 6.1 where different forms will be introduced. Next, section 6.2 will

present results for Zero-Shot Action Recognition wherein no visual or textual knowledge

is used during training. Finally, in section 6.3, zero-shot experiments for fine-grained
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6.1 Zero-Shot Tasks

action retrieval on EPIC-Kitchens will be presented.

6.1 Zero-Shot Tasks

This section will introduce the concept of a zero shot task, how it differs from the

standard many-shot approach and the different ways that zero-shot tasks can be defined.

Then, it will describe the two tasks which will be used in this chapter. Specifically, the

definition of zero-shot tasks, in comparison to many-shot and few-shot, will be presented

in section 6.1.1. Using verbs as attributes will be presented in section 6.1.2 and zero-shot

using semantic information will be introduced in section 6.1.3.

6.1.1 Many vs. Few vs. Zero Shot

Classically, machine learning tasks are constructed using two distinct sets of data which

form a training set and a testing set. The training set consists of input data used to train

a model which, via being discriminative or generative, learns aspects of the underlying

data. The testing set is utilised solely with the aim of evaluating how well the model

was able to learn and generalise on new instances of data.

Whilst the training and test sets are distinct in terms of instances, the classes present

are traditionally kept the same, i.e. There will be a “put pan” class in both the train

and test sets but different videos with the class label will be present in each set. The

difference between many, few and zero-shot can then be explained by the number of

instances a class has in the training set compared to the test set.

Many Shot, which is the standard set-up, implies that there are ‘many’ training examples

available for each class. This can be in the hundreds, thousands or much more. Com-

paratively, in a Few Shot learning scenario, one or more classes in the training set only

contain a ‘few’ examples1. Many datasets which use open vocabulary annotations have

a long-tailed distribution. Because of this class imbalance, some classes will be few-shot

classes.

1Of course, these definitions aren’t strict and, in most cases, are defined in relative terms. Regardless,
few-shot learning as a term can generally be used to describe training when classes contain only a handful
of examples, e.g. < 10 examples.
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6.1 Zero-Shot Tasks

Verb # in Train # in Test Type

Put 2,930 1,380 Many Shot
Open 2,785 949 Many Shot
Pick-Up 2,577 943 Many Shot
Take 2,258 917 Many Shot

Fill 90 29 Few Shot
Check 89 31 Few Shot
Put-On 86 37 Few Shot
Spoon 73 29 Few Shot

Shake-Off 0 25 Zero Shot
Rinse-Off 0 17 Zero Shot
Clean-Off 0 6 Zero Shot
Push-Down 0 5 Zero Shot

Table 6.1: Examples of Many Shot, Few Shot and Zero Shot verbs in EPIC-
Kitchens.

Zero-shot learning is the complete absence of any examples in the training set: the class

only appears in testing for evaluation. This represents a very challenging problem, but

one that can be common in practice. With CNNs becoming core techniques for computer

vision, the amount of data required during training is leading to large datasets. However,

not every class can be represented or collected during training. This can be especially

true when using an open vocabulary to describe or define classes. Given the long-tailed

nature of collected annotations it becomes increasingly more challenging to collect all

possible examples and train a model which is able to learn the examples effectively (i.e.

not overfit on the more numerous classes).

Table 6.1 includes examples of many-shot, few-shot and zero-shot classes from the EPIC-

Kitchens dataset. For EPIC-Kitchens, a verb or noun class was considered a many shot

class if there existed 100 or more different instances in the training set2. Due to the open

vocabulary the verbs and nouns within EPIC-Kitchens exhibit a long-tailed distribution.

This causes examples of all three types of classes (many-shot, few-shot and zero-shot) as

described above.

2Action classes, which are created as the cross product between verbs and nouns, can therefore have
less than 100 instances.
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6.1 Zero-Shot Tasks

Generalised Zero-Shot

Normally, zero-shot tasks use a test set created solely of zero-shot classes. However,

Chao et. al [16] introduce the idea of generalised zero-shot in which the test set includes

both many or few shot classes (i.e. classes in which there are examples in the training

set) and zero-shot classes (i.e. classes in which there are no examples in the training set).

This construction for the test set can be argued to be much more realistic for computer

vision applications, but, importantly forces a method to not only predict between novel

classes; it also needs to evaluate whether the instance belongs to a class that has been

seen before during training or not. The experiments in the previous chapter (chapter 5)

are all examples of generalised zero-shot experiments. As the many-shot examples were

used for training there existed some examples in both the seen and unseen test sets which

were present in the training set and some which weren’t. This will be further explored

in section 6.3.

6.1.2 Describing Unseen Actions with Multiple Verbs

The multi-verb, verb-only representations from chapter 4 show a clear benefit for zero-

shot recognition. Firstly, by using only verbs, the labelling representation is object

agnostic, meaning that if a video contains an object not seen in training then only the

action itself (manner/result) needs to be recognised. This is highly beneficial in cases

where the actions between objects are very similar. For example, if “bowl” wasn’t seen

in training but “plate” had been the motions of “put[ting]”, “clean[ing]” or “pick[ing]

up” would be similar regardless of the shape of the object. Of course, this isn’t always

the case, but as long as similar objects have been seen in training, it is possible for the

action to still be found.

Secondly, verbs are being learned, not classes. In this way, verbs can be thought of

as the attributes that describe and differentiate between the different actions. So, by

introducing a new class the same verbs that have been learned can be used to describe

the unseen class. For example, even though the class “turn-off burner” might not have

been seen during training, the model can predict verbs to try and describe the unseen

class. Verbs such as “rotate” or “hold” represent correct predictions for this class for

similar actions that have been seen during training.
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6.2 Zero-Shot Action Recognition Using Multiple Verbs

6.1.3 Zero-Shot Using Semantic Information

Most methods which attempt zero-shot use semantic information as additional input

during training. For example, for the caption “put pan on the hob” which, along with

a corresponding video, is not present in the training set, then knowledge of the words

“put”, “pan” or “hob” can be used to work out what the caption could mean even though

the example has not been seen. Generally, this has been achieved through the use of

unsupervised word embeddings [85] (such as in [47]), which allow for unseen classes to

be relatable to seen classes through the use of the learned similarity scores. For example,

the noun “saucepan” might not have been seen during training, but “pot” has been seen,

then, as the similarity score between the two words is high (0.71), it can be expected that

in a learned embedding space “pot” would be embedded near “saucepan”. Note that here

both words exist in the corpus that was used to originally train the unsupervised word

embedding but no visual examples for “pot” would have been seen during training3.

This task is utilised in section 6.3 for the EPIC-Kitchens dataset using the method JPoSE

from chapter 5. As the input to the text modality is represented using word vectors from

Word2Vec, then the information from the unsupervised training, along with the part of

speech disentanglement, can be used to help retrieve zero-shot instances.

6.2 Zero-Shot Action Recognition Using Multiple Verbs

In this section, zero-shot results will be presented on GTEA Gaze+ using the contextual

annotations collected in chapter 4. Verbs will be treated as attributes that describe

the action taking place, allowing for unseen action classes (which can be thought of

as unseen combinations of verbs) to be predicted. Experiments will be performed on

three different train/test splits of GTEA Gaze+ which show the effect of a decreasing

number of training examples and how the different verb-only labelling representations

are affected.

3This task can be likened to how humans can read about an exotic animal they have never seen
before and then visually recognise a picture of it from description alone.
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6.2 Zero-Shot Action Recognition Using Multiple Verbs

% split # Action Classes # Videos # SV Verbs # MV Verbs # SAMV Verbs

90/10 31/3 886/115 14/3 32/12 90/66
80/20 27/7 780/221 13/5 19/19 90/77
50/50 17/17 506/495 11/11 28/25 83/88

Table 6.2: Details about the three different train/test splits of GTEA Gaze+
used for the zero-shot experiments. #/# represents number in the train and test
splits respectively.

6.2.1 Zero-Shot Test Sets of GTEA Gaze+

GTEA Gaze+ was chosen for the zero-shot experiments as it was the largest of three

datasets tested in chapter 4. As no zero-shot test sets for GTEA Gaze+ were available,

three were created with differing percentages of unseen action classes (similar to [47]).

This allowed for the evaluation of the different models on their generalisability when

the number of zero-shot action classes increases and the number of training examples

decreases.

Three different train/test splits were formulated based on the percentage of unseen action

classes in each test set. To test the impact of a decreasing number of training examples,

the percentage of unseen action classes in the test sets were made with {10%, 20%, 50%}
of action classes in the test split. In this way, the test sets were created by randomly

sampling n% action classes from the overall datasets, the other action classes were then

used as the training set. Because of the action class imbalance within GTEA Gaze+,

the test sets were sampled such that the number of videos in the test set is similar to

the percentage of action classes in the test set (this was to prevent cases where 20% of

videos could be sampled from 10% of the action classes etc.).

Table 6.2 shows the sizes of the three train/test splits for GTEA Gaze+ in terms of

number of action classes within the zero-shot testing sets as well as the number of videos.

Included below is the list of zero-shot action classes for each train/test split.

• 90/10 “close freezer”, “turn on burner”, “put knife”.

• 80/20 “put plate”, “take knife”, “turn-off burner”, “put cup”, “open microwave”,

“put spoon [on] plate”, “turn-off tap”.

• 50/50 “take lettuce”, “cut pepper [using] knife”, “close fridge”, “put plate”, “crack

egg [into] bowl”, “put tomato”, “take spoon [from] plate”, “open freezer”, “put cup”,
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6.2 Zero-Shot Action Recognition Using Multiple Verbs

Figure 6.1: Qualitative zero-shot results on GTEA Gaze+ using verbs as at-
tributes for φ{SV,MV,SAMV }. Green verbs represent correct predictions, red verbs
show incorrect predictions and verbs in orange denote that the verb was predicted
at a much higher/lower rank in comparison to the ground truth.

“put bowl”, “turn-on burner”, “take cup”, “put spoon [on] plate”, “take bowl”, “take

pepper [from] bowl”, “put bread”, “turn-on tap”, “turn-off tap”

6.2.2 Results of Zero-Shot Action Recognition Using Context

The results of using φ{SV,MV,SAMV } on the three different zero-shot train/test splits can

be seen in table 6.3 which includes both accuracy (calculated using eq. 4.9) as well as
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6.2 Zero-Shot Action Recognition Using Multiple Verbs

% split 90/10 80/20 50/50

SV 32.2 14.9 13.1
MV 33.2 42.9 25.6
SAMV 54.8 44.4 30.6

% split 90/10 80/20 50/50

SV 39.0 13.8 19.3
MV 39.6 41.3 36.8
SAMV 61.4 40.1 41.7

Table 6.3: Table of zero-shot results using the three verb-only labelling methods
from chapter 4 on the constructed zero-shot datasets. Left: Results are shown
using accuracy with α = 0.3 (eq. 4.9). Right: Results are shows using per-class
accuracy with α = 0.3. (α is the threshold for which V SAMV

i is created — see
equation 4.9 for more details.).

per class accuracy (calculated using the same equation per action class and averaged

over all action classes). The implementation of φ was the same as in section 4.8 (i.e. a

sigmoid cross entropy loss, eq 4.2, was used for φ{MV,SAMV }).

As expected, the zero-shot models achieve lower accuracies than the results on the nor-

mal dataset which decrease as the number of training examples decreases. Due to the

expanded vocabulary of Soft-Assigned Multi-Verb (SAMV), it is able to consistently

outperform the Multi-Verb (MV) representation across all train/test splits of GTEA

Gaze+. This is true even when the number of verbs in the test set is larger than those

present in the training set (in the case of the 50/50 set for SAMV, see table 6.2).

The Single-Verb representation has the lowest accuracy across all train/test splits seeing a

large drop in performance between using 90% and 80% of the dataset for training. This

can be explained by the limited vocabulary that the Single Verb (SV) representation

learns in comparison to the other labelling methods. In addition, under SV, each video

is only assigned a single verb thus each video only has a single attribute making it

extremely difficult for a model to perform zero-shot recognition.

Figure 6.2 shows the results of φSAMV for different values of α (see section 4.8.1). Whilst

the difference between the 90/10 split and the 80/20 split is very slight, there is a large

drop in accuracy across all values of α for the 50/50 split showing its difficulty. This

can also be explained by looking at the distributions of verbs in the training and test

splits. Within both the 90/10 and the 80/20 split, all 90 verbs are seen in the training

set, meaning no new attributes are present in the test set. Comparatively, the 50/50

split contains only 83 verbs in its training split (table 6.2) and includes 7 unseen verbs

in the testing split.
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6.2 Zero-Shot Action Recognition Using Multiple Verbs

Figure 6.2: Accuracy of φSAMV on the three zero-shot train/test splits of GTEA
Gaze+. Note that the 90/10 test split has 0 verbs with a value of 0.9 or higher
and accordingly the accuracy at α = 0.9 is undefined. A large peak for the 90/10
split at α = 0.3 can be seen. This can be explained by the large reduction of
verbs within the smallest of the three test splits. This also explains the large
peak in the 80/20 split at α = 0.9.

From looking at high values of α4 (comparable to the SV labelling representation) and

α = 0.5 (similar to MV) the efficacy of φSAMV can be compared to φSV and φMV . For

the 90/10 and 50/50 splits φSAMV outperforms φSV by a moderate amount. For the

80/20 split there is a sharp peak at α = 0.9, though there are only 10 videos which

contained a verb with a value of 0.9 or higher. Even when comparing α = 0.8 φSAMV

beats φSV .

When looking at the comparison between α = 0.5 for φSAMV to φMV a different story

emerges: a gain of +8% is seen for the 90/10 split, a drop of 2.8% for the 80/20 split as

well as a moderate drop in accuracy of −0.6% for the 50/50 split. This suggests that the

addition of the supplementary verbs (supplementary verbs are those which have a low

assignment score, see figure 4.6 for more details) isn’t as important as the inclusion of

more main verbs for zero-shot tasks and, in some cases, can be a mild hindrance when

using the verbs to describe the novel action classes.

4α is the threshold for which V SAMV
i is created — see equation 4.9 for more details.
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6.2 Zero-Shot Action Recognition Using Multiple Verbs

The Multi-Verb representation achieves similar performance to using a single verb for the

90/10 split of unseen action classes and, indeed, shows an increase in accuracy when fewer

training action classes are used (for the 80/20 split). In addition, the MV representa-

tion achieves consistent per-class accuracy across all splits showing good generalisability

across differing amounts of training classes.

Figure 6.1 shows qualitative results of φ{SV,MV,SAMV } on the zero-shot 50/50 train/test

splits of GTEA Gaze+. Using single verb labels often leads to incorrect and non-sensical

verbs being predicted whereas using a Multi-Verb or Soft-Assigned Multi-Verb repre-

sentation gives a higher number of correct verbs being predicted. However, this still

represents a challenging problem for the unseen action classes in that antonyms can be

seen together on a few of the examples such as {“Open”, “Close”} and {“take”, “put”}
being confused.

Whilst some of the incorrect verbs that φ{MV,SAMV } predict represent logical descriptions

(for example “touch”, “grip” or “grab”) there is also a large amount of confusion between

common actions which occur in similar locations using similar objects, e.g. “cut” is

predicted by both φ{MV,SAMV } for “put bowl” (lower right in figure).

6.2.3 Conclusion Zero-Shot Action Recognition Using Context

The multi-verb representations from chapter 4 can be thought of as attributes for the

different action classes present in action recognition. Because of this, combinations

of seen verbs can be used to describe unseen actions, allowing for a relatively small

vocabulary of 90 verbs for training.

This notion was tested and evaluated on the GTEA Gaze+ dataset, representing the

largest dataset in which the multi-verb annotations were collected. Additionally, the

reliance on training examples required to successfully perform zero-shot recognition was

assessed with varying levels of training data being provided to the models.

Overall, the usage of Soft-Assigned Multi-Verb labels gave the best results at predicting

correct verbs used to describe the novel actions. Of particular note, is the performance

of the model trained with the hard-assigned Multi-Verb labels, which lead to consistent

per-class accuracy results even when the ratio of training examples to testing examples

was decreased.
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6.3 Zero-Shot for Fine Grained Action Retrieval

6.3 Zero-Shot for Fine Grained Action Retrieval

In this section Zero-Shot results will be presented for the EPIC-Kitchens dataset using

the JPoSE method originally introduced in chapter 5. This will be using the combination

of disentangling the caption into its constituent parts of speech in addition to the prior

unsupervised knowledge from textual corpora (see section 6.1.3).

6.3.1 Zero Shot Classes in EPIC-Kitchens

The open vocabulary captions of EPIC-Kitchens naturally lead to zero-shot classes in

both the seen and unseen test sets (see sections 5.1 and 6.1.1 for more details). Because

of this, the results presented in the previous chapter were in fact set up as a Generalised

Zero-Shot scenario.

Due to EPIC-Kitchens being constructed as the cross product of individual verb and noun

classes, there are three different types of captions which represent zero-shot captions.

Firstly, the noun within the caption is present within the training set but the verb has

not is given the name Zero-Shot Verb. Secondly, the verb is present during training

but the noun is not, defined as Zero-Shot Noun (or ZSN). Finally, if both the verb

and the noun are in the training set then the entire action is novel, representing a very

challenging, but sparse task with very few examples (see table 6.4). The former two test

sets will be evaluated later in this section.

Table 6.4 shows the counts of the number of instances for each of the three settings

introduced in the previous paragraph for EPIC-Kitchens. Noteworthy, is that a total

of 12% of the total videos over both original tests sets (Seen and Unseen) represent

zero-shot instances. Additionally, there are a similar number of of ZSN instances to the

number of ZSV instances (709 vs. 642). Comparatively, the number of zero-shot actions

is much lower with only 126 different videos comprising of 62 unique actions across both

test sets5.

5Indeed, the zero-shot actions are completely disparate between the seen and unseen test sets.
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EPIC All ZSV ZSN ZSA
Videos Verbs Nouns Actions Videos Verbs Videos Nouns Videos Actions

Train 26,710 192 1005 2,513 – – – – – –
Seen 8,047 232 530 1,241 452 119 367 80 64 29
Unseen 2,929 136 243 634 257 63 275 127 62 33

Table 6.4: Number of Videos and verbs/nouns in the three splits of EPIC-
Kitchens. Additionally, number of videos and zero-shot classes in Zero-Shot
Verbs (ZSV), Zero-Shot Nouns (ZSN) and Zero-Shot Actions (ZSA) are also
shown.

6.3.2 Zero-Shot Results on EPIC-Kitchens

Table 6.5 includes the results of JPoSE from chapter 5 along with the following baselines

from the same chapter:

• Random Included as a lower bound, the rankings of retrieved items for each query

are randomised.

• CCA Canonical Correlation Analysis (or CCA) involves learning a weights matrix

which matches the correlation between two sets of items.

• MMEN(Caption) This uses a Multi-Modal Embedding Network (MMEN, see

section 5.3.1 for more details) trained using the entire caption aggregated using

simple averaging.

• MMEN(Caption RNN) In this case the Multi-Modal Embedding Network is

trained using the entire caption, but the word vectors are aggregated via the use

of an RNN.

From the results, the importance of disentangling the caption can be seen, especially for

the cases where the captions represent the zero-shot combinations (i.e. ZSV and ZSN),

with JPoSE outperforming all other baselines. Interestingly, MMEN(Caption RNN)

generally shows incremental improvements over MMEN(Caption) suggesting that the

addition of the GRU can be more beneficial for zero-shot tasks.

Figure 6.3 shows qualitative zero-shot results on EPIC-Kitchens comparing the two base-

lines to JPoSE. Using JPoSE leads to not only lower ranks of the first relevant retrieval,

but also other relevant retrievals are consistently ranked higher than the baseline meth-

ods.
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EPIC ZSV ZSN
vt tv vt tv

Random Baseline 1.57 1.57 1.64 1.64
CCA Baseline 2.92 2.96 4.36 3.25

MMEN (Caption) 5.77 5.51 4.17 3.32
MMEN (Caption RNN) 4.83 6.01 4.43 4.28

JPoSE 7.50 6.47 7.68 6.17

Table 6.5: Results of using JPoSE for Zero-Shot Verbs (ZSV) and Zero-Shot
Nouns (ZSN).

6.3.3 Conclusion of Zero-Shot for Fine-Grained Action Retrieval

In conclusion, by disentangling the caption into its constituent parts of speech and

learning an embedding space for each, unseen verbs or nouns can be better retrieved at

test time. Using the full caption struggles to capture the semantic information in the

same way leading to the model under-performing compared to JPoSE. The substitution

of the textual fully connected layer for the gated recurrent unit does lead to some overall

improvements however.

Nevertheless, zero-shot retrieval on a large-scale dataset such as EPIC-Kitchens is still a

challenging problem. Even with the improvements from using JPoSE, mAP scores still

remain low representing an interesting direction for future work.

6.4 Conclusion

Zero-shot tasks, where novel classes are seen during test time which weren’t present at

training, represent challenging problems in the field of computer vision. Using an open

vocabulary for video understanding, by its own nature, leads to long-tail distributions

of classes and therefore a higher number of unseen classes.

This chapter has presented two approaches for zero-shot problems for the tasks of action

recognition and fine-grained action retrieval. In the case of the former, when using a

multi-verb representation, verbs can be thought of as attributes of the actions taking

place and therefore novel actions can be explained via the use of previously seen verbs.

For fine-grained action retrieval, the JPoSE method was used which disentangles the

caption into its constituent parts of speech. By doing this, unseen verbs or nouns can be
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Figure 6.3: Qualitative zero-shot results on the zero-shot test splits of EPIC-
Kitchens. Both video-to-text and text-to-video results are shown for zero-shot
verbs (ZSV) and zero-shot nouns(ZSN). For a given query item the rank of the
first relevant retrieval is given in addition to the first 50 retrievals showing rele-
vant in green and irrelevant in grey.

retrieved correctly as the method can focus on parts of the caption that was seen during

training.

Using verbs as attributes to describe novel classes proved useful for the task of zero-

shot action recognition on the GTEA Gaze+ dataset. Both models trained on multi-

verb representations outperformed the model trained with a single-verb representation.

The benefit of hard-assigned, multi-verb labels was also highlighted here, with good

generalisability being shown across the differing levels of training examples that were
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provided.

For fine-grained action retrieval, disentangling the caption was demonstrated to be ben-

eficial for the novel action classes, of which many are present for the large number of

classes of EPIC-Kitchens. By learning the parts of speech separately, the model wasn’t

forced to re-learn a new combination of words given a caption from a zero-shot class

leading to better results than the baselines which focused on the whole caption.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

Transferring knowledge between language and vision still remains a challenging problem.

This thesis serves as a focussed look into verbs and how their relationships can be applied

in the field of computer vision, but, as always, more unanswered questions exist in this

area. As a whole, the concluding remarks of this thesis are summarised below.

Firstly, verbs represent how we interact with the world, but the relationships between

them are highly contextual. These relationships can be hard to discover from corpora

or semantic knowledge bases.

Secondly, expanding a closed vocabulary of verbs towards an open vocabulary leads

to issues with the standard approach of treating action recognition as a classification

problem: a one-vs-all solution does not work here.

Thirdly, verb-only representations can provide large benefits over using the combination

of verbs and nouns as action labels, allowing for an object-agnostic representation to be

learned.

Finally, disentanglement of captions allows for modelling of the individual parts of an

action: the actor, act, and the object(s) being interacted with. This leads to better

performance on both within-modal and cross-modal video retrieval tasks.

7.1 Findings and Limitations

In this section, a brief summary of the findings and limitations of each chapter will be

presented.
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7.1 Findings and Limitations

Chapter 3 first explored the issues with using an expanded vocabulary for action recog-

nition. Due to the number of verbs used, many of them had similar meanings and so

treating it as a standard classification problem led to cases where either valid verbs were

treated as incorrect or one-vs-all approaches were unable to handle the complexity. Ad-

ditionally, it was found that using WordNet was a hindrance for action recognition —

the verb hierarchy within WordNet is too sparse with many synsets having very similar

meanings.

Chapter 4 presented the notion of verb-only labelling representations for action recogni-

tion where three datasets were annotated with contextually relevant verb labels. Further-

more, different types of verbs — verbs of result and verbs of manner — were investigated

along with the relationships between them. The results showed the benefits of a verb-

only representation for the tasks of action recognition and action retrieval, notably the

soft-assigned labelling method allowing for cross-dataset retrieval. The multi-verb repre-

sentations required a substantial training effort (30 annotators per video) and therefore

is difficult to scale for newer and larger datasets.

Chapter 5 shifted its focus purely onto retrieval, introducing the fine-grained action

retrieval task which aims to retrieve semantically relevant items. The Joint Part-of-

Speech Embedding (JPoSE) method was also proposed in this chapter which disentangled

captions into their constituent parts of speech and created an embedding space for each.

This was found to be highly beneficial for EPIC-Kitchens compared to using the entire

caption alone. Furthermore, for the general video retrieval task, evaluated on MSR-

VTT, caption disentanglement was also shown to be a constructive addition. However,

the intra-word relationships are not explored in this method (either within the same

Part of Speech or across different ones). Additionally, only RGB and flow features

were considered, and the other video representations used in [83] and [76] were not

explored.

Finally, Chapter 6 described the tasks of zero-shot recognition and retrieval: challenging

tasks where test instances originate from classes not seen during training. The multi-

verb representations allowed for unseen classes to be described as combinations of seen

verbs, requiring no knowledge of the object being interacted with. The hard assigned

multi-verb representation was also found to be generalisable, achieving similar results

even with a smaller number of training instances. Similarly to the previous chapter,

the decomposition of captions proved fruitful, allowing for JPoSE to outperform caption

based approaches when retrieving both videos and captions for unseen combinations of

verbs and nouns. Zero-shot retrieval still remains a difficult problem and performance
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7.2 Directions for Future Work

of JPoSE remained low even with the caption disentanglement.

7.2 Directions for Future Work

The work on this thesis has focused on video understanding of actions. Yet, the work

in this thesis represents an initial exploration into open vocabulary usage for action

recognition and semantic relevancies for action retrieval. As such, there are many ex-

citing avenues for future work within this area. Four interesting topics are highlighted

below.

Types of Verbs

Verbs of manner and verbs of result were introduced in chapter 4, however, the relation-

ships between them were only initially explored, leaving considerable scope for future

work. One such use case would be imitation learning to teach a system how to perform

an action via both the motion and the goal.

To truly explore the types of verbs, it can be expected that both textual and visual

understanding would be required. A successful method might employ different features or

even modalities to find manner verbs and result verbs. Again, as discussed in chapter 4,

the contextual relationships can be hard to discover from semantic knowledge bases

or textual corpora so a method that is likely to have to discover this from training

data.

Weaker Supervision of Relevancy

Main verbs and supplementary verbs were also introduced within chapter 4 for the multi-

verb, verb-only representations. Due to the size of EPIC-Kitchens, it was deemed too

costly to annotate the dataset with Soft-Assigned Multi-Verb labels (see section 4.4).

Because of this, the notion of supplementary verbs were dropped, with main verbs being

related via manual clustering. The manual clustering was later used as a measure of

semantic relevancy to train and evaluate the Joint Part-of-Speech Embedding method.

For larger datasets, such as HowTo100M [84], this method of relevancy would be un-

scalable. However, using simply instance based relevancy can lead to issues during both

training and evaluation and so weaker forms of relevance represent a viable direction for

future work.
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7.2 Directions for Future Work

Zero-Shot Video Understanding

Chapter 6 saw the application of the multi-verb labels and JPoSE applied to the zero-shot

domain. Whilst successful, the performance of these methods still left a lot to be desired,

with considerable opportunities of future work still available for both the standard and

generalised zero-shot tasks. Methods which are better able to reason about unseen visual

elements from textual descriptions are a key starting point.

Further exploration into the generalised zero-shot task is also highlighted here as an

interesting direction for future work. This is due to the difficulty of both reasoning

about unseen classes as well as determining whether the instance belongs to a seen class

or an unseen class. A shared embedding space is important, but a successful method

should also focus on reducing the bias of seen classes — potentially through the use of

an explicit within-domain classifier.

Joint Modelling of Vision and Language

As discussed in section 2.3.2, recent approaches for performing cross-modal video re-

trieval have focussed on using different video representations and the visual projection

function into the joint space. Other works instead modelled semantic information of

the textual embedding function (JPoSE, proposed in chapter 5, falls into the same cat-

egory). The VideoBERT method, proposed in [128], represents a preliminary work in

this direction for classification, retrieval, and captioning. However, this still remains an

open area and an interesting direction for future research.
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